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This thesis presents work on the efficiency of pension  
funds and financial markets. Understanding the efficiency  
of financial intermediaries - such as banks, insurance  
companies and pension funds - and financial markets  
is important as they play an integral role in allocating  
scarce capital and distributing risk. The thesis consists  
of two parts that focus on different aspects of efficiency. 

Part I concentrates on the operational efficiency of  
pension funds. The essays in this part focus on the Dutch 
occupational pension system, which provides an interesting 
case study as it is well-developed and relatively large in 
terms of size. The results suggest that pension funds can 
gain considerable benefits from economies of scale.  
Larger pension funds benefit from economies of scale in  
the investment costs for standardized asset classes such  
as fixed income and equity, while they pay less performance 
fees for a given level of excess return for most alternative 
asset classes. The findings highlight that it is important for 
pension fund boards to include cost structures and the  
economies of scale within these structures when  
determining their asset allocation. 

Part II of this thesis focuses on a different aspect of  
market efficiency, namely the informational efficiency of 
financial markets and specifically examines the influence  
of the U.S. presidency on financial markets. We document  
a clear presidential cycle pattern in U.S. stock and bond  
markets which consists of significantly higher returns (and 
lower credit spreads) during the second half of a presidenti-
al term compared to the first. Given the economic significan-
ce of the effect it is relevant for institutional investors when  
determining their asset allocation, most notably from a  
market timing perspective. 
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1
The primary objective of a pension system is to e�ciently provide a standard of living in 
retirement comparable to that enjoyed during the working years (Merton, 1983). �is objective 
goes back to the times of the Roman Empire. Since the reign of emperor Augustus, Roman 
legionary veterans received a cash pension (praemium militiae) at the conclusion of their service. 
Legionaries were granted a pension of 12,000 sesterces, a substantial amount of money equal to 
13 years of salary pay. �is stimulated peace and stability in the Empire, as veterans were no 
longer forced to plunder to avoid poverty. Pension payment, however, was a substantial element 
of the Roman imperial budget. Like many modern pension systems, e�ciently organizing and 
sustainably funding the system proved a major challenge. Augustus set up a separate Treasury 
(aerarium militare) for this pension system and capitalized it with 170 million sesterces of his 
own property. In the following decades, the pension system witnessed multiple times of severe 
underfunding nevertheless. �is forced subsequent Roman emperors to extend legionary service 
to reduce the number of bene�ciaries or even take unorthodox measures – such as selling palace 
furnishings – to pay for the pensions (Phang, 2008).

Since the Roman times, the organization and structure of pension systems has evolved 
substantially. Most pension systems around the world nowadays consists of three pillars 
where public pension schemes form the �rst pillar, while the second and third pillar consist 
of respectively funded occupational pension plans and private retirement savings accounts. 
Occupational pension funds aggregate assets from their plan sponsor(s) and participants with 
the aim of providing bene�ciaries with retirement income insurance. For that, pension funds act 
as �nancial intermediaries that manage the funds on behalf of their bene�ciaries by investing 
them on �nancial markets. A major rationale for the existence of �nancial intermediaries is 
to reduce the information and transaction costs that households and �rms would otherwise 
incur to manage risks directly by transacting in �nancial markets (Merton, 1995). �is also 
applies to pension funds. Given their size and consequent economies of scale, pension funds 
provide individual bene�ciaries with a low-cost method of diversifying their asset portfolio. 
Pension funds may also reduce the cost of transacting by negotiating lower management costs 
and performance fees (Sellon, 1992). 

Pension funds have also gained in size and importance. According to the Global Pension 
Assets Study 2017 from Willis Towers Watson, pension funds in the 22 largest pension systems 
manage about USD 36 trillion in assets under management. �is equals to about 62 percent of 
the GDP in the respective countries. Pension funds are among the largest institutional investors. 
�ey invest in a wide variety of asset classes that typically include bonds, equities, real estate and 
alternative asset classes. A thorough understanding of �nancial markets is essential for pension 
funds as investment returns are typically a major component of their performance. Vice versa, 
pension funds can signi�cantly impact market liquidity and asset prices with changes in their 
asset allocation (Allen, 2001). Furthermore, the e�ciency of �nancial markets is key to valuing 
pension assets and liabilities fairly and assessing the impact this has on the risk and market 
value of the sponsoring �rms (Cocco, 2014). 

The sustainability of pension funds in many countries, however, has come under pressure 
due to low expected returns and higher life expectancy. At the same time, pension funds face 
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a structural decline in their ability to bear risk due to demographic trends such as an ageing 
population and a decline in the proportion of younger people in the workforce. In response, 
pension funds have had to apply measures to restore their financial position, such as raise 
contributions, adjust their risk profiles by changing their investment policies and lower 
indexation. For some pension funds, these measures were not enough to sufficiently restore 
their financial position and they were forced to reduce the accrued benefits of entitlements of 
plan members.  As a result of these developments, pension funds face demands for transparency 
and accountability as well as increased public scrutiny on their efficiency of operations. 

Efficiency is one of the central concepts in finance. The efficiency of financial markets and 
financial intermediaries – such as banks, insurance companies and pension funds – is important 
as they play an integral role in allocating scarce capital and distributing risk. Efficiency, in 
this context, consists of three different but interrelated aspects: namely operational efficiency, 
informational efficiency and allocative efficiency (see for instance Bailey, 2005). 

Operational efficiency relates to the costs and risks involved in the process of carrying out 
transactions in financial markets or the provision of financial services by intermediaries. This 
market condition exists when participants can execute transactions and receive services at a price 
that fairly equates to the actual costs required to provide them. Informational efficiency refers to 
the extent that asset prices in financial markets reflect the information available to investors. In 
his seminal paper, Fama (1970) defines markets to be efficient when security prices fully reflect 
all available information at any point in time. If this condition is met, no arbitrage opportunities 
exist that allow investors to achieve excess returns without above-average risk (Malkiel, 2005). 
Allocative efficiency refers to the economic concept known as Pareto efficiency. This is present 
when financial markets allocate capital to the most productive uses, while risks are borne by 
those who are best equipped to bear them (Leibenstein, 1966).  Note that the three aspects of 
efficiency are interrelated, as the amount of informational and operational efficiency influences 
the degree to which financial markets allocate funds efficiently. Operational efficiency also 
impacts the level of informational efficiency as high transaction or information costs will make 
market participants less willing to trade and can therefore reduce the informational efficiency 
of financial markets.1

The four essays of this thesis focus on the efficiency of pension funds and financial markets. 
The thesis consists of two parts that focus on different aspects of efficiency. Part I of this 
thesis concentrates on the operational efficiency of pension funds. The chapters in this part 
examine different determinants of operational efficiency and relate to a stream of literature that 
investigate the efficient operation of financial intermediaries, such as banks (e.g., Berger, Hunter 
and Timme, 1993), insurance companies (e.g., Berger and Humphrey, 1997) and pension funds 

1 The relation between informational and operational efficiency is also visible in the so-called Grossman-
Stiglitz paradox that claims that because gathering information is costly, prices cannot fully reflect all 
available information (strong form efficiency) as market participants who spent resources to obtain it 
would receive no compensation (Grossman and Stiglitz, 1980). 
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1
(e.g., Alserda, Bikker and van der Lecq, 2017). As the pension sector is a vital part of the �nancial 
system in most countries, the assessment of its operational e�ciency is important. High costs 
and persistent ine�ciencies can substantially lower the (expected) pension outcome.2 Bikker 
and De Dreu (2009) �nd that an increase in annual operating costs of 1 percentage point over 
the entire accrual period results in a reduction of the eventual pension bene�ts by about 27 
percent. The same holds for the ability of pension funds to provide indexation to re�ect changes 
in costs and standards of living. Without indexation, the real income of a pensioner with 
a remaining life expectancy of 15 to 20 years decreases by 25 percent to 33 percent if the average 
annual in�ation rate is 2 percent.

Part II of this thesis relates to a di�erent aspect of e�ciency, namely the informational 
e�ciency of �nancial markets. More speci�cally, this part concentrates on the relation between 
U.S. politics and �nancial markets by examining the so-called presidential cycle e�ect. �is 
phenomenon was �rst documented in the Hirsch’s Stock Trader’s Almanac in 1967 and consists of 
signi�cantly higher stock market returns during the second half of a presidential term compared 
to the �rst. The economic signi�cance of the e�ect makes it relevant for institutional investors 
such as pension funds when determining their asset allocation, most notably from a market 
timing perspective. �is part of the thesis thoroughly examines the existence of the presidential 
cycle e�ect in U.S. stock as well as bond markets, and also investigates possible explanations for 
its existence. As such, this part aims to add to the growing literature that focuses on the relation 
between political factors and market e�ciency. 

1.1. PENSION FUND OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY
Part I of this thesis analyzes di�erent determinants of pension fund operational e�ciency.3 
The chapters in this part examine the presence of scale e�ciency in the investment costs 
(Chapter 2) and performance-based fee structures (Chapter 3) of pension funds, as well as 
the operational ability of pension funds to provide a real or indexed pension (Chapter 4). 
What binds the chapters together is their empirical focus by investigating investment returns, 
costs and indexation levels observed in practice. For that, the chapters use cross-sectional and 
panel datasets containing detailed information on fund-speci�c investment returns, costs, asset 
allocations and levels of indexation in the Dutch occupational pension system. The Dutch 
occupational pension system – or second pillar – provides an interesting case study as it is 
well-developed and relatively large in terms of size, while Dutch pension funds allocate their 

2 The California Public Employees’ Retirement System (CalPERS), for instance, decided to withdraw 
USD 4 billion in assets from the hedge fund sector due to complexity, high fees and transparency issues  
(Brown, 2016).
3 Alserda, Bikker and van der Lecq (2017) describe several aspects of operational e�ciency such as 
productive e�ciency (i.e. combining di�erent inputs to minimize average costs), scale e�ciency (i.e. 
minimize average costs by having an optimal size) and X-e�ciency. X-e�ciency relates to the gap between 
ideal allocative e�ciency and the actual observed level of e�ciency caused by a lack of competitive pressure 
(Leibenstein, 1966).  
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money to a wide variety of asset classes given the lack of quantitative investment restrictions. 
By examining the Dutch pension industry, this thesis aims to enhance our understanding 
of pension fund efficiency in general as most findings are also relevant for pension funds in 
other countries. Moreover, the empirical focus of the chapters adds to the existing literature as 
empirical evidence on investment costs, performance-based fees and pension fund indexation 
is limited. This can be primarily attributed to a scarcity of sufficiently detailed, unbiased and 
comparable data.4 In contrast to other sectors in the investment industry – such as mutual funds –  
the pension fund sector typically lacks reporting guidelines.

Chapter 2 provides a cross-sectional analysis of the relation between investment costs and 
pension fund size. Investment costs are an integral component of pension fund performance. 
Higher investment costs can substantially lower the retirement income of beneficiaries as 
they lower the net rate of investment returns. Furthermore, there is academic evidence for 
the presence of economies of scale in investment costs (e.g., Bikker and De Dreu, 2009; Bauer, 
Cremers and Frehen, 2010), implying that large pension funds operate more cost efficient than 
their smaller counterparts. Possible explanations for these economies of scale include more 
bargaining power and a comparative advantage of internally managing investment portfolios 
for large pension funds (Andonov, Bauer and Cremers, 2011; Dyck and Pomorski, 2011). This 
chapter examines the economies of scale in detail and is to our knowledge the first to distinguish 
between two components of investment costs – namely management costs and performance fees 
– for six asset classes that pension funds invest in. Management costs are the cost of having assets 
professionally managed and are typically based on a percentage of assets under management. 
Performance fees are generally calculated as a percentage of investment profits and aim to 
mitigate the agency conflict between investors and asset managers by linking the manager’s 
payoffs to his actions (Starks, 1987). For that, we use a cross-sectional dataset with investment-
related data on 225 Dutch pension funds for the year 2013.5 In line with existing literature, 
we find evidence that large pension funds profit from economies of scale in investment costs. 
A pension fund that has 10 times more assets under management, on average, reports 7.67 basis 
points lower annual investment costs. These economies of scale are solely driven by management 
costs. Moreover, we find that the observed economies of scale appear constant over pension 
fund size. We also document that economies of scale differ per asset class. Size is an important 
driver for economies of scale in fixed income, equity and commodity portfolios. These asset 
classes tend to have a higher level of liquidity and standardization and are therefore probably 

4 Regarding investment returns and costs, most academic attention is focused on U.S. pension funds (e.g., 
Bauer, Cremers and Frehen, 2010) instead of European pension funds which typically deviate from their 
American counterparts in terms of asset allocation. Blake, Lehmann and Timmermann (1999) document 
that U.S. pension funds are more heavily invested in domestic bonds than their U.K. counterparts, whereas 
U.K. pension funds have a larger weighting in equities. For indexation, most academic studies use stochastic 
models (e.g., Bikker and Vlaar, 2007; Molenaar and Ponds, 2012). 
5 The pension funds in the dataset had almost 928 billion euro of assets under management which amounts 
to about 98 percent of the total assets under management for all Dutch pension funds in 2013. 
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1
more easily scalable. On the other hand, we �nd no signi�cant economies of scale in real estate 
investments, private equity and hedge funds.

Chapter 3 focuses on investment cost structures by examining the relation between investment 
returns and performance-based fees for pension funds. Pension funds typically pay performance 
fees for active investment strategies and alternative asset classes such as investments in hedge 
funds and private equity. The importance of performance fees for the pension fund industry 
has increased as pension funds, on average, increased their allocation to alternative asset classes 
in recent years. The annual performance fees paid by Dutch pension funds increased by 36 
percent from EUR 1.1 to EUR 1.5 billion between 2012 and 2015. �is represents the transfer 
of a signi�cant fraction of the pension fund’s capital from bene�ciaries to asset managers, 
but could well be economically rational if they enable pension funds to enhance their overall 
net performance by recovering these costs with higher returns or diversi�cation bene�ts. 
Not surprisingly, fee structures have received considerable academic attention. Most studies, 
however, focus on fee structures in mutual funds (e.g., Fama and French, 2010), private equity 
(e.g., Robinson and Sensoy, 2013) and hedge funds (e.g., Ackermann, McEnally and Ravenscra�, 
1999). Chapter 3 adds to the existing literature by empirically examining the relation between 
performance fees and net investment performance of pension funds. The dataset includes 
returns and performance fees for six major asset classes for 218 Dutch occupational pension 
funds from 2012 to 2015.6 We document that large and more specialized pension funds pay less 
fees for a given level of excess return for alternative asset classes such as hedge funds and private 
equity. �is is possibly the result of better negotiation power due to their larger scale or higher 
level of expertise. In addition, we �nd that the returns of pension funds that pay performance 
fees to asset managers are not signi�cantly higher or lower than the returns of pension funds 
that pay no performance fees. �is is true for most asset classes. 

Chapter 4 concentrates on the ability of pension funds to e�ciently provide indexation 
by examining the factors driving indexation in de�ned bene�t pension plans. Indexation is 
the periodic adjustment of pension bene�ts to re�ect changes in costs and standards of living 
and the level of indexation has a substantial in�uence on the income of pensioners as well as 
on the pension accrual of active members. In the Dutch pension system, most pension schemes 
are career average de�ned bene�t plans with contingent indexation. �is implies that only 
the nominal bene�ts are guaranteed, while pension funds have the intention – if the �nancial 
position of the pension fund allows this – to annually provide indexation to either wage of price 
in�ation. The indexation of bene�ts depends on a future decision to be taken by the pension 
fund’s board. While most papers use extensive stochastic models to simulate indexation decisions 
(e.g., Beetsma and Bucciol, 2011; Molenaar and Ponds, 2012), Chapter 4 empirically examines 
the factors driving indexation in the Netherlands. For that, we have a panel dataset containing 

6 The assets under management of these pension funds rises from 853 billion euro in 2012 to 1116 billion 
in 2015, which on average amounts to 97.5 percent of the total assets under management for the Dutch 
pension industry during 2012 to 2015.
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indexation data for 166 Dutch pension funds during the turbulent years 2007 to 2010.7 We find 
that the key drivers of indexation are the funding ratio, inflation and real wage growth. More 
specifically, an increase in CPI has a positive effect on indexation for both active and inactive 
members, while higher real wage growth only increases indexation for active members. We 
also examine whether various pension fund characteristics influence the level of indexation. 
Pension fund size, for instance, appears to have a positive effect on the level of indexation, 
although the economic significance is small. We also observe that the type of pension fund 
has a statistically and economically significant impact as industry-wide pension funds, on 
average, grant about 0.8 basis points less indexation annually to active members than corporate 
pension funds. A possible explanation is that corporates need to compete more to attract good 
employees which may result in higher contributions to corporate pension funds (Clark and 
Bennett, 2001). Finally, we analyze the relation between policy ladders and the actual level of 
provided indexation and find that a policy ladder with an upper limit equal to a 100 percent real 
funding ratio is able to predict the actual level of indexation more accurately than a ladder with 
an upper limit based on a pension fund’s required nominal funding ratio. The latter tends to 
overestimate the actual level of indexation.

1.1.1. Policy implications for pension fund operational efficiency
The chapters in the first part of the thesis provide a comprehensive analysis of different 
determinants of pension fund operational efficiency. The findings also have policy suggestions. 
For one, the results suggest that pension funds can gain considerable benefits from economies 
of scale in the management costs for standardized asset classes (Chapter 2), in performance fees 
for most alternative asset classes (Chapter 3) and in terms of provided indexation (Chapter 4), 
although the economic significance of the latter finding is small. The findings in these chapters 
do not aim to prescribe an optimal pension fund size or investment amount for specific asset 
classes. The findings, however, do have implications for the determination of an optimal asset 
allocation, which is one of the most important responsibilities of a pension fund’s board. 
Typical considerations when determining the asset allocation are the expected return, risk and 
diversification benefits from each asset class. The findings however highlight that it is important 
for pension fund boards to include cost structures and the possible economies of scale within 
these structures into their consideration as they tend to differ between asset classes, cost types 
and pension fund characteristics. This will help ensure that risks, returns and costs are balanced 
and the asset allocation matches the pension fund’s strategy.

The findings also underline the importance of transparency towards pension beneficiaries 
and the general public regarding the operational efficiency of pension funds. Pension funds 
around the world are facing structural challenges – such as changing demographics and 
the low interest rate environment – making an efficient execution of pension provisions even 

7 On average, these pension funds account for more than 85 percent of the total assets under management 
of all Dutch pension funds during the sample period. 
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more important. �is is also re�ected in the global trend towards pension fund consolidation. 
According to OECD data, the number of pension funds declined in more than half of the 28 
OECD countries between 2005 and 2015 (OECD, 2016).8 The reduction in the number of 
pension funds is primarily the result of mergers, closures or acquisitions which appear driven 
by a need to operate more e�ciently and – in the case of de�ned bene�t plans – to overcome 
di�culties in meeting funding requirements. Transparency on operational e�ciency can create 
greater cost awareness, but can also help to restore and safeguard con�dence in the pension fund 
industry.9 Not surprisingly, greater transparency on operational e�ciency is gaining momentum 
within the pension industry and is also at the center of recent regulatory and policy initiatives 
around the globe.10

The �ndings also have implications for future research. The chapters have an empirical 
focus and are based on detailed datasets that enable us to analyze the e�ects for di�erent types 
of investment costs, asset classes and a wide variety of pension funds. It would, however, be 
interesting to further investigate the observed economies of scale using data based on individual 
mandates. Pension funds generally employ multiple investment mandates – sometimes with 
di�erent asset managers – within one asset class. Data based on individual mandates would 
enable us to further examine the relation between mandates and the observed economies of scale 
as well as investigate whether the e�ects di�er between (internal and external) asset managers, 
active or passive strategies or the amount of mandates within an asset class.

1.2. FINANCIAL MARKETS INFORMATIONAL EFFICIENCY
Part II of this thesis focuses on the informational e�ciency of �nancial markets. Academics, 
in general, distinguish between three forms of informational market e�ciency. The weak form 
claims that prices fully re�ect all information implicit in past prices. The semi-strong form asserts 
that prices re�ect all publicly available information, while the strong from of the e�cient market 
hypothesis states that prices re�ect all information both public and private. �ere is a large body 
of literature on the di�erent forms of market e�ciency that in general �nds substantial evidence 
in support of the weak and semi-strong forms of market e�ciency (e.g., Fama, 1991; Dimson 
and Mussavian, 1998; Malkiel 2005). Most of the literature, however, examines the relation 
between economic variables and expected stock returns, whereas the literature on the impact of 
political factors is still growing.  

8 Among these countries is the Netherlands, where the number of pension funds declined from 831 in 2005 
to 268 in 2017, while 45 of those funds have already noti�ed their supervisor (DNB) of their decision to 
liquidate (DNB, 2017).
9 �is is important as recent research by Willis Towers Watson (2017), for instance, reveals that more than 
80 percent of U.K. pension trustees have low con�dence in the clarity of investment costs. 
10 Examples include cost transparency codes for asset managers such as developed by the U.K.’s local 
government pension scheme, the proposals published by the FCA on transaction costs disclosure for 
pension fund investments launched in the U.K., initiatives by pension funds such as CalPERS to work 
with the Institutional Limited Partners Association (ILPA) to shed more light on private equity fees and 
the ‘recommendations on administrative costs’ issued by the Federation of the Dutch pension funds.
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An important area in the literature on political factors focuses on the impact of the U.S. 
presidency on the macro-economy and financial markets. This stream of literature finds its origin 
in studies that investigate how politicians impact economic conditions to achieve a specific goal, 
which may be electorally (e.g., Tufte 1978; Nordhaus 1975) or ideologically driven (e.g. Hibbs 
1977; Alesina and Sachs 1988). Nordhaus (1975) introduces the political business cycle (PBC) 
theory which states that political parties who try to win elections often manipulate business 
conditions. More specifically, he argues that presidential administrations have an incentive to 
stimulate the economy prior to the elections in order to increase the probability of their electoral 
success. Not surprisingly, several studies confirm the interactions between presidents and 
the macro-economy (e.g., Chappell and Keech 1986; Blinder and Watson, 2016). In addition, 
there is also academic evidence that the U.S. presidency directly influences the performance 
of financial markets. Santa-Clara and Valkanov (2003), for instance, find that the average 
excess return in the U.S. stock market is higher under Democratic than Republican presidents. 
Moreover, several academic studies find evidence for a presidential cycle pattern in U.S. stock 
market returns (e.g., Huang, 1985; Booth and Booth, 2003).11 This effect consists of higher stock 
market returns during the second half of a presidential term compared to the first. Why there 
is a relation between the presidential cycle and financial markets, however, is less clear so far. 
Most rational expectations for the presidential cycle – such as variations in expected returns 
due to the business cycle or time-varying risk levels – fail to provide an answer (Santa-Clara and 
Valkanov, 2003; Booth and Booth, 2003). 

Chapter 5 analyzes the presidential cycle effect in U.S. stock and credit markets and formally 
tests the ‘presidential election cycle (PEC) hypothesis’. The popular press regularly points to 
this hypothesis as an explanation for the presidential cycle effect. The PEC hypothesis finds 
its origin in the macroeconomic political business cycle theory by Nordhaus (1975) and states 
that politicians manipulate business conditions in order to win elections. Using data between 
1948 and 2008, we find a clear and statistically significant presidential cycle effect in both U.S. 
stock and credit markets. The annual excess return of the S&P 500 index is almost 10 percent 
higher during the last two years of the presidential cycle than during the first two years. We find 
a similar pattern in real stock returns and credit spreads. Moreover, the results are robust after 
controlling for business cycle effects, time-varying risk, the impact of outliers and differences in 
consumer and investor sentiment. Since rational explanations fail to provide an adequate answer, 
we investigate the presidential election cycle (PEC) hypothesis by designing eight empirically 
testable propositions. We find, however, little to no financial, inflation, fiscal of macroeconomic 
evidence for any economic manipulation by an incumbent president. In addition, we document 

11 In line with the presidential cycle effect other studies also document a Congressional influence on 
the stock market.  An interesting Congressional effect is that a majority of positive returns in the stock 
market occurs when the U.S. Congress is in recess (Lamb, Ma, Pace and Kennedy, 1997). This finding aligns 
with the conventional wisdom that political gridlock, which exists when the U.S. Congress and presidency 
are not controlled by the same political party, is associated with favourable equity market performance 
(Beyer, Jensen and Johnson, 2006).
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little signi�cant evidence for the political mechanisms behind the presidential cycle e�ect and 
therefore conclude that the credibility of the PEC hypothesis as an explanation for the presidential 
cycle e�ect is limited. The popular wisdom that the e�ect is caused by politicians misusing their 
economic power to manipulate elections is not supported empirically. 

1.2.1. Policy implications for �nancial markets informational ef�ciency
The economic signi�cance of the presidential cycle e�ect in U.S. stock and credit markets makes 
it relevant for investors when determining their asset allocation, most notably from a market 
timing perspective. The explanation for the existence of the presidential cycle e�ect, however, 
remains a puzzle of informational ine�ciency that deserves further academic attention. Since 
most rational explanations – as well as the popularized presidential election cycle hypothesis – 
fail to provide an answer, alternative explanations become scarce. In that regard, it is interesting 
to note that we only observe the presidential cycle e�ect in unexpected stock returns and 
not in expected returns.12 �is suggests that investors are systematically surprised during 
the second half of the presidential term. Given the absence of a presidential cycle e�ect in �scal 
and �nancial policy variables, it is di�cult to �nd an underlying cause for this persistent bias. 
An interesting question for future research therefore is why investors have not learned about 
the di�erences in returns during the years of the presidential cycle. In line with the suggestion 
presented by Santa-Clara and Valkanov (2003), this could potentially be related to the limited 
number of presidential cycles to date (58 cycles since the foundation of the U.S. and 15 cycles 
within the sample period of Chapter 5). �is might imply that the presidential cycle e�ect – like 
some of the well-documented calendar e�ects that disappeared several years a�er their �rst 
documentation in the academic literature – will eventually be arbitraged away by investors. 

12 Santa-Clara and Valkanov (2003) also �nd that the di�erence in stock returns under Democratic and 
Republican presidencies is only prevalent in unexpected returns. 
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2.1. INTRODUCTION
Investment costs are an important determinant of pension fund performance. High costs and 
persistent ine�ciencies can signi�cantly impact operational e�ciency and thereby bene�ciaries’ 
wealth and consumption, as they reduce the net rate of return on investments and subsequently 
raise the costs of providing pensions (Bikker and De Dreu, 2009).1 �is is even more relevant 
in recent years, as many pension funds around the world face signi�cant challenges following 
the �nancial crisis and the ageing of society. As a result, pension funds are confronted with public 
and political pressure to operate more e�ciently and show greater transparency to bene�ciaries 
and the general public regarding their cost structure (Blake, 2014). Understanding investment 
costs is also interesting from a broader �nancial markets perspective. Investment costs form 
a key parameter for pension funds when they determine their optimal asset allocation. �ese 
decisions can signi�cantly impact market liquidity and asset prices in general, as pension 
funds are among the largest institutional investors in the world (Allen, 2001). During 2013, for 
instance, pension fund assets in the seven countries with the largest (occupational) pension fund  
sectors – the U.S., Japan, the U.K., Australia, Canada, the Netherlands and Switzerland – 
amounted to USD 30.5 trillion, representing on average 105.6 percent of their GDP. By 
comparison, mutual fund assets in these countries aggregated to approximately USD 20 trillion 
during 2013.2

Despite the importance of investment costs in pension fund operational e�ciency, little 
empirical evidence is available on pension funds’ cost structures.3 �is can largely be attributed 
to the absence of su�ciently detailed, unbiased and comparable data on investment costs. Several 
academic studies investigate pension fund costs and document economies of scale in their cost 
structures. �ese papers, however, concentrate on investment costs for U.S. pension funds (e.g., 
Bauer, Cremers and Frehen, 2010) and the aggregate investment cost level (e.g., Bikker and De 
Dreu, 2009). As a result, little is known about investment costs for European pension funds – 
that typically deviate from their American counterparts in terms of asset allocation – and about 
the drivers of the observed economies of scale. Are they primarily driven by management costs 

1 Bikker and de Dreu (2009) report that an increase in annual operating costs of 1 percentage point over 
the entire accrual period results in a reduction of pension bene�ts by about 27 percent.
2 See Global Pension Assets Study 2014 from Towers Watson for pension fund statistics, and http://www.ici.
org/research for mutual fund statistics. 
3 Pension funds may incur higher investment costs in pursuit of higher returns. Academic evidence on 
the relation between higher costs and superior performance is mixed. The majority of studies �nd that 
pension funds, on average, are unable to outperform external benchmarks (e.g., Lakonishok, Shleifer and 
Vishny, 1992; Busse, Goyal and Wahal, 2010; Blake, Rossi, Timmermann and Tonks, 2013). Some studies, on 
the other hand, �nd evidence for outperformance by pension funds, but predominantly in the U.S. context 
(e.g., Binay, 2005; Bauer, Cremers and Frehen, 2010; Andonov, Bauer and Cremers, 2011).  Chen, Hong, 
Huang and Kubik (2004) �nd that larger mutual funds deliver lower performance because of the interaction 
of liquidity and organizational diseconomies. Berk and Green (2004) show that investment funds with 
superior past performance attract new capital and invest the in�ow in passive strategies and thereby lower  
overall volatility.
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or performance fees? Do economies of scale differ between asset classes that pension funds 
invest in? And to what extent are they stable over different pension fund sizes, types, and plans? 

This chapter aims to fill this gap by providing a detailed analysis of operational efficiency 
by examining the relation between investment costs and pension fund size. For that, we have 
a unique and cross-sectional dataset containing information on fund-specific investment costs 
for 225 Dutch pension funds during the year 2013. The dataset is free from self-reporting biases, 
and is to our knowledge the first to distinguish between two components of investment costs, 
namely management costs and performance fees. Furthermore, we have detailed information 
on the asset allocation of pension funds for six asset classes – namely fixed income, equities, real 
estate, private equity, hedge funds, and commodities – which we can further decompose into 
thirteen sub-asset classes and different credit ratings. This allows us to correct the investment cost 
analysis for differences in asset allocations and other pension fund investments’ characteristics. 
As a case study, we examine economies of scale regarding pension fund investment costs in 
the Netherlands. The Dutch occupational pension system provides an interesting case study for 
several reasons.4 For one, the Dutch system is well-developed and relatively large in terms of 
size. This results from an important feature of the Dutch pension system, namely its mandatory 
nature. Due to this, large collective pools are created and participants of occupational pension 
funds benefit from economies of scale (Bikker and De Dreu, 2009). Another key characteristic 
of the Dutch pension system is that pension funds face no quantitative investment restrictions.5 
They are free to invest in any asset class in any currency denomination. As such, the Dutch 
pension system offers an interesting case study, as the pension funds allocate money to a wide 
variety of asset classes. The findings, however, are also relevant for other European countries 
where pension funds face no quantitative investment restrictions, such as Belgium, Ireland 
and the United Kingdom.6 In addition, the conclusions can also be relevant for non-European 
countries where pension funds face no quantitative limits such as Australia, Canada and 
the United States, but it should be noted that the average asset allocation in these countries 
deviates from that of Dutch pension funds.7

4 Like many pension systems, the Dutch pension system consists of three pillars. Public pension schemes 
form the first pillar which is financed on a pay-as-you-go-basis. The second pillar consists of funded 
occupational pension plans and is the focus of this study. Finally, the third pillar is made up of private 
retirement savings accounts, which individuals undertake on their own initiative. 
5 Dutch pension funds are obliged to follow the so-called prudent person rule. In the Netherlands, 
the prudent person rule, however, contains no quantitative investment limits regarding securities, asset 
classes or currencies, with the notable exception of the amount of assets invested in the sponsor company. 
It does mean that pension funds must invest in the interest of the pension fund’s participants, taking into 
account sufficient liquidity, diversification and quality.
6 See OECD (2011) for an international comparison of the implementation of the prudent person rule. 
7 Similar to the Netherlands, these countries have not implemented any quantitative investment restrictions 
as part of the prudent person rule. In Canada and the U.S., however, certain limits for the amount of 
investments in the sponsor company do apply. According to data from the OECD (2014), the average 
allocation towards equity for U.S. (50 percent) and Australian (49%) pension funds is higher than that of 
Dutch pension funds (30 percent) in 2013. 
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To examine the relationship between investment costs and pension fund size we test 
several hypotheses. First, we hypothesize that investment costs are negatively related to size, in 
particular management costs. �is is less so for performance-based fees as these are typically 
a �xed percentage of the outperformance.  A�er correcting for di�erences in asset allocation, 
we �nd evidence that large pension funds pro�t from economies of scale in investment costs. 
A pension fund that is ten times larger in terms of assets under management has, on average, 
7.67 basis points lower annual investment costs. In addition, these economies of scale are solely 
driven by management costs. We �nd no signi�cant relation between performance fees and 
the size of a pension fund. 

Second, we hypothesize that the observed economies of scale di�er between asset classes, 
with large pension funds realizing more economies of scale in traditional asset classes (e.g., 
�xed income and equity). Our analysis shows that this indeed is the case. Size is an important 
driver for economies of scale in �xed income, equity and commodity portfolios. �ese asset 
classes have a higher level of liquidity and standardization and are therefore easily scalable. 
On the other hand, we �nd no signi�cant economies of scale for real estate, private equity and 
hedge fund investments. �ese alternative asset classes are typically less scalable as they involve 
speci�c investment strategies, projects or objects.  

�ird, we also formulate hypotheses to investigate whether key pension fund characteristics 
– other than size – in�uence investment costs. For that, we examine the pension fund type, 
pension plan type and di�erent interest rate hedging strategies and formulate testable hypotheses. 
We expect, for instance, that corporate pension funds have lower investment costs since they are 
related to corporations that feel greater pressure to compete for employees by o�ering attractive 
pension arrangements that include lower costs (Clark and Bennett, 2001). However, we �nd 
contradictory evidence as corporate pension plans pay 7.33 basis points higher investment costs 
than industry-wide pension funds. A possible explanation is that corporate pension funds are 
more exposed to a misalignment of interests as they rely on commercial asset managers, whereas 
industry-wide pension funds typically are the shareholder of their own service provider and 
thus might have less agency costs. In addition, we hypothesize that pension funds may be willing 
to pay relatively more for investing in long-term bonds and interest rate derivatives to lengthen 
the duration of their assets. �is decreases the duration mismatch between their assets and 
liabilities and subsequently makes the �nancial position of the pension fund less vulnerable to 
(nominal) interest rate changes (Broeders, Hilbers, Rijsbergen and Shen, 2014). Surprisingly, we 
�nd that increasing the duration of the �xed income portfolio with one year leads to a decline 
of total investment costs by 2.99 basis points.   

In addition to testing hypotheses, we also perform several robustness checks to examine 
whether the observed economies of scale are stable across di�erent pension fund sizes. For that, 
we perform piecewise linear regressions and �nd signi�cant economies of scale for all pension 
funds with more than 20 million euro in asset under management. In addition, we document no 
evidence for diseconomies of scale for very large pension funds. 

�is chapter is related to two streams of literature that examine pension fund investment 
costs. The �rst stream relates to the presence of economies of scale and investigates the e�ciency 
of �nancial institutions in general. Bikker and De Dreu (2009) examine administrative and 
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investments costs for Dutch pension funds and find strong economies of scale at the pension 
fund level. Using the well-known CEM pension fund dataset, Bauer et al. (2010) study domestic 
equity investments of U.S. pension funds and also find evidence for the existence of economies 
of scale in investment costs. Andonov, Bauer and Cremers (2011) extend the focus beyond 
equity investments and find that the impact of investment costs on performance varies between 
asset classes. Possible explanations for these economies of scale include more bargaining power 
for large pension funds (Andonov et al., 2011) and a comparative advantage of internalization 
(Dyck and Pomorski, 2011). French (2008) discusses the evolution of investment management 
costs for defined benefit and defined contribution plans over time and presents a clear shift 
from actively to passively managed portfolios over time. This reveals an increasing preference 
for cost effectively managed investment portfolios by pension funds.  Bikker (2017) underlines 
the importance of operating cost efficiently as he finds that avoidable costs may cause a 10 
to 20 percent difference in benefits paid between the smallest and largest pension funds in 
the Netherlands. The presence of economies of scale in the pension fund industry is in line 
with empirical evidence for the mutual fund sector (Indro, Jiang, Hu and Lee, 1999; Collins and 
Mack, 1997). Moreover, Khorana, Servaes and Tufano (2009) report that mutual funds that sell 
to institutions and mutual funds in countries that protect individual investors appear to have 
lower costs.

The second stream of academic literature that this chapter relates to concentrates on 
the transparency of institutional investors regarding their cost structure. The AIMR (CFA 
Institute), for one, has been at the forefront of the debate on transparency of investment costs. 
In addition, there are many papers in practitioner journals discussing cost aspects of fund 
management. Wagner (1993), for example, promotes full transparency of (hidden) investment 
costs as they directly impact optimal asset allocation and net returns. Keim and Madhavan 
(1998) discuss methods and issues in estimating equity trading costs for institutional investors. 
Blake (2014) argues that all investment costs, both visible and hidden, should be fully disclosed. 
Hidden transaction costs are often higher than visible costs and paid for by investors via lower 
net returns. Not surprisingly, investment costs are also at the center of recent regulatory and 
policy initiatives. In the U.S. for instance, the Pension Protection Act of 2006 strengthens plan 
reporting and information disclosure requirements, see An, Huang and Zhang (2013). The UK 
Government and the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) are also committed to introducing 
transparency of costs and charges in pension schemes, DWP/FCA (2015). In the Netherlands, 
the Federation of the Dutch pension funds issues ‘recommendations on administrative costs’, 
see PF (2012) and PF (2013). This is a form of self-regulation by the Dutch pension industry that 
aims to provide pension fund boards with adequate tools for a consistent calculation of their 
total costs and disclosure of their asset management costs. 

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 2.2 describes the data and 
methodology used in our analysis. Section 2.3 presents the results of our analysis of the overall 
investment costs at the pension fund level. Section 2.4 subsequently explores the investment 
costs at the asset class level. In Section 2.5 we perform additional analyses to test the robustness 
of the economies of scale for differences in pension fund size. The conclusions are set out in 
the final section. 
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2.2. DATA AND METHODOLOGY
We use a cross-sectional, unbiased dataset with investment-related data on 225 Dutch pension 
funds for the year 2013. We are able to decompose annual investment costs in management 
costs and performance fees.8 In addition to data at the pension fund level, we are also able to 
di�erentiate between the costs of the following six asset classes: �xed income, equities, real 
estate, private equity, hedge funds and commodities. We also have data on the allocation to these 
asset classes and are able to further decompose these asset classes into thirteen sub-classes with 
regard to �xed income (i.e. government bonds, in�ation linked bonds, mortgages, corporate 
bonds and cash), equities (i.e. mature markets and emerging markets) and real estate (i.e. direct 
real estate, listed real estate and indirect real estate). Moreover, we are able to di�erentiate 
between credit rating classes for �xed income securities (i.e. AAA-rated bonds, AA-rated bonds, 
A-rated bonds, BBB-rated bonds, non-investment grade and non-rated bonds). In addition, we 
use other pension fund-speci�c variables in the analysis, including pension fund size (assets 
under management), asset class size, pension fund type, pension contract type, the duration 
contribution of �xed income assets and the duration contribution of the interest rate overlay. 

The pension funds in the sample represent a wide variety of pension fund sizes and types. 
During 2013, the pension funds in the dataset had nearly 928 billion euro of assets under 
management which amounted to approximately 98 percent of the total assets under management 
for all Dutch pension funds in that year.9 The data is collected by De Nederlandsche Bank 
(DNB), responsible for prudential supervision of all Dutch pension funds. The dataset does 
not su�er from self-reporting biases as pension funds in our sample are obliged to submit their 
investment costs and asset allocation to DNB. In addition, all submitted investment costs by 
the pension funds in the sample are validated by their independent auditor as well as by DNB. 

2.2.1. De�nition of variables
The key dependent variable in our analysis is the investment cost level. We measure investment 
costs at the pension fund level as well as for each asset class separately, and examine whether 
certain pension fund-speci�c characteristics signi�cantly in�uence the cost level. 

Investment costs: management costs and performance fees

Investment costs include all costs incurred in the investment management process, from 
strategy, implementation to monitoring the portfolio.10  Within investment costs we di�erentiate 
between two key components, namely management costs and performance fees (e.g., Drago, 

8 Some pension funds voluntary also report transactions costs separately. Transaction costs are also 
important. �apa and Poshakwale (2010), for instance, provide evidence that equity markets where 
transactions costs are low attract greater investments. However, the number of pension funds reporting 
transaction costs in our sample is too few for including them in the analysis. 
9 �is represents approximately 157 percent of Dutch GDP.
10 We exclude general administrative costs such as personnel costs, rent and depreciation. Bikker and De 
Dreu (2009) �nd that, on average, these administrative costs (15 basis points) are higher than investment 
costs (10 basis points) for Dutch pension funds.
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Lazzari and Navone 2010), that we measure on an annual basis. We exclude execution and 
market impact costs – which represent the price impact of trades (Bikker, Spierdijk and Van der 
Sluis, 2007).11  We de�ne management costs as the cost of having assets professionally managed 
which includes the fees paid for security selection, execution and disclosure.12 Examples of 
management costs include the costs of trading facilities, �nancial research, risk management, 
taxes and compliance with regulatory standards and reporting requirements (Bikker and De 
Dreu, 2009). Management cost structures are typically based on a percentage of assets under 
management. A pension fund’s external asset manager could, for instance, charge 50 basis points 
of assets under management for managing the portfolio. Performance fees, on the other hand, 
are contingent on a speci�c performance objective such as the realization of positive or excess 
returns against a pre-determined benchmark (Davanzo and Nesbitt, 1987). A performance fee 
is commonly calculated as a percentage of investment pro�ts, either over realized or unrealized 
excess returns (or both). The rationale for performance fees is that they provide an incentive for 
professional fund managers to generate positive excess returns. Linking the manager’s payo�s 
to his actions mitigates the agency con�ict between investors and advisors. At least when 
the actions of the manager are observable, see, Deli (2002). Performance fees typically create 
a skewed – call option like – incentive structure. As the professional manager typically only 
pro�ts from positive excess returns, but does not su�er from losses, it may incentivize to take 
excessive risks to generate high returns, see Goetzmann, Ingersoll and Ross (2003).13

We measure investment costs  for pension fund  in basis points as the reported costs in a year 
over the average assets under management in that year in the following manner: 

We use index k to distinguish between total costs, management costs and performance fees. 
We use indicator z to identify the asset classes, which include �xed income, equity, real estate, 
private equity, hedge funds and commodities. At the asset class level, we de�ne investment 
costs as the reported costs (either total, management of performance) of the particular asset 
class divided by the average of the investments in that asset class. If indicator z is suppressed 
it refers to the overall pension fund’s portfolio. The investment costs are reported on an 

11 Bikker et al. (2007) examine the market impact and execution costs for one pension fund and �nd that 
they are substantial in terms of costs for the pension fund. 
12 Pension funds can manage their investments in di�erent ways. �ey can choose to actively or passively 
manage their investments, as well as to do this on an internal or external basis. We do not further elaborate 
on these di�erences as the dataset is not able to distinguish between these di�erent investment styles or 
processes. 
13 In recent years, several policy initiatives are introduced to limit these incentives, such as so-called ‘claw 
backs’. Testing for the impact of these initiatives, however, is beyond the scope of our analysis. 
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annual basis. The assets under management, however, are reported quarterly (indicator i). 
So all data are synchronous across the 225 pension funds. The overview below summarizes  
the relevant indicators.

Index Variable Indicator for

j Pension fund Pension fund 1 to 225
k Reported costs Total costs, management costs or performance fees
z Asset class Fixed income, equity, real estate, private equity, hedge funds or commodities

Pension fund size

We hypothesize that investment costs are negatively related to a pension funds’ size and that this 
relation is primarily driven by management costs. Pension fund size might in�uence investment 
costs in several manners. First, certain investment-related costs tend to increase less than 
proportionally with size, such as the costs of �nancial research and cost of risk management 
(Bikker and De Dreu, 2009). Large pension funds are thus able to spread these costs over a larger 
asset base and pro�t from economies of scale. Second, large pension funds tend to have more 
bargaining power and are therefore more likely to negotiate lower fees for investment mandates 
(Andonov et al., 2011). �ird, large pension funds may have a better ability to replace expensive 
external asset management with more cost-e�ective internal management (Dyck and Pomorski, 
2011). Not surprisingly, several studies document economies of scale with regard to pension 
funds’ investment costs (e.g., Andonov et al., 2011; Bauer et al., 2010). Furthermore, Bikker and 
De Dreu (2009) �nd evidence for the existence of an optimal pension fund size, as economies 
of scale appear to vary with the pension fund size. We measure the size of pension funds in 
two manners. At the pension fund level, we use the logarithmic value of total assets under 
management. At the asset class level, we de�ne size as the log of the assets under management 
in a speci�c asset class.

In addition, we hypothesize that the relationship between pension fund size and investment 
costs is not uniform across di�erent asset classes. Andonov et al. (2011) analyze pension fund 
returns and observe that large pension funds realize economies of scale in alternative asset 
classes (e.g., in real estate and private equity), but experience diseconomies of scale with regard 
to investments in equity and �xed income due to liquidity constraints and the lower returns for 
larger funds due to their larger market impact. 

Pension fund type

The type of pension fund might also in�uence the cost structure. In the Netherlands, there 
are three types of pension funds. The �rst are industry-wide pension funds, organized for 
a speci�c sector of industry. �ese include public sector pension plans, e.g., the government or 
the health care sector. Participation in an industry-wide pension fund is usually mandatory for 
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all firms operating in the sector.14 The second type of pension funds are the professional group 
pension funds, organized for a specific profession such as doctors and pharmacists. And finally, 
there are corporate pension funds that execute the pension plan for a specific company. Clark 
and Bennett (2001) argue that corporate pension funds feel greater pressure to compete for 
employees and therefore have a stronger incentive to offer an attractive pension plan, e.g., by 
pushing down costs. In addition, Dyck and Pomorski (2011) argue that corporate pension funds 
likely face fewer politically-driven constraints and achieve better performance because returns 
on pension plans impact corporate ‘bottom line figures’. In the Dutch context, the impact of 
pension fund performance on corporate figures is most direct for corporate pension funds. We 
therefore hypothesize that these type of funds, on average, have lower investment costs.

Pension plan type

We also examine the influence of pension plan types and hypothesize that defined benefit 
pension plans have lower investment costs than defined contribution plans. Bauer et al. (2010) 
find that defined contribution plans in the U.S. have higher investment costs than defined benefit 
plans. Bikker and De Dreu (2009) also find that defined contribution plans tend to have higher 
investment costs. As a possible explanation, Bauer et al. (2010) argue that defined benefit plans 
are typically more efficient in using their bargaining power to lower costs, while the monitoring 
of external managers is generally more efficient at defined benefit plans. 

Pension fund asset duration

Finally, we examine the relation between investment costs and the duration of a pension fund’s 
assets. A pension fund can opt to hedge the interest rate risk of its participants’ pension income 
using long-term bonds or derivatives. By lengthening the duration of the assets, the assets better 
match with the duration of the pension fund’s liabilities. This form of interest rate hedging 
mainly applies to nominal liabilities as it is difficult for pension funds to hedge inflation risks via 
financial markets as a market for Dutch inflation is close to non-existent. We hypothesize that 
defined benefit pension plans are willing to pay additionally for investing in long-term bonds 
and derivatives such as interest rate swaps to lengthen the duration of their assets so that they 
are better matched with the duration of their liabilities (Broeders et al., 2014).15 Long term bonds 
might be a more expensive asset class compared to short term bonds due to less liquidity. We 
employ two variables to measure duration. For one, we define duration contribution fixed income 
as the part of a pension funds’ total duration ascribable to its bond portfolio. In addition, we 

14 An industry-wide pension fund loses its mandatory status if a pension fund fails a performance test based 
on the so-called Z-score. Participating companies can then opt out and either establish their own pension 
fund or join another. 
15 Instruments such as inflation-linked bonds, inflation swaps and inflation-linked structured products 
exist, but in practice their availability is limited and they typically have low liquidity. 
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de�ne duration contribution overlay as the incremental duration due to the interest rate overlay 
exposure of interest rate derivatives. Both measures add up to the overall duration of the total 
assets in a pension fund’s portfolio. 

2.2.2. Investment costs and descriptive statistics
Table 2.1 presents an overview of the total annual investment costs which are the key variables 
in this paper. The table reports the average total investment costs for the year 2013, as well as 
the average management costs and performance fees at the pension fund level and the asset 
class level. All costs are expressed as annual basis points of respectively pension fund size (total 
assets under management) or asset class size. In addition, Table 2.1 also presents the average 
asset allocation for the pension funds in our sample. Fixed income and equities are the most 
important asset classes with an average weight of 61.8 percent and 30.2 percent respectively. 
�is is di�erent from U.S. pension funds that, on average, invest about 36 percent of their assets 
in �xed income and 46 percent in equity (Beath and Flynn, 2017). On average, the 225 pension 
funds in our sample report total investment costs of approximately 42 basis points. �is is 
somewhat higher than the 35 basis points that Andonov et al. (2011) document for U.S. pension 
funds during the period 1990 - 2008. U.S. pension funds, however, invest more in the deep and 
liquid American home market which tends to result in lower investment costs.16 At the same 
time, Andonov et al. (2011) state that investment costs for U.S. pension funds are increasing in 
recent years due to a higher allocation to alternative assets.17 Ten percent of the pension funds in 
the sample report investment costs lower than 19 basis points, whereas ten percent report more 
than 65 basis points. �ese outcomes imply a wide range in observed investment costs. Table I 
also indicates that the investment costs of pension funds primarily consist of management costs. 
At the overall portfolio level, pension funds on average pay 39 basis points on management costs 
versus 3 basis points in performance fees. 

Table 2.1 also reports the investment costs decomposed for six asset classes: �xed income, 
equity, real estate, private equity, hedge funds and commodities. The costs for �xed income 
investments average 21 basis points. As such, �xed income is the asset class with the lowest 
average investment costs in our dataset. For equities, we �nd an average total cost of 34  
basis points. 

16 U.S. pension funds invest about 58 percent of their assets in U.S. equity and �xed income during 2013. 
Andonov et al. (2011) �nd that investment costs for U.S. pension funds in domestic equity are about 
3.5 basis points lower than for the total equity portfolio, whereas this di�erence is 1.3 basis points for  
�xed income.   
17 For 2008, the authors report an average total investment cost of 49.7 basis points for U.S. pension funds. 
According to Beath and Flynn (2017) the average allocation of U.S. pension funds towards alternative assets 
increased from 6.7 percent in 1998 to 18.9 percent in 2013 (versus 8 percent for Dutch pension funds in 
that year).  
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This is higher than the 27 basis points that Bauer et al. (2010) report for U.S. pension funds 
investing in domestic equities.18 Our equity sample, however, also includes emerging market 
equities that are typically characterized by lower liquidity and higher costs than the mature and 
liquid U.S. market. As such, it is not surprising that we find a somewhat higher cost level for 
equities compared to Bauer et al. (2010). For real estate we find an average cost level of 73 basis 
points which is roughly in line with Andonov, Kok and Eichholtz (2013) who document 81 

18 Note that Bauer et al. (2010) find that U.S. pension fund costs levels for equity investments are lower 
than in the mutual fund industry. At the pension fund level, they find a median cost level of 27 basis 
points for defined benefit pension plans and 51 basis points for defined contribution pension plans. This is 
substantially lower than the 150 basis points that Swensen (2005) documents for average mutual fund fees. 

Table 2.1. Statistics on pension fund investment costs
Table 2.1 presents an overview of the main statistics on the pension fund investments costs during 2013. 
The minimum and maximum observations are represented by the 10th percentile and the 90th percentile. All 
costs are expressed as annual basis points. The row ‘Total Portfolio’ represents the total investment costs at 
the portfolio level, while the table also reports the total investment costs for six separate asset classes. All 
investment costs are also decomposed into managements costs and performance fees. Finally, the column 
‘Asset allocation’ reports the average allocation to a specific asset class for the pension funds in the sample. 
The asset allocation is measured as a percentage of total assets under management. 

Mean
Standard
deviation

Minimum
(10th percentile)

Maximum
(90th percentile) Asset allocation 

Total Portfolio 42 21 19 65
Management costs 39 19 18 60
Performance fees 3 7 0 11

Fixed Income 21 14 10 31 61.8%
Management costs 20 13 9 31
Performance fees 1 3 0 2

Equity 34 22 11 62 30.2%
Management costs 32 21 10 59
Performance fees 2 6 0 7

Real Estate 73 52 21 134 5.0%
Management costs 70 47 21 132
Performance fees 3 15 0 7

Private Equity 274 178 88 526 0.9%
Management costs 217 143 72 337
Performance fees 57 91 16 220

Hedge Funds 268 156 76 443 0.9%
Management costs 181 93 76 273
Performance fees 86 102 0 204

Commodities 49 54 13 90 1.2%
Management costs 48 51 13 89
Performance fees 1 6 0 0
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basis points using the CEM database. Furthermore, investments in private equity appear to have 
the highest cost level. The mean investment costs for private equity are 274 basis points, ranging 
from 88 to 526 basis points across the pension funds in our sample.19 Hedge fund investments, 
on the other hand, report the highest performance fees with an average level of 86 basis points, 
amounting up to more than 204 basis points for the top decile of pension funds in our sample. 

We also illustrate the descriptive statistics of our dataset graphically. Figure 2.1 displays 
the cumulative distribution of management costs and performance costs for the six asset classes 
in our sample. The �rst graph concentrates on management costs and clearly displays that �xed 
income securities have the lowest average management costs. Nearly 80 percent of the pension 
funds in our sample, for instance, pay less than 25 basis points in annual management costs for 
their �xed income portfolio. For equities, the similar outcome is about 40 basis points. 

Table 2.2 provides an overview of the key explanatory variables. Log Size is the logarithm 
of the total assets under management (pension fund size). The (unweighted) average log size 
in our sample is 8.7, while the (unweighted) average pension fund size in euro is approximately 
4.1 billion euro.20 Moreover, the sample dispersion in size is considerable skewed. The largest 
pension fund in the sample, for instance, is 75 times the mean sample size in terms of assets 
under management. Table 2.2 also presents two duration variables, namely the duration 
contribution of �xed income securities (‘Duration Contribution Fixed Income’) and the duration 
contribution of derivatives (‘Duration Contribution Overlay’) to the total duration. Both variables 
are measured in years. The average duration contribution of �xed income securities is 4.4 years, 
while the incremental duration contribution of the interest rate overlay equals 6.0 years for 
the pension funds in our sample. �erefore, the average duration of total assets corresponds to 
10.4 years. �is compares to an average duration of the liabilities of 18.2 years for the pension 
funds in our sample. In addition, Table 2.2 also reports the characteristics of the pension funds 
in the dataset. Our sample, for instance, consists of 160 corporate pension funds, 55 industry 
wide pension funds and 10 professional group pension funds. Finally, most pension contracts 
in our sample, namely 212, are of the de�ned bene�t type, whereas only 13 de�ned contribution 
contracts are observed. 

19 Note that Andonov et al. (2011) �nd a higher average cost level of 284 basis points for private equity 
investments by U.S. pension funds. For Canadian pension funds they �nd a more comparable cost level of 
273 basis points.  
20 The di�erence between the (unweighted) average log size and (unweighted) average pension fund size 
in euro can be explained by the considerable skewness of the sample in terms of pension fund size. �is 
has a more positively biased e�ect on the unweighted average pension fund size than on the unweighted 
average log size, given the smaller range of the latter. �is can also be illustrated by comparing the mean of 
the log size, which is 8.7 with the log of the mean which is log(4.1 billion) = 12.6.    
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Figure 2.1. Cumulative distribution of management costs and perfomance costs
Figure 2.1 shows the cumulative distribution of management costs and performance costs in our dataset 
for the year 2013. The �gure displays this distribution for six asset classes: �xed income, equity, real estate, 
private equity, hedge funds and commodities.
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2.2.3. Methodology
At the pension fund level, we use the following cross-sectional regression model to explain 
the investment costs  for pension fund : 

 (2.1)

Index k indicates either the total costs, the management costs or the performance fees. In this 
model we use the following independent variables. Size is the pension funds’ average total 
assets under management in euro during 2013. Corp is a dummy variable equal to one if it 
concerns a corporate pension fund and 0 otherwise. Prof is a dummy variable equal to one if it 
concerns a profession group pension fund and 0 otherwise. �is way the results are relative to 
the third pension fund type, the group of industry-wide pension funds. DC is a dummy variable 
equal to one if it concerns a de�ned contribution plan (and 0 otherwise), making the reported 

Cj,k=β1,klog(Sizej)+β2,kCorpj +β3,kProfj+ β4,kDCj+β5,kDURFI,j+β6,kDURO,j+Xj β7,k+Rj β8,k+uj,k

Table 2.2. Descriptive statistics
Table 2.2 contains an overview of the explanatory variables in this chapter. Panel A reports the descriptive 
statistics of the variables. The coe�cients under the ‘Mean’ column represent the mean of the variable 
for 2013, while the numbers in square brackets present the standard deviation of each variable in 2013. 
The minimum and maximum observations are represented by the 10th percentile and the 90th percentile. 
‘Log Size’ is expressed as the logarithm of the total assets under management, while the duration variables 
are both measured in years. Panel B presents the average number of pension fund types – corporate pension 
funds, industry wide pension funds and professional group pension funds – as well as the contract types 
– DB and DC – for the year 2013.

Pan el  A :  D e s c r ipt i ve  s t at i s t i c s  for  t h e  ex pl an ator y  v ar i abl e s

Mean
Minimum
(10th percentile)

Maximum
(90th percentile)

Log Size 8.7 7.9 9.8
[0.8]

Duration Contribution Fixed Income 4.4 2.4 7.0
[2.2]

Duration Contribution Overlay 6.0 0.0 12.1
[4.9]

Pan el  B :  Me ans  for  p ensi on  f u n d  t y p e  an d  c ont r a c t  t y p e

Corporate 
pension funds

Industry wide
pension funds

Professional group
pension funds

Mean 160 55 10

DB DC

Mean 212 13
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results relative to de�ned bene�t plans. DURFI is the duration contribution of the �xed income 
portfolio, while DURO represents the duration contribution of  �xed income derivatives. Both 
variables are measured in years. X is a vector of control variables that represent the pension 
fund’s asset allocation. The weights in the asset allocation add up to one. Finally, R is a vector 
of control variables that represent the allocation within the �xed income portfolio to di�erent 
credit rating classes. In this vector, we leave the allocation to AAA-rated bonds out to avoid 
singularity since the allocation to �xed income in X also adds up to the sum of the allocation to 
the di�erence credit rating classes. Results for di�erent credit rating classes are thus relative to 
AAA-rated bonds. Finally, the error term is indicated by u. All standard errors in the regression 
model are White standard errors corrected for heteroskedasticity.

Moreover, we run the following regression to examine the investment costs C at the asset 
class level z for pension fund j:

 (2.2)

Index k indicates either total costs, management costs or performance fees, whereas z represents 
the six di�erent asset classes we distinguish: �xed income, equity, real estate, private equity, 
hedge funds and commodities. The independent variables are de�ned in a similar manner as 
the variables at the pension fund level in (2.1), with the exception of size and the constituents 
of vectors X and R. The size variable at the asset class level (2.2) is de�ned as the amount that 
pension fund j invests in the speci�c asset category z. In addition, X di�ers for the vector in 
our main regression model in the sense that it only represents the sub-asset classes relevant for 
asset category z. In the case that z represents equities, for instance, the vector X only contains 
the sub-asset classes equities mature markets and equities emerging markets relative to the total 
equity investments. Note that the weights in X thus again add up to one. Finally, the vector R 
is only maintained for �xed income securities. The overview below displays the relevant sub-
classes for each asset class in our dataset. 
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Asset class z Subcategories included in asset allocation 

Equity Emerging markets, mature markets
Fixed income Government bonds, index-linked bonds, credits, 

mortgages, cash
Real estate Direct investments, indirect unlisted investments, 

indirect listed investments
Private equity, hedge funds, commodities No subclasses available
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2.3. INVESTMENT COSTS AT THE PENSION FUND LEVEL
We now turn to the results of our empirical analysis. In this section, we describe the main 
�ndings at the pension fund level. We also explore the impact of asset allocation on investment 
cost structures in greater detail. 

2.3.1. Main �ndings
Table 2.3 presents our main �ndings. Panel A of this table shows the impact of di�erent pension 
fund characteristics on the total investment costs of 225 pension funds in 2013. The column 
‘Total Costs’ reports the annual total investment costs at the pension level, a�er correcting for 
di�erences in asset allocation. Note that all economic coe�cients are represented in annual 
basis points for ease of interpretation. The key result is a signi�cant negative relation between 
investment costs and pension fund size. A pension fund that is 10 times larger in terms of 
assets under management has, on average, 7.67 basis points lower annual investment costs. 
The �nding is statistically signi�cant at the 1 percent level and provides evidence for our �rst 
hypothesis that large pension funds pro�t from economies of scale. �ese economies of scale 
are fully driven by management costs, where the applicable coe�cient is 7.81 basis points. At 
the pension fund level, the coe�cient for performance fees is not statistically di�erent from 
zero. �ese results are economically signi�cant. If all pension funds in our sample would move 
to the size of the largest pension fund (291 billion euro in assets under management) – but keep 
their own asset allocation – this would result in a reduction in investment costs of approximately 
620 million euro for the sector as a whole (on a total of 5.043 million reported investment costs). 
On average, the unweighted average reported total investment costs would then drop from 42 
to 22 basis points.21 

Table 2.3 also shows that corporate pension funds, a�er correcting for size and di�erences in 
asset allocation, report 7.33 basis points higher investment costs on an annual basis. �is �nding 
is statistically signi�cant at the 1 percent level and completely driven by higher management 
costs. �is contradicts our hypothesis. A possible explanation is that corporate pension funds 
are potentially more exposed to a misalignment of interests as they rely on commercial pension 
service providers and asset managers. Industry wide pension funds in the Netherlands on 
the other hand, typically are the single shareholder of their own pension service provider and 
therefore – in theory – have less agency costs.22 In addition, we �nd that professional group 
pension funds also appear to face higher investment costs than industry-wide pension funds. 
�is �nding, however, is only signi�cant at the 10 percent level. Furthermore, we �nd no 
statistical di�erence in investment costs between de�ned contribution plans and de�ned bene�t 

21 In an unreported robustness exercise, we run the main regression (equation 2.1) but lag the pension fund 
speci�c variables one year. The key result of a signi�cant negative relation between investment costs and 
pension fund size, however, remains robust and primarily driven by management costs.
22 Dyck and Pomorski (2011) �nd that internal asset management results in cost savings as it can reduce 
potential agency con�icts from multiple layers. 
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pension plans.23 Therefore we do not find support for the hypothesis that defined benefit plans 
can more efficiently use their bargaining power to lower costs (Bauer et al., 2010), although it 
should be noted that the number of defined contribution plans in our sample is low. 

Panel A of Table 2.3 also presents the relation between investments costs and duration. 
We find that pension funds with a one year higher duration via fixed income securities report 
lower total investment costs of approximately 2.99 basis points. This contradicts our hypothesis 
that pension funds are incurring higher costs for hedging their interest rate risk exposure. 
Apparently lowering the duration gap between fixed income assets and liabilities not only 
reduces the exposure to interest rate risk, but also has cost advantages. A possible explanation 
is that a portfolio with a relatively high duration needs to annually reinvest a lower amount 
of its fixed income investments than a similar portfolio with a low duration. Hence, the lower 
turnover for higher durations could be associated with lower costs. Moreover, it is noteworthy 
that the cost of the incremental duration due to the interest rate overlay exposure via interest rate 
derivatives is not statistically different from zero. This appears to contradict general concerns in 
the pension fund industry that interest rate derivative overlays are accompanied by high costs. 
However, increasing the duration with derivatives does appear significantly more expensive 
compared to using bonds. This difference is significant at the 1 percent level using a Wald test 
(t-statistic of -3.30). We therefore observe that duration extension using bonds results in lower 
investment costs, whereas the use of interest rate derivatives does not appear to increase or 
decrease investment costs. However, it is doubtful whether liquidity in long term fixed income 
securities is sufficient to fully cover pension funds’ hedging demand.

2.3.2. Asset allocation results
Panel B of Table 2.3 presents the coefficients of the vector  in our main regression model (2.1). 
The vector represents the pension fund’s asset allocation. That way, we control for the effect 
that differences in the asset allocation have on the total investment costs. The coefficients of 
the control variables also provide detailed information on the relation between total investment 
costs and the average asset allocation. It is important to note that the coefficients in Panel B are 
representative for the average pension fund in our sample. The coefficients in Panel B report 
the marginal effects that changes in asset allocation have on the investment costs. For instance, 
increasing the allocation to government bonds with 1 percent raises the average total investment 
costs by 0.96 basis points (at the pension fund level). However, to examine the net cost effect of 
this transaction, it is also necessary to include the asset class that is sold to finance the purchase 
of government bonds. A pension fund, for example, can opt to reduce the allocation towards cash 
by 1 percent. In that case, the net increase in investment costs is 0.96 – 0.10 = 0.86 basis points. 
Panel B also displays interesting cost differences within asset classes. In general, investments in 

23 Note that the economic coefficient suggests that defined contribution plans incur higher investment costs 
than defined benefit plans. This is in line with earlier studies (e.g., Bikker and De Dreu, 2009). Our finding, 
however, is not statistically significant. 
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government bonds and in�ation linked bonds are associated with higher costs than other sub-
classes within the �xed income domain. From Panel B, we can read that this is primarily driven 
by management costs. The di�erences between the �xed income sub-classes, however, are not 
statistically signi�cant.24  

Based on the results reported in Panel B it is also possible to analyze the cost di�erences 
between sub-classes of equities. For that, we break down the equity portfolio in equities mature 
markets and equities emerging markets.25 Increasing the allocation towards emerging market 
equities with 1 percent raises the total investment costs by 2.38 basis points. �is is only 0.75 
basis points for mature market equities. Reallocating 1 percent within the equity portfolio from 
mature markets into emerging markets therefore increases overall investment costs by 1.63 basis 
points. �is di�erence is statistically signi�cant at the 5 percent level using a Wald test (t-statistic 
of -2.48) and appears again to be primarily driven by di�erences in management costs. 

Within real estate, we are able to distinguish between three sub-classes: namely direct 
real estate, listed real estate and indirect real estate (non-listed). Direct real estate involves 
investments in real estate objects under the management of the pension fund. Listed real estate 
relates to investments in shares and units of exchange-traded real estate funds. �ese o�er 
investors the opportunity to invest in a well-diversi�ed portfolio of real estate assets, through low 
costs transactions on liquid and public stock exchanges (Brounen and Koedijk, 2012). Similarly, 
indirect real estate primarily relates to investments in shares and units of real estate funds that 
are not traded on a regulated market. Following Panel B, indirect non-listed real estate appears 
to be the most expensive investment sub-class in the real estate business. Reallocating 1 percent 
of total assets from indirect real estate into direct real estate would lower total investment cost 
by approximately 1 basis point. The di�erence between the cost levels within the real estate 
domain are statistically signi�cant using a Wald test (t-statistic of 4.91). A possible explanation 
for the lower listed real estate costs is that pension funds typically invest through so-called ‘fund 
of funds’ which tend to underestimate costs, as the underlying costs of the listed investment 
trusts are hidden or unknown. 

In addition, Panel B reveals that performance fees have a signi�cant e�ect on total 
investment costs for private equity and hedge funds. For both asset classes the e�ect is positive 
and statistically signi�cant at the 1 percent level. �is is not surprising as investments in 
private equity and hedge funds are generally characterized by forms of performance-based fees, 
sometimes combined with a hurdle rate or high-water mark. Phalippou and Gottschalg (2009), 
e.g., �nd that a third of the costs for private equity investments come from performance fees. 

24 To examine the statistical signi�cance of these di�erences we run a Wald test. The results are not reported 
in the interest of brevity. 
25 The pension funds in our sample make this distinction themselves, but they are encouraged to follow 
the OECD classi�cation. �erefore, the distinction by the pension funds in our sample is generally made 
on a similar basis. 
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2.3.3. Fixed income allocation to credit ratings
Panel C of Table 2.3 reports the coe�cients of the vector  in our main regression model (2.1). 
The vector contains control variables that represent the allocation of �xed income securities to 
di�erent credit ratings. The results in Panel C provide in even more detail the relation between 
total investment costs and the average asset allocation, by including the e�ect that di�erences in 
credit ratings have on the total investment costs. Like Panel B, these outcomes are representative 
for the average pension fund in our sample and can therefore be interpreted as marginal e�ects 
when reallocating from AAA-rated bonds to bonds with a lower credit rating. The AAA-rated 
bonds are le� out of the regression to avoid singularity. 

Panel C reports that non-rated bonds appear to have higher investment costs than AAA-rated 
bonds. Reallocating 1 percent of the total portfolio from AAA-rated bonds to non-rated bonds 
would increase the total investment costs by 0.87 basis points. �is e�ect is statistically signi�cant 
at the 5 percent level and primarily driven by management costs. Non-investment grade bonds 
(‘<BBB-Rated Bonds’) also appear to be associated with higher costs than AAA-rated bonds. 
�is di�erence, however, is only statistically signi�cant at the 10 percent level. 

2.3.4. Basic regression when not controlling for asset allocation
In our main regression models it appears essential to control for the di�erences in asset allocation 
across the pension funds in our sample. To underline the e�ect of the asset allocation on 
investment costs, we also perform our main regression without controlling for asset allocation. 
In this model, we replace the asset allocation vector X, the rating allocation vector R and the two 
duration variables in (2.1) by a constant Yk. �is leads to the following regression equation: 

 (2.3)

Table 2.4 presents these results. Several �ndings stand out. First, we observe a substantial 
drop in the R2 when we exclude the asset allocation variables. The R2 decreases from 0.541  
(in Table 2.3) to 0.021 in this regression model. Table 2.4 also displays that the constant Yk equals 
45.18 basis points and is statistically di�erent from zero. As such, the constant is comparable 
to the mean total investment costs of 42 basis points (reported in Table 2.1). Strikingly we 
no longer �nd a signi�cant relation between size and investment costs. Increasing the size by 
a factor ten only lowers the investment costs economically by 0.99 basis points. Moreover, this 
e�ect is not statistically signi�cant. 

Since we only �nd signi�cant economies of scale when we control for di�erences in asset 
allocation, we conclude that large pension funds apparently invest more in asset classes with 
higher investment costs (like private equity and hedge funds) than smaller pension funds. We 
observe a similar �nding for corporate pension funds. Without controlling for di�erences in 
asset allocation, we no longer document a signi�cant di�erence in investment costs between 
corporate pension funds and other types of pension funds. 

β β β β= + + + + +( ), 1, 2, 3, 4, ,log Corp Prof DCj k k k j k j k j k j j kC Y Size u
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Table 2.3. Pension fund investment costs and size controlling for asset allocation
Table 2.3 presents a cross section of the impact of pension fund characteristics on investment 
costs of 225 pension funds during 2013. For that, we run the following regression: 

( ), 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, , 6, , 7, 8, ,log Corp Prof DC DUR  DURj k k j k j k j k j k FI j k O j j k j k j kC Size X R uβ β β β β β β β= + + + + + + + + where Xj 
is a vector containing control variables for the asset allocation of a pension fund j, and Rj is a vector 
controlling for the allocation to rating classes. Index k either represents the annual total investment costs 
(reported in column ‘Total Costs’), the management costs or the performance fees for a pension fund 
(reported in the columns ‘Management Costs’ and ‘Performance Fees’). The economic coe�cients are 
measured as annual basis points, whereas the numbers in squared brackets report the t-statistics. *,**,*** 
represent the statistical signi�cance at the 10 percent. 5 percent and 1 percent level, while the table also 
reports the number of pension funds in the sample (N) and the R2. All standard errors are corrected 
for heteroskedasticity using White’s test. The results in the panels originate from the same regression. 
Panel A presents the results for the pension fund characteristics, whereas Panel B and Panel C display 
the results for the asset allocation of the pension funds in our sample. Panel B reports the results on 
the asset class level (vector Xj), while Panel C presents the results for the decomposition into di�erent credit 
ratings for �xed income securities (vector Rj). The results in Panel C are relative to AAA-rated bonds to  
avoid singularity. 

Pan el  A :  Pensi on  Fu n d  Var i abl e s

Total Costs Management Costs Performance Fees

Log Size -7.67*** -7.81*** 0.14
[-3.92] [-3.95] [0.29]

Type of Fund: Corporate 7.33*** 8.04*** -0.71
[3.16] [3.47] [-0.71]

Type of Fund: Professional 9.83* 6.32 3.51
[1.74] [1.26] [1.06]

DC 1.44 4.15 -2.71
[0.34] [0.95] [-1.53]

Duration Fixed Income -2.99*** -2.88*** -0.11
[-2.78] [-2.67] [-0.68]

Duration Overlay 0.00 0.11 -0.11
[0.01] [0.36] [-1.29]
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Pan el  C :  F i xe d  In c om e  A l l o c at i on  Var i abl e s

AA-Rated Bonds -0.37* -0.34* -0.03
[-1.90] [-1.78] [-0.52]

A-Rated Bonds -0.25 0.03 -0.28
[-0.55] [0.07] [-1.56]

BBB-Rated Bonds 0.12 0.14 -0.02
[0.50] [0.58] [-0.15]

< BBB-Rated Bonds 0.76* 0.85** -0.09
[1.84] [2.12] [-0.57]

Non-Rated Bonds 0.87** 0.83** 0.04
[2.44] [2.54] [0.32]

N 225 225 225
R2 0.541 0.449 0.407

Table 2.3. (continued)

Panel B: Asset Allocation Variables

Total Costs Management Costs Performance Fees

Government Bonds 0.96*** 0.94*** 0.02
[3.96] [3.76] [0.49]

Inflation Linked Bonds 0.96*** 0.91*** 0.05
[2.88] [2.71] [0.62]

Mortgages 0.69** 0.57* 0.12
[1.99] [1.66] [0.95]

Corporate Bonds 0.59** 0.53** 0.06
[2.13] [1.99] [0.57]

Cash and Cash Equivalents 0.10 0.13 -0.03
[0.26] [0.37] [-0.21]

Direct Real Estate 0.43 0.66** -0.22*
[1.39] [2.04] [-1.91]

Listed Real Estate 0.22 0.36 -0.14
[0.46] [0.75] [-0.77]

Indirect Real Estate 1.45*** 1.59*** -0.14
[4.15] [4.61] [-1.04]

Equities – Mature Markets 0.75*** 0.70*** 0.05
[4.92] [4.70] [0.99]

Equities – Emerging Markets 2.38*** 2.14*** 0.25*
[3.57] [3.19] [1.69]

Private Equity 4.86*** 3.56*** 1.30***
[7.72] [4.76] [2.86]

Hedge Funds 4.69*** 3.33*** 1.37***
[6.51] [4.15] [2.88]

Commodities 0.19 -0.13 0.32
[0.43] [-0.32] [1.45]
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2.4. INVESTMENT COSTS AT THE ASSET CLASS LEVEL
A�er examining investment costs at the pension fund level in the previous section, we now 
turn to the analysis at the asset class level. For that, we investigate the separately reported costs 
for the following six asset classes: �xed income, equities, real estate, private equity, hedge funds 
and commodities. �is enables us to examine whether the main results described in Section 2.3 
di�er per asset class.  

Table 2.5, Panel A, reveals the main �ndings at the asset class level using regression model 
2.2. The columns in Panel A report the total investment costs for the six asset classes, a�er 
controlling for di�erences in the allocation within these asset classes. For ease of reference 
the results at the total portfolio level (Table 2.3) are presented in the le� most column.26 We 
�nd a signi�cant negative relation between total investment costs and size for �xed income, 
equities and commodities.27 �ese �ndings are statistically signi�cant at the 1 percent level 
and in line with our �nding at the pension fund level. The e�ect is strongest for commodities, 
where a tenfold increase in size results in a decrease of total investment costs by 21.57 basis 

26 Note that all economic coe�cients in Table 2.5 are presented in annual basis points for ease  
of interpretation.
27 Note that asset class size is measured as the assets under management in that particular asset class.

Table 2.4. Pension fund investment costs and size without controlling for asset allocation
Table 2.4 presents a cross section of the impact of pension fund characteristics on investment costs of 225 
pension funds during 2013. The column ‘Total Costs’ reports the annual total investment costs at the portfolio 
level. For that, we run the following regression: ( ), 1, 2, 3, 4, ,log Corp Prof DCj k k k j k j k j k j j kC Y Size uβ β β β= + + + + + ,  
where Yk is a constant. Index k either represents the annual total investment costs (reported in column 
‘Total Costs’), the management costs or the performance fees for a pension fund (reported in the columns 
‘Management Costs’ and ‘Performance Fees’). The economic coe�cients are measured as annual basis points, 
whereas the numbers in squared brackets report the t-statistics.  *,**,*** represent the statistical signi�cance 
at the 10 percent. 5 percent and 1 percent level. All standard errors are corrected for heteroskedasticity using 
White’s test. The table also reports the number of pension funds in the sample (N) and the R2. 

Total Costs Management Costs Performance Fees

Yk 45.18** 57.27*** -12.09**
[2.52] [3.64] [-2.11]

Log Size -0.99 -3.60 3.61***
[-0.34] [-1.44] [2.73]

Type of Fund: Corporate 2.46 2.00 0.46
[0.88] [0.82] [0.44]

Type of Fund: Professional 14.95* 8.38 6.56*
[1.92] [1.51] [1.84]

DC 0.35 3.18 -2.82*
[0.05] [0.47] [-1.69]

N 225 225 225
R2 0.021 0.036 0.126
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points. On the other hand, we find no evidence for economies of scale in real estate, private 
equity and hedge funds. A possible explanation for the difference in economies of scale is that 
more traditional asset classes (e.g., fixed income, equity) are more easily scalable to a larger 
size. Costs for financial research, risk management and monitoring increase less with size 
for fixed income and equity investments than for alternative asset classes such as real estate, 
private equity or hedge funds. The latter classes typically require new projects, new objects or 
investment strategies when the total investment size increases. For real estate, we find evidence 
for diseconomies of scale. A tenfold increase in real estate investments raises total investment 
costs with 14.55 basis points. This contradicts evidence from Andonov, Kok and Eichholtz 
(2013) who observe significant economies of scale in real estate investments by pension funds. 
The economic explanation for our surprising finding is likely due to the different reporting 
requirements for listed and unlisted real estate investments. Several pension funds have a small 
exposure to listed real estate via the equity funds they invest in. The investment costs of these 
real estate exposures are not directly observable for the pension fund as they are included in 
the investment costs of the equity fund. 

Table 2.5, Panel A, also reports the effects at the asset class level for the other pension 
fund-specific characteristics. Compared to industry-wide pension funds, corporate pension 
funds appear to have relatively high cost structures in fixed income (5.12 basis points), real 
estate investments (24.31 basis points) and commodities (15.39 basis points). For professional 
group pension funds, we find no significant effects at the asset class level. The relation between 
the duration of the fixed income portfolio and the total investment costs of fixed income is 
statistically different from zero. A one year higher duration implies a reduction in total fixed 
income costs of 1.47 basis points. This is in line with our earlier finding at the portfolio level.28  

Panel B and Panel C of Table 2.5 examine the management costs and performance fees at 
the asset class level. In both cases, we also display the results at the portfolio level (Table 2.3) in 
the left column for ease of comparability. Panel B reports that the relation between investment 
costs and size is primarily driven by management costs. We find lower management costs 
for larger pension funds in the case of fixed income, equity, private equity and commodities. 
A tenfold increase in fixed income investments, for example, leads to a decline in annual 
management costs of 4.83 basis points. On the other hand, we document diseconomies of 
scale in management costs for real estate. This is likely explained by underreporting of these 
costs by small funds as mentioned earlier. In addition, Panel B reports that the relatively 
higher costs for corporate pension funds appear to be driven by fixed income, real estate and  
commodities investments. 

28 On average, the pension funds in our sample invest 61.8 percent of their portfolio in fixed income 
securities. At the portfolio level we document a reduction in investment costs of 2.99 basis points for a one 
year higher duration, which roughly translates to the finding for fixed income securities (2.99 * 0.618 = 
1.84). We deem the remaining difference as noise. 
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Panel C, reports the results for performance fees. We find that larger pension funds pay 
higher performance fees for equities, private equity and hedge funds. We find that a tenfold 
increase in equity investments leads to a raise in performance fees by 0.74 basis points. This effect 
is statistically significant at the 5 percent level. A tenfold increase in private equity investments 
would raise the annual performance fees by 41.49 basis points on average. For hedge funds, 
the result is an increase of 33.36 basis points. Both findings are statistically significant at the 1 
percent level.29 

A possible explanation for the positive relation between pension fund size and performance 
fees for these asset classes could be that larger funds are better able to select the best-performing 
equity, private equity of hedge funds. Large pension funds may have more bargaining power in 
private deals and can devote more resources to closely monitor their external counterparties 
(Andonov et al., 2011), which is especially valuable for alternative asset classes. The ability 
of large pension funds to select the best-performing asset managers with the higher returns 
would subsequently lead to paying higher performance fees. Although we have no direct way 
of validating our hypothesis, there is academic evidence suggesting that private equity funds 
with higher compensation earn higher returns.  Robinson and Sensoy (2013) examine buyout 
and venture capital private equity funds and find that fund managers (i.e. general partners) 
with higher compensation earn their pay by generating higher gross performance.30 This is 
important, as Kaplan and Schoar (2005) observe large differences in the returns of individual 
private equity funds – as well as strong persistence in returns – indicating the importance of 
selecting the top-performing asset managers.

2.5. robustness checks
In the previous sections, we document strong economies of scale in pension fund investment 
costs that are primarily driven by management costs, but appear to differ between asset classes. 
In this section, we perform piecewise linear regressions to test the robustness of our findings.31 
This enables us to further examine whether the economies of scale are stable across different 
pension fund sizes. In addition, we run the main regression (equation 2.1) for a different year to 
determine whether the results are stable over time.  

2.5.1. Piecewise linear regressions at the pension fund level
There is academic literature indicating that economies of scale are dependent on pension 
fund size. Bikker (2017) argues that pension funds typically exhibit a U-shaped average cost 

29 Note that we only have 71 observations for private equity and 57 observations for hedge fund investments. 
30 Robinson and Sensoy (2013) also investigate whether private equity funds with higher compensation earn 
their fees by taking more systematic risk, but they find no evidence for this. 
31 In an unreported robustness exercise, we divided the full sample of 225 pension funds into two equal 
subsamples in terms of the number of pension funds and run regression (2.1) for both subsamples. We 
observe a negative relation between investment costs and pension fund size for both subsamples (statistically 
significant at the 1 percent level), although the economies of scale are  somewhat higher for small pension 
funds than for larger pension funds. 
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function. The downward sloping le� leg of the U shape is caused by economies of scale due 
to �xed-cost components in pension activities, such as research and development, compliance 
with accounting and regulatory requirements and size-related bargaining power with respect to 
investments. At the same time, larger pension funds may face ine�ciencies such as additional 
management layers, over-hiring and additional costs related to overcon�dence (see also Gri�n 
and Tversky, 1992; Bauer et al., 2010; Chatterton, Smyth and Darby, 2010). �ese ine�ciencies 
can cause diseconomies of scale and may therefore suggest an optimal pension fund size. Bikker 
(2017) reports a minimal optimal scale with respect to investment costs of 690 million euro. 
However, he �nds no support for diseconomies of scale for investment costs as larger pension 
funds remain equally cost e�cient. Following Bikker (2017) we also analyze whether economies 
of scale are stable across di�erent pension fund sizes. 

We perform a two- and a three-piecewise linear regression model by allowing the linear 
relation between (log) size and costs to vary with size in order to examine the relation between 
investment costs and size over di�erent pension fund sizes. In the two-piecewise linear 
regression we adjust the main regression model (2.1) as follows:

 (2.4)

where β9,k measures the incremental increase (or decrease) in the economies of scale for pension 
funds with investments larger than the cuto� point β10,k. �is two-piecewise linear model (2.4) 
is non-linear and we estimate the coe�cients by varying β10,k over a grid between the minimum 
and maximum pension fund size to �nd the maximum likelihood estimators of βi,k.

32 We also 
run a three-piecewise regression model where we allow for an extra variation in the economies 
of scale in model (2.4) as follows:

         

 
 (2.5)

where we require β10,k < β12,k to identify a unique model as the model with β10,k = a and β12,k = b is 
the same as the model with β10,k = b and β12,k = a. �is three-piecewise linear model (2.5) is also 

32 In more detail the algorithm is as follows: (1) Set R2=0; (2) Set β10,k=c, if c larger than the minimum pension 
fund size and smaller than the maximum pension fund size, else move to step 5; (3) Estimate model 4 for 
β10,k=c that has become a linear model when β10,k is set; (4) If the R-squared of the regression in step 3 is 
larger than the previous maximum R2, then set 2 2

cR R=  and store ĉ c= ; (5) Run steps 2 to 4 multiple times 
for di�erent c, c=j×10i i=6,…,11 j=1,…9; (6) Rerun model 4 for 10, ˆk cβ =  to �nd the maximum likelihood 
estimators of the other βi,k.
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We	 perform	 a	 two‐	 and	 a	 three‐piecewise	 linear	 regression	model	 by	 allowing	 the	 linear	
relation	 between	 (log)	 size	 and	 costs	 to	 vary	with	 size	 in	 order	 to	 examine	 the	 relation	 between	
investment	costs	and	size	over	different	pension	fund	sizes.	In	the	two‐piecewise	linear	regression	we	
adjust	the	main	regression	model	(2.1)	as	follows:	

��,� � ��,� log������� � ��,�Corp� � ��,�Prof� � ��,�DC� � ��,�DUR��,� �	��,�DUR�,� � ����,� �
����,� � ��,��log������� � log����,�� ������ � ���,�� � ��,�		 	 	 	 														(2.4)	

where	��,�	measures	 the	 incremental	 increase	 (or	decrease)	 in	 the	economies	of	 scale	 for	pension	
funds	with	investments	larger	than	the	cutoff	point	���,�.	This	two‐piecewise	linear	model	(2.4)	is	non‐
linear	 and	 we	 estimate	 the	 coefficients	 by	 varying	 ���,�	 over	 a	 grid	 between	 the	 minimum	 and	
maximum	pension	fund	size	to	find	the	maximum	likelihood	estimators	of	��,�.32We	also	run	a	three‐
piecewise	regression	model	where	we	allow	for	an	extra	variation	in	the	economies	of	scale	in	model	
(2.4)	as	follows:	

��,� � ��,� log������� � ��,�Corp� � ��,�Prof� � ��,�DC� � ��,�DUR��,� �	��,�DUR�,� � ����,� �
����,� � ��,��log������� � log����,�� ������ � ���,�� � ���,��log������� � log����,�� ������ � ���,�� �
��,�		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 														(2.5)	

where	we	require	���,� � ���,�	to	identify	a	unique	model	as	the	model	with	���,� � �	and	���,� � �	
is	the	same	as	the	model	with	���,� � �	and	���,� � �.	This	three‐piecewise	linear	model	(2.5)	is	also	
non‐linear	and	we	estimate	the	coefficients	by	varying	both	���,�	and	���,�	over	a	grid	between	the	
minimum	and	maximum	pension	fund	size	to	find	the	maximum	likelihood.33		 	

                                                 

32	In	more	detail	the	algorithm	is	as	follows:	(1)	�et	�� � 0;	(2)	�et	���,� � �,	if	�	larger	than	the	minimum	pension	fund	
size	and	smaller	than	the	maximum	pension	fund	size,	else	move	to	step	5;	(3)	Estimate	model	4	for	���,� � �	that	has	
become	a	linear	model	when	���,�	is	set;	(4)	If	the	R‐squared	of	the	regression	in	step	3	is	larger	than	the	previous	
maximum		��,	then	set	�� � ���	and	store	�̂ � �;	(5)	Run	steps	2	to	4	multiple	times	for	different	�,	� � � � 10�			� �
6,� ,11			� � 1,� �;	(6)	Rerun	model	4	for	���,� � �̂	to	find	the	maximum	likelihood	estimators	of	the	other	��,�.	
33	In	more	detail	the	algorithm	becomes:	(1)	�et	�� � 0;	(2)	�et	���,� � �,	if	�	larger	than	the	minimum	pension	fund	
size	 and	 smaller	 than	 the	maximum	pension	 fund	 size,	 else	move	 to	 step	�;(3)	 �et	���,� � �,	 if	�	 smaller	 than	 the	
maximum	pension	fund	size,	else	move	to	step	6;	(4)	Estimate	model	4	for	���,� � �	and ���,� � �	that	has	become	a	
linear	model	when	���,�	and	���,�	are	set;	(5)	If	the	R‐squared	of	the	regression	in	step	4	is	larger	than	the	previous	
maximum	��,	then	set	�� � ��,�� 	and	store	�̂ � �	and	�� � �;	(6)	Run	steps	3	to	5	multiple	times	for	different	�,	� � � �
10�			� � �, � ,11			� � � � 1,��;	 (�)	 Run	 steps	 2	 to	 6	 multiple	 times	 for	 different	 �,	 � � � � 10�			� � 6,� ,11			� �
1,� �;	(�)	Rerun	model	4	for	���,� � �̂	and	���,� � ��	to	find	the	maximum	likelihood	estimators	of	the	other	��,�. 

We	 perform	 a	 two‐	 and	 a	 three‐piecewise	 linear	 regression	model	 by	 allowing	 the	 linear	
relation	 between	 (log)	 size	 and	 costs	 to	 vary	with	 size	 in	 order	 to	 examine	 the	 relation	 between	
investment	costs	and	size	over	different	pension	fund	sizes.	In	the	two‐piecewise	linear	regression	we	
adjust	the	main	regression	model	(2.1)	as	follows:	

��,� � ��,� log������� � ��,�Corp� � ��,�Prof� � ��,�DC� � ��,�DUR��,� �	��,�DUR�,� � ����,� �
����,� � ��,��log������� � log����,�� ������ � ���,�� � ��,�		 	 	 	 														(2.4)	

where	��,�	measures	 the	 incremental	 increase	 (or	decrease)	 in	 the	economies	of	 scale	 for	pension	
funds	with	investments	larger	than	the	cutoff	point	���,�.	This	two‐piecewise	linear	model	(2.4)	is	non‐
linear	 and	 we	 estimate	 the	 coefficients	 by	 varying	 ���,�	 over	 a	 grid	 between	 the	 minimum	 and	
maximum	pension	fund	size	to	find	the	maximum	likelihood	estimators	of	��,�.32We	also	run	a	three‐
piecewise	regression	model	where	we	allow	for	an	extra	variation	in	the	economies	of	scale	in	model	
(2.4)	as	follows:	
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where	we	require	���,� � ���,�	to	identify	a	unique	model	as	the	model	with	���,� � �	and	���,� � �	
is	the	same	as	the	model	with	���,� � �	and	���,� � �.	This	three‐piecewise	linear	model	(2.5)	is	also	
non‐linear	and	we	estimate	the	coefficients	by	varying	both	���,�	and	���,�	over	a	grid	between	the	
minimum	and	maximum	pension	fund	size	to	find	the	maximum	likelihood.33		 	

                                                 

32	In	more	detail	the	algorithm	is	as	follows:	(1)	�et	�� � 0;	(2)	�et	���,� � �,	if	�	larger	than	the	minimum	pension	fund	
size	and	smaller	than	the	maximum	pension	fund	size,	else	move	to	step	5;	(3)	Estimate	model	4	for	���,� � �	that	has	
become	a	linear	model	when	���,�	is	set;	(4)	If	the	R‐squared	of	the	regression	in	step	3	is	larger	than	the	previous	
maximum		��,	then	set	�� � ���	and	store	�̂ � �;	(5)	Run	steps	2	to	4	multiple	times	for	different	�,	� � � � 10�			� �
6,� ,11			� � 1,� �;	(6)	Rerun	model	4	for	���,� � �̂	to	find	the	maximum	likelihood	estimators	of	the	other	��,�.	
33	In	more	detail	the	algorithm	becomes:	(1)	�et	�� � 0;	(2)	�et	���,� � �,	if	�	larger	than	the	minimum	pension	fund	
size	 and	 smaller	 than	 the	maximum	pension	 fund	 size,	 else	move	 to	 step	�;(3)	 �et	���,� � �,	 if	�	 smaller	 than	 the	
maximum	pension	fund	size,	else	move	to	step	6;	(4)	Estimate	model	4	for	���,� � �	and ���,� � �	that	has	become	a	
linear	model	when	���,�	and	���,�	are	set;	(5)	If	the	R‐squared	of	the	regression	in	step	4	is	larger	than	the	previous	
maximum	��,	then	set	�� � ��,�� 	and	store	�̂ � �	and	�� � �;	(6)	Run	steps	3	to	5	multiple	times	for	different	�,	� � � �
10�			� � �, � ,11			� � � � 1,��;	 (�)	 Run	 steps	 2	 to	 6	 multiple	 times	 for	 different	 �,	 � � � � 10�			� � 6,� ,11			� �
1,� �;	(�)	Rerun	model	4	for	���,� � �̂	and	���,� � ��	to	find	the	maximum	likelihood	estimators	of	the	other	��,�. 

We	 perform	 a	 two‐	 and	 a	 three‐piecewise	 linear	 regression	model	 by	 allowing	 the	 linear	
relation	 between	 (log)	 size	 and	 costs	 to	 vary	with	 size	 in	 order	 to	 examine	 the	 relation	 between	
investment	costs	and	size	over	different	pension	fund	sizes.	In	the	two‐piecewise	linear	regression	we	
adjust	the	main	regression	model	(2.1)	as	follows:	
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where	��,�	measures	 the	 incremental	 increase	 (or	decrease)	 in	 the	economies	of	 scale	 for	pension	
funds	with	investments	larger	than	the	cutoff	point	���,�.	This	two‐piecewise	linear	model	(2.4)	is	non‐
linear	 and	 we	 estimate	 the	 coefficients	 by	 varying	 ���,�	 over	 a	 grid	 between	 the	 minimum	 and	
maximum	pension	fund	size	to	find	the	maximum	likelihood	estimators	of	��,�.32We	also	run	a	three‐
piecewise	regression	model	where	we	allow	for	an	extra	variation	in	the	economies	of	scale	in	model	
(2.4)	as	follows:	
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where	we	require	���,� � ���,�	to	identify	a	unique	model	as	the	model	with	���,� � �	and	���,� � �	
is	the	same	as	the	model	with	���,� � �	and	���,� � �.	This	three‐piecewise	linear	model	(2.5)	is	also	
non‐linear	and	we	estimate	the	coefficients	by	varying	both	���,�	and	���,�	over	a	grid	between	the	
minimum	and	maximum	pension	fund	size	to	find	the	maximum	likelihood.33		 	
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where	��,�	measures	 the	 incremental	 increase	 (or	decrease)	 in	 the	economies	of	 scale	 for	pension	
funds	with	investments	larger	than	the	cutoff	point	���,�.	This	two‐piecewise	linear	model	(2.4)	is	non‐
linear	 and	 we	 estimate	 the	 coefficients	 by	 varying	 ���,�	 over	 a	 grid	 between	 the	 minimum	 and	
maximum	pension	fund	size	to	find	the	maximum	likelihood	estimators	of	��,�.32We	also	run	a	three‐
piecewise	regression	model	where	we	allow	for	an	extra	variation	in	the	economies	of	scale	in	model	
(2.4)	as	follows:	

��,� � ��,� log������� � ��,�Corp� � ��,�Prof� � ��,�DC� � ��,�DUR��,� �	��,�DUR�,� � ����,� �
����,� � ��,��log������� � log����,�� ������ � ���,�� � ���,��log������� � log����,�� ������ � ���,�� �
��,�		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 														(2.5)	

where	we	require	���,� � ���,�	to	identify	a	unique	model	as	the	model	with	���,� � �	and	���,� � �	
is	the	same	as	the	model	with	���,� � �	and	���,� � �.	This	three‐piecewise	linear	model	(2.5)	is	also	
non‐linear	and	we	estimate	the	coefficients	by	varying	both	���,�	and	���,�	over	a	grid	between	the	
minimum	and	maximum	pension	fund	size	to	find	the	maximum	likelihood.33		 	

                                                 

32	In	more	detail	the	algorithm	is	as	follows:	(1)	�et	�� � 0;	(2)	�et	���,� � �,	if	�	larger	than	the	minimum	pension	fund	
size	and	smaller	than	the	maximum	pension	fund	size,	else	move	to	step	5;	(3)	Estimate	model	4	for	���,� � �	that	has	
become	a	linear	model	when	���,�	is	set;	(4)	If	the	R‐squared	of	the	regression	in	step	3	is	larger	than	the	previous	
maximum		��,	then	set	�� � ���	and	store	�̂ � �;	(5)	Run	steps	2	to	4	multiple	times	for	different	�,	� � � � 10�			� �
6,� ,11			� � 1,� �;	(6)	Rerun	model	4	for	���,� � �̂	to	find	the	maximum	likelihood	estimators	of	the	other	��,�.	
33	In	more	detail	the	algorithm	becomes:	(1)	�et	�� � 0;	(2)	�et	���,� � �,	if	�	larger	than	the	minimum	pension	fund	
size	 and	 smaller	 than	 the	maximum	pension	 fund	 size,	 else	move	 to	 step	�;(3)	 �et	���,� � �,	 if	�	 smaller	 than	 the	
maximum	pension	fund	size,	else	move	to	step	6;	(4)	Estimate	model	4	for	���,� � �	and ���,� � �	that	has	become	a	
linear	model	when	���,�	and	���,�	are	set;	(5)	If	the	R‐squared	of	the	regression	in	step	4	is	larger	than	the	previous	
maximum	��,	then	set	�� � ��,�� 	and	store	�̂ � �	and	�� � �;	(6)	Run	steps	3	to	5	multiple	times	for	different	�,	� � � �
10�			� � �, � ,11			� � � � 1,��;	 (�)	 Run	 steps	 2	 to	 6	 multiple	 times	 for	 different	 �,	 � � � � 10�			� � 6,� ,11			� �
1,� �;	(�)	Rerun	model	4	for	���,� � �̂	and	���,� � ��	to	find	the	maximum	likelihood	estimators	of	the	other	��,�. 
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non-linear and we estimate the coe�cients by varying both β10,k and β12,k over a grid between 
the minimum and maximum pension fund size to �nd the maximum likelihood.33 

Table 2.6 shows the results of both piecewise linear regressions, whereas Figure 2.2 graphically 
presents the outcome of the regression estimates at the pension fund level.34  Panel A of Table 
2.6 presents the results for the two-piecewise (2.4) and three-piecewise (2.5) linear models. For 
the two-piecewise model, the single cut-o� point is located at a pension fund size of 5 million 
euro, which is relatively small. We �nd a signi�cant negative relation between investment 
costs and size for pension funds with more than 5 million euro of assets under management. 
A tenfold increase in size for these pension funds leads to a reduction in investment costs with 
10.12 basis points. �is coe�cient is statistically signi�cant at the 1 percent level and roughly 
in line with the outcome of our main regression where we �nd a negative coe�cient of 7.67 
basis points. Panel A also reports the results for the three-piecewise linear model (2.5), where 
we �nd two cut-o� points that are located at a pension fund size of respectively 10 million euro 
and 20 million euro. The main �nding is that we document signi�cant economies of scale for 
pension funds with more than 20 million euro of assets under management (which is the vast 
majority of pension funds in our sample). For these pension funds, a tenfold increase in size 
lowers total investment costs by 6.41 basis points. Again, the outcome is statistically signi�cant 
at the 1 percent level.

We also perform piecewise linear regressions on a subsample where we exclude all pension 
funds with less than 100 million euro in assets under management in order to further test 
whether the observed economies of scale are not driven by a few small pension funds that report 
deviating (higher) costs. Hence, we exclude the 30 smallest pension funds from our sample 
and re-run both piecewise models (see equations 2.4 and 2.5). The lower graph of Figure 2.2 
displays our �ndings. For both piecewise models, we �nd the �rst cut-o� point located at a size 
of approximately 500 million euro. Figure 2.2 shows that pension funds with a size between 
100 million and 500 million euro do not appear to bene�t from economies of scale. The main 
�nding, however, is that we document signi�cant economies of scale for pension funds with 
more than 500 million in assets under management. A tenfold increase in size for these funds 
results in a 9.41 basis point reduction in investment costs.35 The three-piecewise model appears 

33 In more detail the algorithm becomes: (1) Set R2=0; (2) Set β10,k=c, if c larger than the minimum pension 
fund size and smaller than the maximum pension fund size, else move to step 7;(3) Set β12,k=d, if d smaller 
than the maximum pension fund size, else move to step 6; (4) Estimate model 4 for β10,k=c and β12,k=d that 
has become a linear model when β10,k and β12,k are set; (5) If the R-squared of the regression in step 4 is larger 
than the previous maximum R2, then set 2 2

,c dR R=  and store ĉ c=  and d̂ d= ; (6) Run steps 3 to 5 multiple 
times for di�erent d, d=m×10n n=i,…,11 m=j+1,…9; (7) Run steps 2 to 6 multiple times for di�erent c, 
c=j×10i i=6,…,11 j=1,…9; (8) Rerun model 4 for 10, ˆk cβ =  and 12,

ˆ
k dβ =  to �nd the maximum likelihood 

estimators of the other βi,k.
34 Due to con�dentiality restrictions, we are unable to report individual observations and therefore present 
the average investment costs for 50 groups of pension funds – each containing either 4 or 5 individual 
pension funds – versus their average size. 
35 �is is 10.02 basis points in the three-piecewise model for pension funds between 500 million and 60 
billion in size (also signi�cant at the 1 percent level). 
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to indicate that these economies of scale are not in�nite over size, as we �nd a positive relation 
between costs and size for pension funds with more than 60 billion in assets under management. 
We note, however, that this positive relation is not statistically signi�cant and based on only 
a few observations. 

Following the additional analyses in this section, we conclude that the documented economies 
of scale are robust. The �ndings appear not to be driven by outliers, since we �nd statistically 
signi�cant economies of scale for pension funds with more than 20 million euro of asset under 
management (which are the vast majority of pension funds in our sample). The observed 
economies of scale appear (statistically) strongest for pension funds with more than 500 million 
in assets under management (see Figure 2.2). In addition, we �nd no signi�cant evidence for 
diseconomies of scale for large pension funds, although our piecewise linear regressions suggest 
that funds larger than 60 billion appear to no longer bene�t from additional economies of scale. 

Figure 2.2: Economies of scale for total investment costs at the pension fund level 

 

0,0%

0,5%

1,0%

1,5%

1E+06 1E+07 1E+08 1E+09 1E+10 1E+11 1E+12

Full sample

Linear Piecewise  2 breaks Piecewise  1 break

0,0%

0,5%

1,0%

1E+06 1E+07 1E+08 1E+09 1E+10 1E+11 1E+12

Excluding  30  smallest  funds

Linear Piecewise  2 breaks Piecewise  1 break

Figure 2.2. Economies of scale for total investment costs at the pension fund level
Figure 2.2 displays the estimated linear relation (based on regression model 2.1) and the piecewise linear 
relations (based on regression models 2.4 and 2.5) between size and total investment cost at the pension 
fund level for the average pension fund, both for the full sample (above) and for the sample excluding 
the 30 smallest pension funds (below). Table 2.6, Panel A contains the exact coe�cients of the estimations 
for the full sample. Figure 2.2 also presents a scatter plot with the observations in our sample. Due to 
con�dentiality restrictions, we are unable to report individual observations and therefore present the average 
investment costs for 50 groups of pension funds based on their average size. The y-axis represents the total 
annual investment costs. The x-axis displays the size of a pension fund (on a logarithmic scale) and ranges 
from 1 million euro to 100 billion euro. 
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2.5.2. Piecewise linear regressions at the asset class level
Table 2.6, Panel B shows the piecewise linear regressions at the asset class level, for respectively 
the two-piecewise and three-piecewise models. Figure 2.3 graphically displays these results.  For 
�xed income, we document a strong negative relation between size and total costs for investments 
larger than 40 million euro. In this case, a tenfold increase in size lowers investment costs by 
2.43 basis points. �is is somewhat smaller than the �nding for the full sample (-4.76 basis 
points), but still statistically signi�cant at the 1 percent level. For equities, we �nd signi�cant 
economies of scale that appear strongest for small mandates (below 20 million euro). Panel B, 
however, reports that economies of scale remain signi�cant for equity investments larger than 
20 million euro. A tenfold increase in size for these mandates lowers total costs with 3.75 basis 

Figure 2.3. Economies of scale for total investment costs at the asset class level
Figure 2.3 displays the estimated linear relation (based on regression model 2.1) and the piecewise linear 
relations (based on regression models 2.4 and 2.5) between size and total investment cost for six di�erent 
asset classes in the dataset. Table 2.6, Panel B contains the exact coe�cients of these estimations. Figure 
2.3 also presents scatter plots with the observations in our sample. Due to con�dentiality restrictions, we 
are unable to report individual observations and therefore present the average investment costs for 50 
groups of pension funds based on their average size. The y-axis represents the total annual investment 
costs. The x-axis displays the size of the investments in a particular asset category (on a logarithmic scale) 
and ranges from 1 million euro to 100 billion euro. 
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points. Again, this �nding is somewhat smaller than observed for the full sample (-7.75 basis 
points), but still statistically signi�cant at the 1 percent level.  

The diseconomies of scale observed for real estate appear primarily driven by pension funds 
with a small mandate. Panel B shows that pension funds with real estate investments smaller 
than 20 million euro face signi�cant diseconomies of scale (at the 1 percent level). In line with 
our main �ndings, we observe no economies of scale for investments in private equity and hedge 
funds. We observe signi�cant diseconomies of scale for pension funds with large investments 
in private equity (larger than 400 million euro), which are primarily driven by performance 
fees. As mentioned earlier, a possible explanation for this �nding could be that larger funds are 
better able to select the best-performing private equity funds and therefore pay signi�cantly 
higher performance fees.  For commodities, we document signi�cant economies of scale for 
pension funds that invest less than 300 million euro. A tenfold increase in size for these pension 
funds reduces total costs with 21.59 basis points. However, these economies of scale appear to 
disappear for mandates larger than 300 million euro.  

2.5.3. Cross-sectional regression for year 2015
As an additional robustness check, we run the main cross-sectional regression at the pension 
fund level (equation 2.1) for a di�erent year, namely 2015, to determine whether the main 
results are robust over time. Table 2.7 shows the impact of di�erent pension fund characteristics 
on the investment costs of 170 pension funds in 2015 and is directly comparable to the main 
results presented in Table 2.3, Panel A. The key result of a signi�cant negative relation between 
investments costs and pension fund size is also present in 2015. Again, we observe that these 
economies of scale are fully driven by management costs. Similar to 2013, we �nd that corporate 
and professional group pension funds report signi�cantly higher investment costs than 
industry-wide pension funds in 2015. The only di�erence with the main �ndings in Table 2.3 is 
that we document no signi�cant relation between investment costs and duration in 2015. Note 
that the results for the vectors controlling for asset allocation and allocation to rating classes are 
omitted in the interest of brevity.  
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2.6. conclusions
This chapter provides a comprehensive analysis of pension funds’ cost structures. For that, we 
focus on the Dutch pension system, which is well-developed, relatively large in terms of size and 
characterized by pension funds that allocate money to a wide variety of asset classes. Our cross-
sectional dataset is free from self-reporting biases, and contains detailed information on pension 
fund-specific investment costs. We decompose investment costs into management costs and 
performance fees for six separate asset classes: equity, fixed income, real estate, commodities, 
private equity and hedge funds. We specifically investigate the impact of pension funds size to 
test for the presence of economies of scale. Our key findings are as follows.

First, after correcting for differences in asset allocation, we find significant evidence of 
economies of scale in investment costs. A pension funds that is ten times larger, in terms of 
assets under management, has on average 7.67 basis points lower annual investment costs. These 
economies of scale are solely driven by management costs. Moreover, the effect disappears when 

Table 2.7. Pension fund investment costs and size for sample year 2015
Table 2.7 presents an additional robustness check by analyzing the impact of pension fund characteristics on 
investment costs for 170 pension funds during 2015. For that, we run the following regression: Cj,k = β1,klog(Sizej) 
+ β2,kCorpj + β3,kProfj + β4,kDCj + β5,kDURFI,j + β6,kDURO,j + Xjβ7,k + Rjβ8,k + uj,k where Xj is a vector containing 
control variables for the asset allocation of a pension fund j, and Rj is a vector controlling for the allocation 
to rating classes. In the interest of brevity, the results for both control vectors are not reported. Index k either 
represents the annual total investment costs (reported in column ‘Total Costs’), the management costs or 
the performance fees for a pension fund (reported in the columns ‘Management Costs’ and ‘Performance 
Fees’). The economic coefficients are measured as annual basis points, whereas the numbers in squared 
brackets report the t-statistics.  *,**,*** represent the statistical significance at the 10 percent. 5 percent and 
1 percent level, while the table also reports the number of pension funds in the sample (N) and the R2. All 
standard errors are corrected for heteroskedasticity using White’s test. 

Pension Fund Variables

Total Costs Management Costs Performance Fees

Log Size -8.83*** -8.66*** -0.17
[-3.22] [-3.44] [-0.64]

Type of Fund: Corporate 6.77*** 7.38*** -0.60
[3.38] [3.43] [0.73]

Type of Fund: Professional 1.60*** 1.74*** -0.14
[3.70] [3.29] [1.26]

DC 1.16 1.95 -0.79
[1.08] [1.51] [-1.39]

Duration Fixed Income -1.56 -1.39 -0.17
[-0.84] [-0.78] [-0.22]

Duration Overlay 0.29 0.33 -0.04
[0.30] [0.28] [0.08]

N 170 170 170
R2 0.654 0.587 0.478
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we do not control for asset allocation, indicating that larger pension funds invest relatively more 
in asset classes with higher investment costs. 

Second, the observed economies of scale in investment cost appear to be constant over 
pension fund size. Using a piecewise linear regression model we �nd signi�cant economies of 
scale for all pension funds with more than 20 million euro in asset under management (which 
is the vast majority of pension funds in our sample). We �nd no evidence for diseconomies of 
scale for very large pension funds. 

�ird, we conclude that the presence of economies of scale di�ers per asset class. Size appears 
to be an important driver for economies of scale in �xed income and equity. Ten folding the size 
of these asset classes lowers annual investment costs by 4.76 and 7.75 basis points respectively 
on an annual basis, although economies of scale appear even stronger for small equity mandates 
(below 20 million euro). We also document signi�cant economies of scale for commodities, 
but these disappear for investments exceeding 300 million euro. For real estate investments, 
on the other hand, we document diseconomies of scale, which appear primarily driven by  
small mandates. 

Fourth, although most of the �ndings are primarily driven by di�erences in management 
costs, we �nd that performance fees signi�cantly impact investment costs for equities, private 
equity and hedge funds. For these asset classes, we �nd that a tenfold increase in size raises 
performance fees by 0.74, 41.49 and 33.36 basis points respectively. All �ndings are statistically 
signi�cant at the 1 percent level.

Fi�h, compared to industry-wide pension funds, corporate pension plans pay 7.33 basis 
points higher investment costs. �is contradicts our hypothesis that corporate pension plans 
operate in a more competitive environment. A possible explanation is that corporate pension 
funds are potentially more exposed to a misalignment of interests as they rely on commercial 
asset managers. Industry-wide pension funds on the other hand, typically are the shareholder 
of their own pension service provider and therefore in theory might have less agency costs. 
Moreover, we observe no signi�cant di�erence in investment costs between de�ned bene�t and 
de�ned contribution plans. 

Sixth, a one year higher duration contribution of the �xed income portfolio implies a decline 
of total investment cost by 2.99 basis points. Apparently, increasing the hedge of the interest rate 
risk of the liabilities has cost advantages. It is also noteworthy that the costs of the incremental 
duration due to the interest rate overlay exposure of interest rate derivatives is not statistically 
di�erent from zero. We therefore �nd that it is more attractive to hedge interest rate risk with 
bonds rather than with interest rate derivatives. Although it is doubtful whether liquidity in 
(very) long term bonds is su�cient to cover pension funds’ hedging demand. The �nding 
contradicts our hypothesis that pension funds pay a premium for hedging liabilities with long 
term bonds and derivatives. 
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3.1. INTRODUCTION
Performance-based investment fees are increasingly important for the pension fund industry. 
Pension funds typically pay performance fees for active investment strategies and alternative 
asset classes such as investments in hedge funds and private equity. Many pension funds 
increased their allocation to these alternative asset classes in recent years (Malkiel, 2013). 
A Towers Watson Global Pension Asset Study reveals that the 16 largest pension markets in 
the world increased the allocation to alternative asset classes from about 5 percent in 1995 to 20 
percent in 2015 (Towers Watson, 2015). The reasons for this increased allocation to alternative 
asset classes are higher return expectations, better portfolio diversi�cation and in some cases 
a better match with the pension fund’s liabilities. 

The higher allocation to alternative asset classes has led to an increase in performance fees 
expenses. The annual performance fees paid by Dutch pension funds, for example, increased by 
36 percent from EUR 1.1 billion to EUR 1.5 billion between 2012 and 2015.  As a percentage 
of total investment costs, performance fees rose from 24.8 to 26.8 percent in the same period. 
The present value of these fees over the long term represent the transfer of a signi�cant fraction 
of the pension fund’s capital from bene�ciaries to asset managers. �is is underlined by Sharpe 
(2013) who documents that small di�erences in investment costs compound to dramatic e�ects 
on terminal wealth. Paying performance fees, however, could well be economically rational if 
they enable pension funds to enhance their overall net performance by recovering these costs 
with superior returns or higher diversi�cation bene�ts.1  

From a theoretical perspective, performance fees can be a valuable mechanism to minimize 
the principal-agent con�ict between pension funds and asset managers.  Fees align the asset 
managers’ incentives with the pension fund’s goal by directly linking the managers’ rewards 
to performance (Starks, 1987).2 �is should increase the e�ort from asset managers and thus 
translate into higher investment returns for the pension fund (Ackermann, McEnally and 
Ravenscra�, 1999; Das and Sundaram, 2002). However, performance fees also come with several 
drawbacks. For one, asset managers tend to receive the same fee whether performance comes 
from skill or luck. Moreover, they tend to create a skewed (call-option like) incentive structure 
as the asset manager typically only pro�ts from positive excess returns, but does not su�er from 
losses. �is may incentivize asset managers to take excessive risks in an attempt to generate 
high returns (Goetzmann, Ingersoll and Ross, 2003; Kahn, Scanlan and Siegel, 2006). To 
counter some of these disadvantages, most investment mandates with performance fees include 
provisions such as high watermarks or ‘clawbacks’ (French, 2008). 

1 �is would require some form of manager/fund selection skills from pension funds as Sharpe (1991) and 
French (2008) show that active management is a zero sum game before cost indicating that the aggregate 
alpha is zero and only a few funds are able to produce alpha. A�er costs, French shows that active 
management is a negative sum game. 
2 Starks (1987) shows that problems arise in the relationship between investors and asset managers due to 
the presence of moral hazard and the absence of costless and full information. 
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A better understanding of the relation between performance-based fees and investment 
returns is important for pension funds, as this will help improve their capital allocation and 
contracting process. Little empirical evidence, however, is available on how performance fees 
paid by pension funds relate to investment performance. There is a vast literature on whether 
pension funds are able to outperform their benchmarks (e.g., Lakonishok, Shleifer, Vishny, 1992; 
Coggin, Fabozzi and Rahman, 1993; Blake, Lehmann and Timmermann, 1999; Andonov, Bauer 
and Cremers, 2011). And there are also papers on the investment cost structure of pension 
funds (e.g., Bikker and De Dreu, 2009; Bauer, Cremers and Frehen, 2010, Broeders, van Oord 
and Rijsbergen, 2016). However, to the best of our knowledge there are no papers that examine 
the relation between performance fees and the net investment performance of pension funds 
for different asset classes. This can primarily be attributed to the absence of sufficiently reliable 
and detailed data. 

This chapter adds to the existing literature by empirically examining the relation between 
the investment performance of pension funds and the performance-based fees they pay for 
different asset classes. We examine three main questions. First, we investigate if paying 
performance fees contributes to higher net (after-fee) total returns or net excess returns. This 
shows whether it pays for pension funds to pay performance fees at all. Second, we examine 
for what type of gross (before-fee) return, excess or total return, pension funds primarily pay 
performance fees. This provides us with more insight into the mandates pension funds typically 
close with their asset managers. Third, we test whether large pension funds and pension funds 
with more specialization in their investment portfolio pay less performance fees per basis point 
of gross excess return. This enables us to examine whether large or more specialized pension 
funds are able to operate more efficiently by negotiating more profitable contracts with asset 
managers. To answer these research questions, we have panel data containing fund-specific 
investment returns, benchmarks and costs for 218 Dutch pension funds between 2012 and 2015. 
The Dutch system provides an interesting case study as it is well-developed and relatively large 
in terms of size, while Dutch pension funds allocate their money to a wide variety of asset classes 
given the lack of quantitative investment restrictions. Dutch pension funds do have to follow 
the so-called prudent person rule, which demands that pension funds invest in the interest 
of their beneficiaries, taking into account sufficient liquidity, diversification and quality of 
the investment portfolio. The findings, however, are also relevant for other countries where 
pension funds face no quantitative investment limits to invest in alternative asset classes that 
typically employ performance-based fees, such as hedge funds and private equity. These include 
European countries such as Ireland and the United Kingdom, as well as non-European countries 
such as Australia, Canada and the United States.3 In the latter countries, however, the average 
allocation of pension funds towards hedge funds and private equity investments is generally 

3 Similar to the Netherlands, these countries have not implemented any quantitative investment restrictions 
as part of the prudent person rule. See OECD (2011) for an international comparison of the implementation 
of the prudent person rule. 
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substantially higher than in the Netherlands. De�ned bene�t pension funds in the U.S., for 
instance, on average invested about 14 percent of their assets in hedge funds and private equity 
in 2015, while anecdotal evidence from large Canadian and Australian pension funds point to 
similar allocations towards these asset classes.4 

The dataset is free from self-reporting biases and highly detailed, making this chapter the �rst 
to thoroughly distinguish between the returns and costs for di�erent asset classes. We have 
information at the total portfolio level, as well as for six asset classes that pension funds invest 
in, namely �xed income, equities, real estate, private equity, hedge funds and commodities. We 
can further decompose these classes into thirteen sub-asset classes.  In addition, we subject our 
�ndings to a range of robustness checks – including bootstrapped standard errors. 

We document the following key �ndings. First, we �nd that the net returns of pension funds 
that pay performance fees to asset managers are not signi�cantly higher or lower than the net 
returns of pension funds that do not pay performance fees.. �ere is, however, one exception. 
Pension funds that pay performance fees for hedge funds report 3.0 basis points higher net 
excess returns on average, but the e�ect disappears when we correct for risk. Second, we observe 
that performance fees primarily relate to gross excess returns for equities and hedge funds. 
Pension funds respectively pay  2.1 and 30.5 basis points in performance fees for every 100 
basis points of gross excess return. For private equity, performance fees primarily correspond to 
gross total return. Investment mandates for private equity thus appear more focused on absolute 
returns than on outperforming some benchmark. �ird, we �nd that large and more specialized 
pension funds are able to realize more pro�table mandates with their asset managers, possibly 
as a result of better negotiation power due to their large scale or higher level of expertise. Also 
large pension funds might be more interesting for asset managers to have as clients because of 
reputational reasons. For larger pension funds, this is the case for hedge funds. A tenfold increase 
in hedge fund investments, for instance, correlates with 5.5 basis points less performance fees 
per 100 basis points in gross excess return. For specialization, we �nd a signi�cant e�ect for 
private equity and hedge funds. Pension funds that increase their allocation to private equity by 
1 percentage point pay 0.37 basis points less fees per 100 basis points gross excess return. For 
hedge funds, this reduction is 0.36 basis points. Although our dataset is free from self-reporting 
biases and highly detailed, it is important to note that our dataset contains information at 
the aggregate asset class level, but not for individual investment mandates within an asset class. 
To examine the in�uence of this limitation on our results, we perform a simulation study that 
shows that we probably underestimate the economic coe�cients of our �ndings.   

�is chapter relates to three streams of literature. The �rst stream concentrates on pension 
fund performance and typically concentrates on the question whether pension funds are able to 
outperform their benchmark or the general market by selecting outperforming asset managers 

4 See Beath and Flynn (2017) for U.S. pension funds. According to the OECD survey of large pension funds, 
the Australia Future Fund and Canada Pension Plan, for instance, invested respectively 20 percent and 15 
percent of their investment portfolio in hedge funds and private equity in 2015. 
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and investments. The academic evidence for that is mixed. Several studies find that pension 
funds, on average, are unable to outperform external benchmarks (e.g., Beebower and Bergstrom 
1977; Brinson, Hood and Beebower 1986; Ippolito and Turner, 1987; Lakonishok et al., 1992; 
Coggin et al., 1993).5 Lakonishok et al. (1992), for example, analyze the investment performance 
of U.S. pension funds and find that their equity investments underperform the S&P 500 index 
by 260 basis points on an annual basis. Blake et al. (1999) and Blake, Rossi, Timmermann, 
Tonks and Wermers (2013) study the asset allocations of U.K. pension funds and also find little 
evidence for market timing skills. Huang and Mahieu (2012) use an alternative risk adjusted 
performance measure, the so-called z-score, and find that Dutch pension funds are unable to 
consistently outperform their self-selected benchmarks. Gerritsen (2016) examines the equity 
investments of Dutch pension funds and also concludes that they are unable to outperform 
either their benchmarks or the general market index. There are, on the other hand, also studies 
that find evidence of outperformance by pension funds. Using the CEM pension fund dataset, 
Bauer et al. (2010) study domestic equity investments of U.S. pension funds and document 
a positive and statistically significant net performance on a risk-adjusted basis.  Andonov et al. 
(2011) examine different components of active management – asset allocation, market timing 
and security selection – for U.S. pension funds. They provide evidence that pension funds are 
able to beat the market as well as their benchmark, and find that all three components contribute 
to this outperformance.6 Although some of these papers relate performance to investment costs 
(e.g., Ippolito and Turner, 1987; Bauer et al., 2010; Andonov et al., 2011), they are not able to 
directly investigate the relation between performance and performance-based fees. 

The second stream of papers study the impact of investment fees on performance from 
the asset manager’s perspective. These papers typically focus on (equity) mutual funds, private 
equity and hedge funds. For mutual funds, most studies document a robust negative relation 
between fees and net performance (Carhart, 1997; Fama and French, 2010), although Elton, 
Gruber and Blake (2003) observe that funds with symmetric fee structures report positive alphas. 
For hedge funds and private equity, the empirical evidence is mixed, although there appears to 
be a slight tendency towards studies that document a positive relation between performance fees 
and investment performance. Several studies (e.g., Ackermann et al., 1999; Agarwal, Daniel and 
Naik, 2009; Ibbotson, Chen and Zhu, 2011) report that hedge funds with higher performance 
fees typically earn higher investment returns. Brown, Goetzmann and Ibbotson (1999), on 
the other hand, document that high fee funds perform no better than those with lower fees. 
Jennigs and Payne (2016) investigate the diversification benefits of (fund of) hedge funds after 

5 Also note that there are several studies that investigate persistence in the performance of pension funds. 
There is, however, little consensus regarding persistence in pension fund performance (Blake et al. 2013).  
6 The lack of consensus regarding the ability of pension funds to provide outperformance is in line with 
the large body of literature regarding mutual fund performance. Most studies conclude that mutual funds 
underperform their benchmark (e.g., Jensen, 1968, Malkiel, 1995, Carhart, 1997, Fama and French, 2010), 
whereas some studies find that subgroups of fund managers are able to produce outperformance net-of-
costs (e.g., Kosowski, Timmermann, Wermers and White, 2006). 
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fees and �nd that the higher fees of these strategies overwhelm the diversi�cation bene�t.7 In 
the private equity sector, Gompers and Lerner (1999) �nd no relation between performance 
fees and investment returns. Robinson and Sensoy (2013), however, study buyout and venture 
capital private equity funds and �nd that fund managers (i.e. general partners) with higher 
compensation earn their fees by generating higher gross performance. 

The third stream of academic literature that this chapter relates to concentrates on 
the operational e�ciency of pension fund investment costs and the increased drive for more 
transparency on cost structures. Several papers examine pension fund investment costs and 
document strong evidence for economies of scale at the pension fund level (e.g., Bauer et al., 
2010; Bikker and De Dreu, 2009) as well as for several asset classes that pension funds invest in 
(Broeders et al., 2016). The observed economies of scale are in line with academic evidence for 
the mutual fund sector (Malkiel, 2013; Indro, Jiang, Hu and Lee, 1999). Moreover, the economies 
of scale in the pension fund industry appear primarily driven by management costs, and not by 
performance-based fees (Broeders et al., 2016). For equities, private equity and hedge funds, 
Broeders et al. (2016) �nd that larger Dutch pension funds pay higher performance fees than 
their smaller counterparts. In addition, there are many papers promoting full transparency of 
institutional investors regarding their investment costs (Keim and Madhavan, 1998; Barber, 
Odean and Zheng, 2005).  

The remainder of this chapter is as follows. Section 3.2 describes the data and variables used 
in our analysis. Section 3.3 presents the methodology. Section 3.4 shows the empirical results 
of whether performance fees contribute to higher net returns, whereas Section 3.5 presents 
a robustness check where we control for return persistence. The conclusions are set out in 
the �nal section. 

3.2. DATA
We use an unbiased panel dataset with annual investment-related data of 218 Dutch pension 
funds between 2012 and 2015. The dataset contains pension fund-speci�c (net and gross) 
investment returns, (self-reported) benchmark returns and investment costs. The investment 
costs can be decomposed in performance fees and management costs. The investment-related 
data are available at the pension fund level, as well as for the following six broad asset classes: 
�xed income, equity, real estate, private equity, hedge funds and commodities. We also have 
data on the actual allocation to these asset classes and are able to further decompose these asset 
classes into thirteen sub-classes with regard to �xed income (i.e. government bonds, in�ation 
linked bonds, mortgages, corporate bonds and cash), equities (i.e. mature markets and emerging 
markets) and real estate (i.e. direct real estate, listed real estate and indirect real estate). For �xed 
income securities, we can also di�erentiate between credit rating classes. In addition, we use 

7 �is is the case for diversi�ed and event-driven hedge fund strategies, but not so for macro strategies. 
The authors conclude that it is more cost-e�ective to directly invest in hedge funds (instead of through 
a funds of funds strategy) above USD 200 million. 
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other pension fund-speci�c variables in the analysis, including pension fund size (assets under 
management), asset class size and the level of specialization in the investment portfolio (see 
Broeders et al., 2016). 

The dataset in this chapter contains a variety of pension fund sizes and types. The assets 
under management of the funds in the dataset rises from approximately 853 billion euro in 
2012 to 1,116 billion euro in 2015. On average, this amounts to 97.5 percent of the total assets 
under management for all Dutch pension funds during the four years in our sample period. 
The data are collected by De Nederlandsche Bank (DNB), the prudential supervisor of Dutch 
pension funds. The dataset does not su�er from self-reporting biases as all pension funds in 
the Netherlands are obliged to submit their investment returns, costs and asset allocation to 
DNB. We consider the data quality to be relatively high as they are validated by the pension 
fund’s external auditor.

3.2.1. De�nition of variables
The key dependent variables in our analysis are investment returns and performance fees. We 
measure returns and fees at the pension fund level as well as for each asset class separately. In 
addition, we investigate the impact of certain pension fund-speci�c characteristics. 

Investment returns

Pension funds report their annual investment returns in percentage points on a yearly basis.8 So 
we de�ne the annual investment return as Rj,k,t for pension fund j, where t denotes the year in 
the sample (2012-2015) and k represents the asset classes, which include �xed income, equity, 
real estate, private equity, hedge funds and commodities. Mark that this annual return Rj,k,t is 
the return per asset class k and may be the result of several returns on di�erent mandates and 
investment funds of pension fund j in asset class k. The dataset does not allow to disentangle 
di�erent mandates. If k is suppressed it refers to the pension fund’s total portfolio. 

Note that our dataset allows us to di�erentiate between types of investment returns. 
The dataset contains annual gross total returns ( ,

, ,
G T
j k tR ) as well as benchmark returns (BRj,k,t) 

at the portfolio level and for the separate asset classes. Both are measured in a similar manner. 
The reported benchmarks are selected and reported by the pension funds themselves and 
allow us to construct gross excess returns ( ,

, ,
G E
j k tR ) by subtracting the benchmark return from 

the reported investment return. In addition, we are able to construct net total returns ( ,
, ,

N T
j k tR )  

and net excess returns ( ,
, ,

N E
j k tR ) by subtracting the investment costs (Cj,k,t) from the gross total 

returns and gross excess returns.  See the  next overview for the de�nition of all return variables. 

8 Note that pension funds also report their investment returns on a quarterly basis. 
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Investment costs 

Investment costs include all costs incurred in the investment management process, from strategy, 
implementation to monitoring the portfolio.9 In our analysis, we di�erentiate between two key 
components, namely management costs and performance fees (Drago, Lazzari and Navone, 
2010). We de�ne management costs as the cost of having assets professionally managed which 
includes the fees paid for security selection, execution and disclosure. Examples of management 
costs include the costs of trading facilities, �nancial research and risk management (Bikker 
and De Dreu, 2009). Management costs structures are typically a percentage of assets under 
management. Performance fees, on the other hand, are contingent on a speci�c performance 
objective. Finally, we are not able to separately investigate explicit trading costs (i.e. direct 
costs of trading such as broker commissions) and implicit trading costs (i.e. indirect costs 
such as the price impact of trades), as pension funds are not obliged to report these trading 
costs.10 Trading costs are however included in our return de�nition, as trading costs are already 
deducted in the gross returns that pension funds report. We also note that pension funds can 
manage their investments in di�erent ways. �ey can choose to manage their investments on an 
internal or external basis. We do not further elaborate on this di�erences as our dataset is not 
able to distinguish between this internal and external. 

9 We exclude general administrative costs such as personnel costs, rent and depreciation. We observe 
general administrative costs for all Dutch pension funds of 10 to 13 basis points (of total investments) per 
year during our sample period from 2012 until 2015.  
10 Some pension funds voluntarily also report transaction costs separately. Whilst transaction costs are also 
important, we exclude them from our analysis because the number of pension funds reporting these costs 
in our sample is too few. For the importance of transaction or trading costs in an institutional context, see 
Keim and Madhavan (1998) and Bikker, Spierdijk and Van der Sluis (2007). Bikker et al. (2007) examine 
the market impact and execution costs for one pension fund and �nd that they are substantial in terms of 
costs for the pension fund.

Return/cost variable Description

Gross total return ,
, ,

G T
j k tR

Gross benchmark return , ,j k tBR

Gross excess return , ,
, , , , , ,

G E G T
j k t j k t j k tR R BR= −

Investment cost (sum of management costs and performance fees) , ,j k tC

Net total return , ,
, , , , , ,

N T G T
j k t j k t j k tR R C= −

Net excess return , ,
, , , , , ,

N E G E
j k t j k t j k tR R C= −
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Performance fees

Performance fees come in many forms and are common in di�erent asset classes, such as private 
equity, hedge funds and specialized equity funds. In practice, they are o�en combined with �xed 
management fees. Hedge funds typically employ a fee structure that consists of a (1.5 percent) 
�xed management fee and a (20 percent) performance fee (Ibbotson et al., 2011), while private 
equity funds generally employ a constant percentage of committed capital in combination with 
performance-based fees through carried interest (Metrick and Yasuda, 2010). The performance 
fee can be charged on any positive return, on returns above some relative benchmark or on 
returns above some �xed hurdle rate.11 Underlying all, however, is the fact that the payment of 
the fee is contingent upon the performance of the asset manager. Although we have no exact 
data on the way performance fees are derived by the pension funds in our sample, we measure 
performance fees PF for pension fund j in basis points as the fee in year t over the average assets 
under management in that year in the following manner: 

The fees are reported on an annual basis, whereas the assets under management are reported for 
every quarter (indicator i). 

Pension fund-speci�c characteristics 

Several academic papers document that size matters for pension fund performance. Huang 
and Mahieu (2012) �nd that large pension funds outperform smaller ones. Gerritsen (2016) 
concludes that large pension funds realize higher equity returns than their smaller counterparts. 
The current literature presents several explanations, such as more negotiation power, better 
monitoring of asset managers, more expertise in selecting superior asset managers and 
economies of scale in investment costs (e.g., Andonov et al., 2011; Dyck and Pomorski, 2011; 
Broeders et al., 2016). In addition, Andonov et al. (2011) argue that the relation between size 
and performance depends on the asset class. Large pension funds realize economies of scale 
in alternative asset classes due to better negotiation power and more available resources for 
monitoring these investments. At the same time, large pension funds su�er from liquidity 
constraints in public equity and �xed income markets leading to diseconomies of scale. Dyck 
and Pomorski (2011) also �nd strong evidence for economies of scale in alternative asset classes, 
both in gross returns and costs. Most notably in real estate and private equity, where large 
funds have access to more co-investment opportunities and are better able to identify the best 

11 Metrick and Yasuda (2010) �nd that hurdle rates in the private equity domain are more prevalent among 
buyout funds than venture capital funds. 
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performing managers. It is therefore interesting to examine whether size in�uences the relation 
between investment returns and performance fees. We measure the size of pension funds by 
either using the logarithmic value of the average total assets under management in a given 
year or by the log of the average assets under management in a given year in a speci�c asset 
class. We also study whether more specialized pension funds – i.e. funds that invest relatively 
more in a speci�c asset class – pay relatively less performance fees for a given level of return. 
Specialization is measured by dividing the average asset under management in a given year 
invested in a particular asset class by average total assets under management in that year (i.e. 
relative allocation towards the speci�c asset class as a percentage of the total portfolio). 

3.2.2. Descriptive statistics
Table 3.1 shows the descriptive statistics. Panel A discloses the net total returns (a�er fees and 
costs). The average annual total net portfolio return over the four years in the sample equals 
9.72 percent. �is is the equally weighted return across all pension funds for the full sample 
period. �ere is quite some dispersion in the sample. The 10th percentile shows a net return 
of -1.05 percent and the net return in the 90th percentile is 23.12 percent. �is indicates that 
10 percent of the pension funds in our sample earned a net return in excess of 23.12 percent. 
The wide dispersion occurs across all asset classes. For instance, the full sample di�erence 
between the best and lowest performance in �xed income is 37.32 percentage points (ranging 
from +31.15 to -6.17 percent). Equities is the best performing asset class and shows the lowest 
dispersion across pension funds. 

Panel B presents the net excess returns. �ese net excess returns are reported in annual 
basis points and derived by subtracting the (self-reported) benchmark returns from the realized 
net returns. The annual total net excess return across all pension funds over the full sample 
period equals 11.3 basis points. Yet, the data reveal a signi�cant amount of variation. The 10 
percent best performing pension funds report 166.5 or more basis points excess return. For 
the lowest performing pension funds the excess returns is -141.6 basis points. Private equity 
has the highest mean excess return with 139.4 basis points over the sample, but the variation is 
extremely high. The 10 percent best performing pension funds report a mean net excess return 
of 1,163 basis points for private equity, whereas the 10 percent least performing pension funds 
display an average underperformance of 766 basis points. Note that the benchmark returns are 
self-reported and may therefore not necessarily equal standard, broad accepted benchmarks 
such as the MSCI World index for equities. An advantage of the self-selected benchmark is 
that they are tailored to the speci�c investment beliefs and restrictions of the pension funds. 
E.g., if a pension fund excludes a speci�c industry it may correct a general benchmark for this. 
The dataset, however, contains no details on the exact composition of benchmarks reported by 
the individual pension funds. 

Table 3.2 presents the details on performance fees, which are expressed in annual basis 
points. For the full sample, we �nd an annual equally weighted mean performance fee of only 
3 basis points. 
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Table 3.1. Statistics on pension fund investment returns
Table 3.1 presents an overview of the main statistics on the pension fund investments returns for all years 
of the sample period. Panel A reports the mean net time weighted investment total returns, as well as 
the minimum (10th percentile) and maximum (90th percentile) observations one row lower. These net total 
returns are expressed as annual percentage points and derived by deducting all investment costs from gross 
returns. The full sample return is the equally weighted average across all pension funds for all years. Panel 
A also report the number of pension funds in the sample (N). Panel B displays the net excess investment 
returns in basis points, which are represented by net returns minus benchmark returns. The benchmark 
returns are self-reported by the pension funds. All numbers in Panel B are obtained in a similar manner 
as the numbers in Panel A. 

Pan el  A :  Ne t  Tot a l  Re tu r ns  ( i n  p erc ent age  p oi nt s )

2012 2013 2014 2015 Full Sample 

Total Portfolio 13.35 1.91 22.27 0.96 9.72
9.65 17.04 -2.50 6.26 13.33 32.50 -1.66 3.64 -1.05 23.12

Fixed Income 13.82 -5.32 30.78 -1.13 9.62
 9.40 18.76 -9.54 -1.05 17.33 45.79 -3.71 1.38 -6.17 31.15

Equity 16.03 16.93 14.26 6.86 13.52
 13.70 18.18 12.64 22.54 9.62 18.70 2.00 10.58 6.40 18.90

Real Estate 6.45 0.51 10.68 8.11 6.49
 -3.70 23.78 -4.06 4.36 0.11 26.50 0.05 15.44 -2.38 20.46

Private Equity 6.24 6.67 17.18 15.61 11.54
 -1.30 14.10 -0.05 15.01 7.52 29.50 2.97 24.79 0.12 23.40

Hedge Funds 2.73 1.54 5.97 -0.35 2.64
-1.46 7.28 -4.73 9.74 0.00 18.40 -12.24 12.32 -4.00 12.20

Commodities -1.06 -6.77 -20.21 -19.78 -9.96
 -4.30 2.35 -13.60 -0.68 -33.69 -5.43 -33.20 -0.88 -27.23 0.03

N 210 210 218 207
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Table 3.1. (continued)

Pan el  B :  Ne t  E xc e ss  Re tu r ns  ( i n  b a s i s  p oi nt s )

2 0 1 2 2 0 1 3 2 0 1 4 2 0 1 5 Full Sample

Total Portfolio 17.1 15.8 -2.9 15.5 11.3
-118.4 148.2 -148.2 149.2 -349.3 215.9 -110.5 120.7 -141.6 166.5

Fixed Income 82.7 14.3 -72.8 18.1 10.2
 -125.3 259.7 -103.7 97.9 -279.3 173.1 -60.0 130.0 -118.0 165.9

Equity 70.9 34.5 7.9 72.3 46.2
 -139.0 239.0 -200.0 230.0 -174.0 144.0 -58.0 250.0 -160.0 220.0

Real Estate -33.8 -80.5 33.8 25.9 -12.7
 -488.0 256.0 -392.0 66.0 -230.0 225.0 -120.0 254.0 -320.0 210.0

Private Equity -163.5 -204.1 368.4 533.3 139.9

 -1148.0 564.0 -1114.0 591.0 -260.0 1610.0 -76.0 1426.0 -766.0 1163.0

Hedge Funds 86.4 -3.7 111.4 -223.6 12.1
-264.0 364.0 -647.0 575.0 -260.0 530.0 -962.0 330.0 -610.0 450.0

Commodities 3.8 -11.7 36.0 -39.8 -1.6
 -405.0 220.0 -152.0 372.0 -327.0 290.0 -200.0 260.0 -286.0 340.0

The lower boundary is 0 basis points, while the top 10 percent pension funds with the highest 
performance fees pay 10.1 basis points per year on average. The highest average performance 
fees are being paid for investing in private equity and hedge funds, with 69.0 and 87.6 basis 
points respectively. The variation in performance fees over time is sometimes signi�cant. 
The average performance fee for private equity rose from 22.1 basis points in 2012 to 91.7 basis 
points in 2015, whereas the performance fees for hedge funds are actually declining over time. 
The distribution between pension funds that pay performance fees and those that do not during 
the four years in our sample period is relatively even for most asset classes. For �xed income and 
equities, our dataset consists of 613 observations between 2012 and 2015 where we document 
128 and 202 cases of pension funds paying fees for these asset classes. For real estate this is 155 
(out of 517 observations) and for commodities 34 (out of 191 observations). Finally, the ratio is 
somewhat higher for private equity (137 out of 207 observations) and hedge funds (113 out of 
140 observations) where performance fees are more common practice. 
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Table 3.2. Statistics on pension fund performance fees
Table 3.2 displays the main descriptive statistics on the performance fees paid by pension funds for all 
years of the sample period. The row ‘Total Portfolio’ reports the equally weighted mean performance 
fees at the portfolio level, while the table also presents the performance fees for six separate asset classes. 
The minimum (10th percentile) and maximum (90th percentile) observations are reported one row lower 
for all asset classes. The performance fees are expressed as annual basis points of the average assets under 
management in the applicable period. 

2012 2013 2014 2015 Full Sample 

Total Portfolio 3.0 3.3 2.9 2.9 3.0
0.0 10.0 0.0 10.7 0.0 9.5 0.0 10.5 0.0 10.1

Fixed Income 1.2 0.8 0.4 0.2 0.7
 0.0 2.0 0.0 1.6 0.0 1.2 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.9

Equity 3.4 2.0 1.6 2.5 2.4
 0.0 8.6 0.0 7.2 0.0 5.0 0.0 5.7 0.0 7.0

Real Estate 1.9 3.2 3.2 3.7 3.0
 0.0 6.3 0.0 7.3 0.0 7.2 0.0 11.3 0.0 7.1

Private Equity 22.1 57.3 102.0 91.7 69.0
 0.0 98.5 0.0 220.0 0.0 248.1 0.0 256.7 0.0 218.3

Hedge Funds 105.1 82.7 75.6 80.1 87.6
0.0 201.8 0.0 189.9 0.0 162.8 0.0 126.6 0.0 190.5

Commodities 1.8 1.3 0.6 0.2 1.1
 0.0 6.1 0.0 5.2 0.0 4.4 0.0 0.5 0.0 4.1
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3.3. METHODOLOGY
Section 3.3 describes the methodology for examining the three research questions on the relation 
between investment performance of pension funds and the performance fees they pay. First, we 
examine the relation between performance fees and net returns. Second, we analyze the drivers 
of performance fees. �ird, we focus on the impact of pension fund speci�c characteristics on 
the amount of fees paid. 

3.3.1. Performance fees and net returns
We use a cross-sectional regression model to examine our �rst research question whether 
pension funds that pay performance fees are able to earn higher net total or excess returns. We 
run the following model to explain the net investment returns R for pension fund j in year t:  

 (3.1) 

where R represents either the net total return ( ,
, ,

N T
j k tR ) or the net excess return ( ,

, ,
N E
j k tR ). Index k 

indicates either one of the six di�erent asset classes, namely �xed income, equity, real estate, 
private equity, hedge funds or commodities. Index k is suppressed if it refers to the pension 
fund’s total portfolio. Paying Fees is a dummy variable that equals one if a pension fund pays 
performance fees in a given year and zero otherwise.12 To avoid endogeneity – as performance 
fees paid in year t are dependent on the investment return in that same year – we lag this 
variable by one year (t - 1). As pension funds typically not change their policy on whether they 
pay performance fees or not on a yearly basis, the lagged variable still allows us to examine 
whether paying performance fees contributes to a higher net return. We also include Size which 
is either de�ned as the pension funds’ average total assets under management in a given year 
or as the average amount that pension fund j invests in a speci�c asset class in a given year. 
Spec represents the level of specialization by dividing the average assets under management in 
a particular asset class in a given year by the average total assets under management in that year. 
Note that specialization by de�nition is not a meaningful measure at the total portfolio level.

In addition, we include several variables in regression (3.1) to control for the impact of 
di�erences in asset allocation between pension funds (Broeders et al., 2016). For that, we include 
I(t = t*) as an indicator function that equals 1 if t = t* (i.e. years 2013, 2014 and 2015) and 0 when 
this is not the case, such that β6,t* represents the average returns on the sub asset classes in year 
t*. If no sub asset classes exist for asset class k then the dummies represent the average return 
on asset class k in year t*. Within the indicator function, DURFI is the duration contribution of 

12 Note that for most asset classes the amount of pension funds that pay performance fees is more or less 
similar to the amount that do not.
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the �xed income portfolio, while DURO represents the duration contribution of �xed income 
derivatives. We de�ne the duration contribution of �xed income as the part of a pension funds’ 
total duration ascribable to its bond portfolio. In addition, we de�ne the duration contribution 
of overlay as the incremental duration due to the interest rate overlay exposure of interest rate 
derivatives (Broeders et al., 2016). Both variables are measured in years and their coe�cients 
(β4,t* and β5,t*) re�ect the average interest rate changes in the years 2013, 2014 and 2015. X is 
a vector of control variables that represent the pension fund’s asset allocation (weights add up to 
one), where the coe�cients for β6,t* re�ect the average return on the di�erent sub-asset classes. Y 
is a vector that reports the allocation within the �xed income portfolio to di�erent credit rating 
classes. Note that the vector Y and the duration variables are only included in the regressions 
for the total portfolio and �xed income. Finally, the error term is indicated by ε.13 All standard 
errors are White standard errors corrected for heteroskedasticity. The coe�cients and t-statistics 
for all control variables are reported in the appendix.  

3.3.2. Performance fees drivers
To test whether performance fees are primarily driven by gross excess or total returns we 
use a Tobit regression model. We solely observe positive performance fees in our dataset and 
a Tobit model takes account of the non-negative constraint of our key variable.14 We de�ne 
the dependent variable , ,j k tPF  as the actual level of performance fees of pension fund j in 
a given year t for a given asset class k and *

, ,j k tPF  as the latent variable that represents the level 
of performance fees if it would not be constrained. As a result, we have the following equation: 

 (3.2)

13 We also run regression (3.1) with an additional variable that measures the relative amount of performance 
fees that a pension fund pays in a speci�c year ( Fees Returnj k t/ , , −1 ). The coe�cient of the variable, however, 
is di�cult to interpret as our dataset does not contain �gures per individual investment mandate, but at 
the asset class level. As such, the data on returns and performance fees per asset class likely represent 
the average return over the individual mandates and the sum of the performance fees paid over di�erent 
mandates. A pension fund that invests in two mandates in a speci�c asset class may realize a positive return 
on the �rst mandate and a negative return on the second mandate, which may result in a return close to 0 
at the asset class level. As the pension fund will probably pay performance fees for the �rst mandate (given 
the positive return), this would result in the fund paying a positive performance fees for a return close to 0 
at the asset class level. Including the Fees Returnj k t/ , , −1  variable in regression (3.1) does not result in a signi�cant 
outcome (or an alteration of our �ndings in Table 3.3) and these results are not reported in the interest  
of conciseness. 
14 In practice, performance fees can also be negative due to, for instance, clawback procedures. We do not 
experience negative performance fees in our sample, likely because the fees run over several mandates and 
investment funds within an asset category. �erefore, any negative performance fee in a given mandate is 
likely being compensated by the positive performance fees in other mandates or investment funds within 
that same asset class. 
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As a �rst step we examine whether performance fees relate to gross excess returns as investors 
typically pay these type of fees for returns in excess of a pre-de�ned benchmark. For that, we use 
the following regression to explain the performance fees PF for pension fund j in a given year: 

 (3.3)

where ,
, ,

G E
j k tR  represents the gross excess return and ( , )

( , , )( 0)G E
j k tI R >  is an indicator function that 

equals 1 when the gross excess return is positive and 0 when it is negative. Index k either 
represents the total portfolio level or one of the six di�erent asset classes we distinguish: �xed 
income, equity, real estate, private equity, hedge funds and commodities. We also add four 
dummy variables for the years in our sample (e.g. YR2012j,k is 1 when the year is 2012 and 0 for 
the other three years in the sample). 

We also test whether performance fees are related to gross total returns ,
, ,  G T

j k tR  by including 
this variable in regression model (3.3):

 
(3.4)
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a�ects the observed performance fee, given that it is positive.

3.3.3. Pension fund speci�c characteristics
With the third research question we investigate whether pension fund speci�c characteristics  
in�uence the relation between performance fees and gross returns. We speci�cally look at 
pension fund size and the level of specialization. For that, we extend regression model (3.3)  
as follows:
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where , ,j k tSize is the pension fund j’s average assets under management in euro in asset class 
k during year t and Specj,k,t represents the average allocation towards a speci�c asset class, 
measured as the allocation to asset class k divided by the total assets under management. Note 
that the variable Specj,k,t is only included in the regressions at the asset class levels as specialization 
is not possible at the total portfolio level. �is regression enables us to investigate the direct 
impact of pension fund size ( 5,kβ ) and specialization ( 6,kβ ) on performance fees, as well as to 
examine whether size and specialization in�uence the proportion of gross excess return a fund 
pays in fees ( 8,kβ  and 9,kβ ).

3.3.4. Bootstrap procedure
We have to acknowledge the possibility that our �ndings are driven by small-sample biases or 
by the non-linearity in our performance fee models, and that observed correlations between 
performance fees and (net) returns are therefore spurious. As a robustness check, we also use 
a randomization-bootstrap procedure where we re-estimate all coe�cients in regression models 
(3.1), (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5). We report the bootstrap t-statistics in all relevant tables. Following 
Efron (1979), we apply the following bootstrap procedure per asset category for every model: 

1. Sample with replacement the same number of observations as when estimating  
standard model.

2. Store the estimated coe�cients
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 5000 times
4. Calculate the estimated coe�cients as the average of the 5000 estimated coe�cients 

and subsequently divide this average by the standard deviation of the 5000 estimated 
coe�cients to construct the bootstrapped t-statistic. 

3.4. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
We now turn to the empirical results. In Section 3.4.1, we examine our �rst research question 
whether pension funds that pay performance fees are able to earn higher net total or excess 
returns. We analyze our second research question in Section 3.4.2, namely if gross total or 
excess return primarily drives performance fees paid. In Section 3.4.3 we test our �nal research 
question if large pension funds or more specialized pension funds pay less performance fees. 

3.4.1. Performance fees and net returns: does it pay to pay?
Table 3.3 presents the main �ndings on whether it pays to pay performance fees for pension 
funds.15 Panel A of this table displays the results for net total returns from estimating regression 
(3.1). A key �nding is that the net total returns of pension funds that pay performance fees to 
asset managers are not signi�cantly higher or lower than the net returns of pension funds that 
do not pay performance fees. Equity is an exception, although the economic size of the �nding is 

15 The coe�cients for the control variables are not reported in Table 3.3 in the interest of brevity. The table 
in the appendix A, however, shows the coe�cients and relevant t-statistics for all control variables. 
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Table 3.3 Performance fees and net returns: does it pay to pay?
Table 3.3 displays the results of the panel regressions that investigate whether paying performance fees contributes 
to net investment returns for 218 pension funds from 2013 to 2015. For that, we run the following regression: 
R Paying Fees Size Specj k t j k t j k t j k t
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7( ) +  , where I(t = t*) is an indicator function that equals 1 if t = t* (i.e. years 2013, 2014 and 2015) 
and 0 when this is not the case and contains several variables to control for di�erences in asset allocation. 
�ese variables are not reported in the interest of brevity (see appendix A). Panel A presents the outcome 
for total net return, whereas Panel B displays the results for net excess return. The row ‘Paying Fees’ reports 
the coe�cients for a dummy which is 1 for pension funds that paid performance fees in the previous year 
and  0 otherwise. All results are reported at the total portfolio level as well as for six asset classes, namely 
�xed income, equities, real estate, private equity, hedge funds and commodities. The economic coe�cients 
are measured as annual basis points, whereas the �rst number under the coe�cient reports the t-statistic. 
The numbers in square brackets are the conditional bootstrap t-statistics. *,**,*** represent the statistical 
signi�cance at the 10 percent, 5 percent and 1 percent level, using the most strict outcome between the t-statistic 
and bootstrap t-statistic.  We use White standard errors to correct for heteroskedasticity. The table also 
reports the number of observations in the sample (N) and the R2.

Pan el  A :  Ne t  Tot a l  Re tu r n

Total 
Portfolio

Fixed 
Income Equities Real Estate

Private 
Equity

Hedge 
Funds Commodities

Paying fees -0.01 -0.02 -0.84*** 0.53 0.75 1.60 0.91
-0.11 0.05 -2.71 0.81 1.21 0.86 0.46
[-0.18] [-0.25] [-2.86] [1.08] [1.24] [0.78] [0.59]

Log size 0.02 -0.13 0.66*** 1.90*** 0.38 1.74* 0.31
0.13 -1.39 3.63 3.31 0.41 1.88 0.74
[0.02] [-0.22] [3.89] [4.29] [0.33] [1.82] [0.35]

Specialization 0.01 0.03 0.32*** 1.31*** 1.37*** -1.34***
1.31 1.57 2.83 3.34 4.11 -2.98
[0.97] [1.37] [3.62] [3.57] [3.89] [-2.90]

N 631 631 631 517 207 140 191
R2 0.93 0.87 0.68 0.54 0.27 0.27 0.38

Pan el  B :  Ne t  E xc e ss  Re tu r n

Paying fees -0.58 -0.08 -0.01 0.31 1.37 3.02** -0.13
-1.77 -0.22 -0.07 0.86 0.95 2.12 -0.12
[-1.11] [-0.74] [0.14] [0.70] [0.94] [1.97] [-0.29]

Log size -0.34 0.19 0.56*** 0.25 0.10 -0.06 0.71
-1.60 1.17 4.39 1.24 0.12 -0.11 1.32
[-1.15] [2.21] [4.83] [1.61] [0.09] [-0.08] [1.83]

Specialization 0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.54 0.82*** 0.18
0.69 -0.98 -0.14 1.37 3.49 0.71
[1.02] [-1.15] [-0.08] [1.39] [3.31] [0.83]

N 631 631 631 517 207 140 191
R2 0.19 0.07 0.05 0.05 0.16 0.18 0.02
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negligible. Pension funds that pay performance fees report 0.8 basis point lower net total return 
per year. The finding is statistically significant at the 1 percent level and in line with the negative 
relation between fees and net performance that Carhart (1997) and Fama and French (2010) 
document for equity mutual funds. Panel A also reports that pension fund size positively 
corresponds to net total returns for equities, real estate and hedge funds. Larger pension funds 
thus generate higher net total returns in these asset classes. A pension fund that is 10 times larger 
in terms of assets under management earns, on average, 0.66 basis point more net total return 
on equities. For real estate, this is 1.9 basis points more. A possible explanation is economies 
of scale.  Furthermore, we find that specialization positively correlates with real estate, private 
equity and hedge funds. Allocating more to these asset classes appears to improve net total 
return. Pension funds that allocate one percentage point more towards these asset classes 
respectively report 0.32, 1.31 and 1.37 basis point more net total return. For commodities, on 
the other hand, specialization reduces total net return. 

Table 3.3, Panel B shows the estimation results of (3.1) for net excess returns. We find that 
pension funds that pay performance fees report a higher net excess return for hedge funds than 
pension funds that pay no fees. A pension fund that pays performance fees, on average, earns 
3.0 basis points more net excess return in hedge funds. The result is statistically significant at 
the 5 percent level and in line with the majority of academic studies (e.g., Agarwal et al., 2009), 
although it should be noted that we measure excess return as the return over a benchmark that 
is self-selected by the pension fund. Nevertheless, paying performance fees apparently enable 
pension funds to incentivize hedge fund managers in realizing a higher net return.  Panel B also 
reports that pension fund size positively relates to net excess returns for equities. A pension 
fund that is 10 times larger in terms of assets under management earns, on average, shows 0.56 
basis points more net active equity return. Specialization only has a positive effect on the net 
excess hedge funds returns. If a pension funds allocates 1 percentage points more to hedge 
funds, it reports 0.82 basis point more net excess return on hedge funds. 

3.4.2. drivers of performance fees: gross excess or gross total return?
Table 3.4 presents the results of our analysis in regression (3.3) where we examine what type 
of return drives performance fees. Panel A displays the relation between performance fees and 
gross excess returns for the total portfolio as well as for the six asset classes. The row ‘excess 
return’ reports the annual amount of performance fees that pension funds pay for a gross excess 
return of 100 basis points, given that they pay (positive) performance fees. Our main finding 
from this panel is that performance fees are directly linked to gross excess returns for equities 
and hedge funds. For hedge funds, pension funds pay 30.45 basis points of performance fee for 
every 100 basis points of gross excess return. This is statistically significant at the 1 percent level 
and implies that performance fee constitute about 30 percent of the generated excess return 
by hedge funds. For equities, this ratio is substantially lower at 2.1 percent (significant at the 5 
percent level), given that they pay positive performance fees. 

Table 3.4, Panel B reports the results when we also include the gross total return in 
the analysis. The gross total return is a proxy for the market return. We find a statistically 
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Table 3.4. Drivers of performance fees: gross excess or gross total return?
Table 3.4 presents the results of Tobit panel regressions to examine what investment returns are driving 
performance fees of 218 pension funds during the full sample period (2012-2015). We perform two regressions to 
investigate di�erent return targets. Panel A presents the results when we relate performance fees to gross excess 
returns. For that, we run the following regression to explain the latent component  for pension fund  in a given year:  
         , where ,

, ,
G E
j k tR  

represents the gross excess return and ( ),
, , 0G E

j k tI R >  is an indicator function that equals 1 when the gross excess 
return is positive and 0 when it is negative. Panel B reports the results when we include both gross total 
and gross excess returns for a pension fund. We present the results for the total portfolio level as well as for 
six asset classes, namely �xed income, equities, real estate, private equity, hedge funds and commodities. 
The economic coe�cients are measured as annual basis points, whereas the number under the coe�cient 
reports the z-statistic. The numbers in square brackets are the conditional bootstrap z-statistics, which in 
the interest of brevity are only reported for excess and total return. *,**,*** represent the statistical signi�cance 
at the 10 percent, 5 percent and 1 percent level, using the most strict outcome between the z-statistic and 
bootstrap z-statistic. We use White standard errors to correct for heteroskedasticity. The table also reports 
the number of observations in the sample (N) and the R2.

Pan el  A :  Gro ss  E xc e ss  Re tu r n  over  S e l f - S e l e c te d  B en ch m ar k

Total 
Portfolio

Fixed 
Income Equities

Real  
Estate

Private 
Equity

Hedge 
Funds Commodities

Excess return 0.34 0.04 2.12** 2.02* 0.02 30.45*** 0.68
1.37 1.40 2.49 1.98 0.01 4.99 1.15
[1.42] [1.52] [2.40] [1.76] [0.08] [4.76] [1.04]

2012 -0.02*** -0.11*** -0.17*** -0.43*** -1.15*** -1.18*** -0.24***
-2.79 -5.57 -6.10 -4.16 -3.99 -3.40 -3.91

2013 -0.01 -0.11*** -0.18*** -0.27*** -0.14 -1.23*** -0.31***
-1.21 -4.61 -5.67 -4.16 -0.62 -2.90 -4.65

2014 -0.02** -0.13*** -0.19*** -0.29*** 0.59** -1.17*** -0.27***
-2.12 -4.84 -6.16 -4.26 2.33 -2.96 -3.78

2015 -0.02** -0.14*** -0.19*** -0.31*** 0.52** -0.39 -0.35***
-2.32 -4.96 -6.22 -3.71 2.16 -1.04 -3.79

N 849 849 849 710 283 211 297
R2 0.20 0.24 0.22 0.37 0.31 0.49 0.76

( )* , ,
, , 1, , 2, , 3, , 4, , 5, , , , , , ,2012 2013 2014 2015 0G E G E

j k t k j k k j k k j k k j k k j k t j k t j k tPF YR YR YR YR I R R uβ β β β β= + + + + > +

signi�cant (at the 1 percent level) relation between performance fees and gross total returns for 
all alternative asset classes, namely real estate, private equity, hedge funds and commodities. For 
hedge funds, pension funds appear to pay both for net total and excess return. Pension funds 
that pay performance fees, on average pay respectively 7.3 and 23.3 basis points of performance 
fees for every 100 basis points in additional total and excess return for hedge funds. So while 
pension funds pay approximately 23 percent of their excess return on fees, this is about 7 percent 
for total returns. Note that we also �nd a signi�cant relation between performance fees and 
excess return for real estate, but that the bootstrapped t-statistics are not statistically signi�cant. 
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Interestingly, performance fees for private equity investments appear related to gross total 
return, but not to gross excess return. Pension funds, on average, pay 6.7 basis points on fees for 
every 100 basis points in gross total return. A possible explanation for the signi�cant relation 
between performance fees and gross total returns could be that pension funds have investment 
mandates for private equity that contain (�xed) hurdle rates instead of focus on outperforming 
some benchmark. Metrick and Yusada (2010), for instance, �nd that hurdle rates are highly 
prevalent among buyout funds.

3.4.3. Drivers of performance fees: size and specialization
Next we test whether pension fund size and the level of specialization in their investment 
portfolio impact the amount of performance fees that pension funds pay per basis point of 
excess return. Table 3.5 presents the results for the impact of pension fund size and specialization 
on the relation between performance fees and gross excess returns. We document several 
interesting results. 

First, larger pension funds appear to pay higher performance fees. �is is statistically 
signi�cant at the 1 percent level for the total portfolio as well as for �xed income, equities, 
real estate and hedge funds. However, we also �nd that large pension funds appear to pay 
less performance fees per basis point of gross excess return for hedge funds (see row ‘Excess 

Table 3.4. (continued)

Pan el  B :  Gro ss  E xc e ss  Re tu r n  an d  Gro ss  Tot a l  Re tu r n

Total 
Portfolio

Fixed 
Income Equities

Real  
Estate

Private 
Equity

Hedge 
Funds Commodities

Excess return 0.01 0.04 2.21** 1.56 0.69 23.30*** 0.22
0.12 0.15 2.48 1.96 1.60 3.96 0.49
[0.42] [1.52] [2.36] [1.49] [1.69] [3.79] [0.49]

Total return 0.12 0.05 0.21 0.50* 6.70*** 7.34*** 3.35**
0.13 0.12 0.60 1.82 3.64 3.56 2.30
[0.15] [0.09] [0.65] [1.77] [3.70] [3.26] [2.11]

2012 -0.03 -0.11*** -0.14** -0.46*** -1.59*** -1.32*** -0.27***
-1.58 -5.05 -2.37 -4.03 -4.97 -3.75 -4.08

2013 -0.01 -0.11*** -0.14** -0.27*** -0.68** -1.35*** -0.29***
-1.25 -4.61 -2.18 -4.16 -2.51 -3.18 [-4.73

2014 -0.02 -0.14*** -0.16*** -0.34*** -0.52 -1.51*** -0.26***
-0.78 -3.93 -2.86 -3.98 -1.37 -3.50 -4.00

2015 -0.02** -0.14*** -0.18*** -0.35*** -0.39 -0.64 -0.35***
-2.30 -4.97 -4.52 -3.63 -1.08 -1.57 -3.79

N 849 849 849 710 283 211 297
R2 0.20 0.24 0.22 0.40 0.41 0.51 0.78
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Table 3.5. Drivers of performance fees : size and specialization
Table 3.5 presents the results of Tobit panel regressions to examine whether pension fund size and the level 
of specialization in their investment portfolio in�uence the relation between performance fees and excess 
returns for the 218 pension funds during the sample period (2012-2015). We run the following regression: 
PF YR YR YR YRj k t k j k k j k k j k k, , , , , , , , ,= + + +β β β β1 2 3 42012 2013 2014 20115 05 6 7j k k j k t k j k t j k t

G E
kSize Spec I R, , , , , , , , ,

,
,log+ ( ) + + >( )β β β ++ ( ) +( ) +β β8 9, , , , , , , ,

,
, ,logk j k t k j k t j k t

G E
j k tSize Spec R u

PF YR YR YR YRj k t k j k k j k k j k k, , , , , , , , ,= + + +β β β β1 2 3 42012 2013 2014 20115 05 6 7j k k j k t k j k t j k t
G E

kSize Spec I R, , , , , , , , ,
,

,log+ ( ) + + >( )β β β ++ ( ) +( ) +β β8 9, , , , , , , ,
,

, ,logk j k t k j k t j k t
G E

j k tSize Spec R u , where Sizej,k,t is pension fund j’s average 
assets under management in euro in asset class k during year t and Specj,k,t represents the average allocation 
towards a speci�c asset class. We present the results for the total portfolio level as well as for six asset classes. 
The economic coe�cients are measured as annual basis points, whereas the number under the coe�cient 
reports the z-statistic and the numbers in square brackets are the conditional bootstrap z-statistics. *,**,*** 
represent the statistical signi�cance at the 10 percent, 5 percent and 1 percent level, using the most strict 
outcome between the z-statistic and bootstrap z-statistic. We use White standard errors to correct for 
heteroskedasticity. The table also reports the number of observations in the sample (N) and the R2 .

Pensi on  Fu n d  Si z e  an d  Sp e c i a l i z at i on

Total 
Portfolio

Fixed 
Income Equities

Real 
Estate

Private 
Equity

Hedge 
Funds Commodities

Log size 0.05*** 0.04*** 0.06*** 0.08*** 0.07 0.68*** 0.04
8.73 4.19 3.47 2.70 0.41 4.11 1.33
[8.32] [3.96] [3.21] [2.58] [0.41] [3.07] [1.00]

Specialization -0.12** 0.02 0.26 41.96*** 12.29 3.69*
-2.38 0.15 0.50 5.59 1.87 1.98
[-2.25] [0.25] [0.49] [5.33] [1.65] [1.92]

Excess return 0.22 0.08 2.02** 1.60 1.73 21.82*** 0.96
0.15 1.37 2.00 2.41 0.17 6.12 0.17
[0.05] [1.20] [2.01] [1.31] [0.25] [3.32] [0.16]

Excess return*Log size 0.12 0.50 -1.10 -0.41 -1.86 -5.50** -0.03
0.44 0.96 -0.78 -1.91 0.82 -2.05 0.02
[0.21] [1.00] [-0.85] [-1.45] [0.62] [-2.13] [0.17]

Excess return*Specialization 0.00 -0.03 -0.03 -0.37*** -0.36*** -0.14
0.15 0.27 -1.98 -4.30 -3.04 -1.17
[0.28] [0.10] [-0.81] [-3.68] [-2.72] [-0.35]

2012 -0.34*** -0.24*** -0.51*** -0.78*** -2.70*** -4.48*** -0.54***
-8.91 -3.60 -4.80 -4.82 -3.35 -5.41 -3.51

2013 -0.32*** -0.25*** -0.52*** -0.62*** -1.62** -4.19*** -0.60***
-8.82 -3.55 -4.70 -4.24 -2.05 -5.43 -3.96

2014 -0.34*** -0.27*** -0.54*** -0.65*** -0.81 -4.20*** -0.58***
-8.93 -3.69 -4.76 -4.58 -0.96 -5.24 -3.40

2015 -0.34*** -0.28*** -0.54*** -0.68*** -1.04 -3.82*** -0.66***
-8.74 -3.72 -4.86 -4.34 -1.34 -5.08 -3.72

N 849 849 849 710 283 211 297
R2 0.35 0.55 0.35 0.59 0.53 0.64 0.85
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returns*Log size’ in Table 3.5). A tenfold increase in pension fund’s investments in hedge funds, 
for instance, corresponds with 5.5 basis points lower performance fees per 100 basis points in 
gross excess return. We therefore conclude that large pension funds are able to realize more 
profitable mandates with their asset managers than smaller pension funds. This is possibly 
the result of better negotiation power due to their large scale.  

Second, more specialized pension funds, i.e. funds that invest a higher proportion of their 
assets in one specific asset class, appear to pay significantly more performance fees for private 
equity and commodities. Table 3.5 reports that increasing the allocation towards these asset classes 
with one percentage point leads to respectively 41.96 and 3.69 basis points more performance 
fees. More specialized pension funds, however, appear to pay a smaller proportion of their gross 
excess returns on performance fees for most asset classes (see row ‘Excess returns*Specialization’ 
in Table 3.5). Pension funds that increase their allocation to private equity with 1 percentage 
point, for example, pay 0.37 basis point less fees per 100 basis points gross excess return. For 
hedge funds, this reduction is 0.36 basis point and statistically significant at the 1 percent level. 
Apparently, higher specialized pension funds have more power to negotiate lower fees per basis 
point of excess return for private equity and hedge funds.  

3.5. robustness checks
In addition to the randomized bootstrap procedure we also employ several robustness checks. 
First, we control for investment return persistence in regression model (3.1). In addition, we 
perform the analysis on risk-adjusted net returns. And finally it is important to note that our 
dataset contains information on performance fees at the aggregate asset class level. We therefore 
perform additional analysis to examine the impact of individual investment mandates. 

3.5.1. controlling for return persistence
To test if pension funds that pay performance fees are able to earn higher net returns, we use 
a cross-sectional regression model (3.1) where we lag the performance fee-related dummy 
variable Paying Fees one year to avoid endogeneity. The lagged variable for performance fees 
(t – 1), however, may also be related to the investment returns at t – 1, which could influence our 
results if there is return persistence present (i.e. if returns at time t are correlated with returns 
at t – 1). There is academic evidence pointing to short-term return persistence for several asset 
classes, most notably private equity (e.g., Kaplan and Schoar, 2005; Harris, Jenkinson, Kaplan 
and Stucke, 2014), real estate (Lin and Yung, 2004) and hedge funds (Harri and Brorsen, 2004). 
Kaplan and Schoar (2005) document return persistence in leveraged buyout funds as well as 
venture capital funds. They find that general partners who outperform the sector are likely to 
do so in the next year as well. Harris et al. (2014) also observe return persistence, although they 
conclude that the level of persistence for buyout funds is declining after 2000. Lin and Yung 
(2004) observe short-term return persistence for real estate mutual funds, whereas Harri and 
Brorsen (2004) find short term persistence for many different hedge fund strategies. 
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Table 3.6. Pension fund performance fees and net investment returns controlling for return persistence
Table 3.6 displays the results of the panel regressions that investigate whether paying performance fees 
contributes to net investment returns for 218 pension funds during the years 2013-2015 when controlling 
for return persistence. We run the following regression: 

( )= +β β
7 8

β βR Paying Fees Size Specj k t j k t j k t j k t, , , , , , , ,og( ) + +− β β1 1 2 3 44 1
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t FI j t t O j t, ,

*
, , , , , ,

*
* *−

=

+ =( ) +∑ β βDUR DUR ++ + +X Yj t t j t t j k t, , , , ,* * ε , where I t t=( )*  is an indicator function that equals 1 if t t= *  
(i.e. years 2013, 2014 and 2015) and 0 when this is not the case and contains several variables to control for 
di�erences in asset allocation (not reported in the interest of brevity). Panel A presents the outcome for 
total net return, whereas Panel B displays the results for net excess return. The row ‘Paying Fees’ reports 
the coe�cients for a dummy which is 1 for pension funds that paid performance fees in the previous year and  
0 otherwise, while the row ‘Lagged Return (t-1)’ displays the coe�cients for the lagged net returns. All results 
are reported at the total portfolio level as well as for six asset classes. The economic coe�cients are measured 
as annual basis points,  whereas the �rst number under the coe�cient reports the t-statistic. The numbers 
in square brackets are the conditional bootstrap t-statistics.  *,**,*** represent the statistical signi�cance 
at the 10 percent, 5 percent and 1 percent level, using the most strict outcome between the t-statistic and 
bootstrap t-statistic. We use White standard errors to correct for heteroskedasticity. The table also reports 
the number of observations in the sample (N) and the R2.

Pan el  A :  Ne t  Tot a l  Re tu r n

Total 
Portfolio

Fixed 
Income Equities

Real 
Estate

Private 
Equity

Hedge 
Funds Commodities

Paying Fees -0.03 -0.01 -0.85*** 0.30 1.96 1.14 0.91
-0.25 0.15 -2.72 0.48 1.41 0.60 0.46
[-0.19] [-0.25] [-2.86] [0.79] [1.37] [0.49] [0.56]

Log Size 0.01 -0.14 0.64*** 1.59*** 0.65 1.66* 0.27
0.18 -1.40 3.53 3.56 0.72 1.79 0.29
[-0.06] [-0.22] [3.76] [4.51] [0.56] [1.83] [0.32]

Specialization 0.01 0.02 0.21*** 0.86** 1.29*** -1.32***
1.24 1.56 2.62 2.21 4.10 -2.89
[0.97] [1.28] [2.64] [2.57] [3.78] [-2.85]

Lagged Return (t-1) 7.56 1.35 7.22 23.49*** 34.02*** 12.87 7.42
1.63 0.31 1.53 4.51 4.15 1.19 0.68
[2.64] [0.01] [1.71] [4.95] [4.01] [0.91] [0.48]

N 631 631 631 517 207 140 191
R2 0.93 0.87 0.68 0.57 0.35 0.29 0.38
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As a robustness check, we control for return persistence by running the following regression 
to explain the net investment returns R for pension fund j in year t:  

 

(3.6)

where R represents the net total return ( Rj k t
N T
, ,
, ) or the net excess return ( Rj k t

N E
, ,
, ). Index k indicates 

either one of the six di�erent asset classes, namely �xed income, equity, real estate, private 
equity, hedge funds or commodities, and is suppressed if it refers to the pension fund’s total 
portfolio. The independent variables are de�ned in a similar manner as in regression model 
(3.1), but with the addition of Rj k t, , −1  that represents the (lagged) net total or excess return  
at t −1 .

Table 3.6 presents the �ndings controlling for return persistence. Most of our key �ndings 
regarding performance fees, size and specialization remain economically and statistically 
signi�cant. Panel B, for instance, displays that pension funds that pay performance fees, on 
average, report 3.2 basis points more net excess return a year later (statistically signi�cant at 
the 5 percent level). �is is nearly identical to our �nding in Table 3.3. And for equities we 
still observe a signi�cantly negative relation between performance fees and total net returns 
as pension funds that pay performance fees report 0.85 basis point less net return a year later 
(statistically signi�cant at the 1 percent level).  Interestingly, Table 3.6 documents evidence of 
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Table 3.6. (continued)

Pan el  B :  Ne t  E xc e ss  Re tu r n

Total 
Portfolio

Fixed 
Income Equities

Real 
Estate

Private 
Equity

Hedge 
Funds Commodities

Paying Fees -0.55 -0.08 -0.05 0.27 0.68 3.18** 0.19
-1.69 -0.21 -0.23 0.75 0.52 2.17 0.17
[-1.08] [0.74] [-0.06] [0.63] [0.45] [1.97] [-0.35]

Log Size -0.35* 0.20 0.53*** 0.24 0.22 -0.06 0.46
-1.67 1.18 4.18 1.22 0.25 -0.08 0.95
[-1.16] [2.20] [5.51] [1.55] [0.23] [-0.04] [1.35]

Specialization 0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.28 0.84*** 0.13
0.68 -1.02 -0.11 0.77 3.51 0.52
[1.02] [-1.13] [-0.02] [0.83] [3.20] [0.63]

Lagged Return (t-1) -7.82 -0.91 4.86 4.58 50.59*** -4.60 3.44
-1.46 -0.25 1.21 1.77 4.49 -0.50 1.22
[-0.11] [0.44] [1.79] [0.47] [3.75] [-0.63] [1.65]

N 631 631 631 517 207 140 191
R2 0.19 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.28 0.18 0.12
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return persistence for private equity as lagged returns ( Rj k t, , −1 ) have a statistically signi�cant 
positive e�ect on net returns ( Rj k t, , ). If a pension fund, for example,  realizes 100 basis points 
of net total returns more for private equity at year t-1, then net returns at year t are 34.02 
basis points higher. Panel B also reports signi�cant return persistence for net excess returns for 
private equity. 

3.5.2. Controlling for risk
It is important to assess risk-adjusted returns when analyzing performance. Bauer et al. (2011) 
argue that this is important because benchmarks are typically chosen by the pension funds 
themselves, thereby creating an incentive to choose benchmarks that are relatively easy to beat. 
As a robustness check, we risk-adjust the net returns for total risk by including the volatility of 
net returns in our main regression model (3.1). Note that our dataset contains annual as well 
as quarterly investment returns for all asset classes. We use the latter to construct a variable for 
volatility (VOLj k t, , ) which represents the annualized standard deviation of the four quarterly 
returns in year t . As such, we run the following regression where we explain the net investment 
returns R  for pension fund j  in year t :  

 

(3.7)

where all variables are de�ned in a similar manner as in regression model (3.1), but 
with the addition of VOLj k t, ,  which represents the volatility of the net total return or net  
excess return.16 

Table 3.7 displays the results for risk-adjusted net total returns (Panel A) as well as net 
excess returns (Panel B). We document several interesting �ndings. For one, risk appears to be 
an important driver for both net total and excess returns as the ‘volatility of returns’ coe�cient 
is statistically signi�cant for most asset classes.17 In addition, we observe that our key �nding 
is robust. A�er risk-adjustment, we �nd that the total returns of pension funds that pay 

16 Note that we adjust for total risk, whereas ideally you would correct for systematic risk. 
17 Note that we �nd a negative coe�cient for hedge funds and commodities. The latter can be explained 
by the persistently negative returns for commodities during our sample period. A possible explanation for 
hedge funds stems from the great variation in hedge fund strategies, also demonstrated by the large cross-
sectional variation in the hedge fund returns in the di�erent years. If some speci�c strategies had negative 
returns over the years 2013 to 2015 the negative coe�cient may be caused by just these strategies in the case 
that the other strategies, generating positive returns, are not or not that much related to the exposure in 
terms of realized risk. In that case average returns are positive, but the average exposure (coe�cient) to 
the realized risk is still negative. Also note that volatility of returns may not be the best measure of hedge 
fund returns as those are o�en highly skewed.
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performance fees to asset managers are not signi�cantly higher or lower than the returns of 
pension funds that do not pay performance fees. However, a�er risk-adjusting, we no longer 
�nd that pension funds that pay performance fees report a higher net excess return for hedge 
funds.  The negative relation between paying performance fees and net total return for equities, 
on the other hand, does appear to be robust. 

Table 3.7. Performance fees and net returns: does it pay to pay a�er risk-adjustment?
Table 3.7 displays the results of the panel regressions that investigate whether paying performance fees 
contributes to investment returns for 218 pension funds during the years 2013-2015 when adjusting for total 
risk. We run the following regression: 
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(i.e. years 2013, 2014 and 2015) and 0 when this is not the case and contains several variables to control for 
di�erences in asset allocation (not reported in the interest of brevity: see appendix A). Panel A presents 
the outcome for total net return, whereas Panel B displays the results for net excess return. The row ‘Paying 
Fees’ reports the coe�cients for a dummy which is 1 for pension funds that paid performance fees in 
the previous year and  0 otherwise. All results are reported at the total portfolio level as well as for six asset 
classes. The economic coe�cients are measured as annual basis points, whereas the �rst number under 
the coe�cient reports the t-statistic. The numbers in square brackets are the conditional bootstrap t-statistics.  
*,**,*** represent the statistical signi�cance at the 10 percent, 5 percent and 1 percent level, using the most 
strict outcome between the t-statistic and bootstrap t-statistic.  We use White standard errors to correct for 
heteroskedasticity. The table also reports the number of observations in the sample (N) and the R2.

Pan el  A :  Ne t  Tot a l  Re tu r n

Total 
Portfolio

Fixed 
Income Equities

Real 
Estate

Private 
Equity

Hedge 
Funds Commodities

Paying Fees -0.04* -0.09 -0.58** 0.34* 0.59 0.31 0.15
-1.86 -0.13 -1.99 1.74 1.09 0.19 0.11
[-1.87] [0.13] [-2.05] [2.26] [1.12] [0.30] [0.23]

Log Size 0.02 0.20 0.61*** 0.21 0.29 0.29 0.70
1.35 1.16 3.90 1.10 0.09 0.49 1.30
[1.39] [1.19] [3.57] [1.57] [0.08] [0.72] [1.68]

Specialization 0.01 -0.01 0.02 0.57 0.42** 0.72
0.78 -1.32 0.07 1.44 2.10 0.01
[0.74] [-1.16] [0.04] [1.44] [2.39] [0.09]

Return Volatility 0.05 0.49*** 0.57*** 0.49*** 0.12 -0.71*** -1.13
0.98 3.55 4.96 6.09 0.88 -4.49 -3.73
[1.26] [3.41] [3.08] [4.68] [0.65] [-3.08] [-0.98]

N 631 631 631 517 207 140 191
R2 0.95 0.91 0.73 0.62 0.27 0.49 0.69
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Table 3.7. (continued)

Pan el  B :  Ne t  E xc e ss  Re tu r n

Total 
Portfolio

Fixed 
Income Equities

Real 
Estate

Private 
Equity

Hedge 
Funds Commodities

Paying Fees -0.18 0.03 0.04 0.25 1.22 1.46 -0.11
-0.69 0.07 0.20 0.73 0.83 1.23 -0.10
[-0.80] [0.13] [0.25] [0.94] [0.88] [1.40] [-0.32]

Log Size -0.34 0.19 0.56*** 0.25 0.10 -0.06 0.71
-1.60 1.17 4.39 1.24 0.12 -0.11 1.32
[-1.39] [1.49] [4.57] [1.58] [0.08] [-0.18] [1.68]

Specialization 0.01 -0.01 -0.01 0.54 0.82*** 0.18
0.69 -0.98 -0.14 1.37 3.49 0.71
[0.74] [-1.15] [-0.04] [1.43] [2.38] [0.92]

Return Volatility 0.15*** -0.36*** 0.15** 0.07 0.13 -0.64*** 0.01
2.66 -4.43 2.72 1.33 1.21 -4.14 0.15
[2.26] [-3.54] [2.07] [0.47] [1.05] [-3.07] [0.09]

N 631 631 631 517 207 140 191
R2 0.15 0.08 0.06 0.04 0.13 0.45 0.02

3.5.3. Controlling for individual investment mandates
Although our dataset is free from self-reporting biases and highly detailed, it contains an 
important limitation as our dataset contains information at the aggregate asset class level, but 
not for individual investment mandates. As such, the data on returns and performance fees 
per asset class represent the aggregate return over the individual mandates and the sum of 
the performance fees paid over di�erent mandates. �is may in�uence our results when we 
examine performance fees as pension funds typically employ di�erent mandates within one 
asset class. Take for instance a pension fund that invests in two di�erent hedge fund mandates. 
The pension fund may realize a positive return on the �rst mandate and a negative return on 
the second mandate, which may result in an aggregate return of approximately 0 for hedge 
funds. As the pension fund will probably pay performance fees for the �rst mandate (given 
the positive return), this would result in the pension fund paying a positive performance fee for 
a return close to 0 at the asset class level. 

To analyse the impact of this data limitation on our �ndings, we perform a simulation study. 
Consider the following model for the returns and performance fees of pension fund j at time t 
for its mandate or investment fund l.

  
(3.8)

= =∑ ∑PF PF R Rj t
l

j t l j t
l

j t l,
*

, ,
*

, , ,
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where we set α at 0, while β represents the average ratio of performance fees paid over total 
gross return which we set at 20 percent. In addition, μ is the expected return for an individual 
mandate which we determine as 0 and σ is the standard deviation which we set at 10 percent.  
We then estimate the relation between the aggregate performance fees PFj t,

* and returns Rj t, .

 (3.9)

The standard deviation of εjt can be considered as the additional standard error due to 
the aggregation of the individual mandates to the asset class level that we report. As a result, 
the di�erence between β* and β represents the bias in our model for the percentage of net total 
or net excess return that pension funds pay in performance fees.

Table 3.8 presents the results from the simulation study. Panel A shows the di�erence 
between the aggregate performance fees at the asset class as reported in our dataset (β*) and 
the beta at the individual mandate level (β). We observe that the deviation between both betas 
widens when a pension fund uses more investment mandates. Panel A shows that if a pension 
fund invests in two mandates for a given asset class, the di�erence between β* and β is about 
0.4 percent to 0.7 percent. The di�erence widens to approximately 4.2 percent to 4.8 percent if 
the pension fund invests in 100 mandates.18 However, it is important to note that in all cases we 
tend to underestimate the economic e�ect of our �ndings at the aggregate asset class level. So 
the lack of individual mandate data leads to a bias, but a conservative one in nature. 

Panel B of Table 3.8 reports the additional standard error in our regressions due to 
the aggregate nature of our data. Panel B shows that the additional standard error increases 
with the amount of investment mandates that the pension fund invests in for a given asset 
class. For most asset classes, our dataset consists of over 100 pension funds, although this is 
substantially lower for alternative asset classes (about 35 pension funds for hedge funds).  At 
a sample of 25 pension funds, the additional standard error ranges from 0.8 percent when there 
are two mandates to 1.3 percent when the pension fund invests in 100 mandates. As a result 
of the in�ated standard errors, it is possible that we observe non-signi�cant relations that in 
practice are statistically signi�cant. �erefore, it could be possible that the relation between 
performance fees and net returns reported in Table 3.3 is actually statistically signi�cant for 
more asset classes than we observe. Again, it is important to note that although this is a bias 
inherent to our dataset, it is a conservative one in nature.19

18 Note that the number of pension funds appears to have a limited e�ect. 
19 Note that the simulation results are generated under the assumption that the returns of all mandates or 
investment funds of a pension fund within a category are uncorrelated. Typically di�erent mandates and 
investment funds within the same asset category are not independent and signi�cantly correlated, which 
implies that in practice the underestimation of the coe�cients and the in�ation of the standard errors is 
less than reported in Table 3.8.  

= + β 0α εPF I R Rj t j t j t j t,
* * *

, , ,× >( ) +
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Table 3.8. Simulation study on impact of individual mandates on aggregate asset class �ndings
Table 3.8 reports the results of a simulation study to examine the e�ect of individual investment mandates 
on the aggregate asset class data. We use the following model for pension fund j at time t for its mandate 
l: = + ( )α µβ 0PF I R R with R Nj t l j t l j t l j t l, ,

*
, , , , , , ,× > ( )σ . In addition, = =∑ ∑PF PF and R Rj t

l
j t l j t

l
j t l,

*
, ,
*

, , , , where we set α 
at 0, while β represents the average ratio of performance fees paid over total gross return which we set at 
20 percent. In addition, μ is the expected return for an individual mandate which we determine as 0 and 
σ is the standard deviation which we set at 0.10.  We then estimate the relationship between the aggregate 
performance fees PFj t,

*  and returns Rj t, : α εPF I R Rj t j t j t j t,
* * *

, , ,= + × >( ) +β 0 . Panel A reports the average estimate 
of β* for di�erent number of mandates and pension funds when we set β at 20 percent. The di�erence between 
β* and β represents the economic bias in our model for the percentage of net total or net excess return that 
pension funds pay in performance fees. Panel B shows the corresponding standard deviation of β*, namely  
ε j t, , which can be considered as the additional standard error due to the aggregation of the individual 
mandates to the asset class level.

Pan el  A :  Aver age  e s t i m ate  of  β *  w h en  β  i s  s e t  at  2 0  p erc ent 

 # mandates
# pension funds 2 5 10 25 50 100

5 19.6% 17.2% 16.7% 16.1% 15.9% 15.8%
10 19.4% 17.0% 16.4% 15.8% 15.6% 15.4%
25 19.4% 16.9% 16.3% 15.7% 15.4% 15.2%
100 19.3% 16.9% 16.2% 15.6% 15.4% 15.2%
200 19.3% 16.9% 16.2% 15.6% 15.3% 15.2%

Pan el  B :  C or re sp on d i ng  s t an d ard  d e v i at i on  of  β * ,  n am el y  ε jt 

 #mandates
# pension funds 2 5 10 25 50 100

5 2.3% 2.9% 3.0% 3.1% 3.3% 3.7%
10 1.3% 1.7% 1.9% 1.9% 2.1% 2.2%
25 0.8% 0.9% 1.1% 1.2% 1.2% 1.3%
100 0.4% 0.5% 0.5% 0.6% 0.6% 0.6%
200 0.3% 0.3% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4%

3.6. CONCLUSIONS
�is chapter provides a comprehensive analysis of the relation between investment returns 
and performance fees for all occupational Dutch pension funds. Our dataset is free from self-
reporting biases and includes risk-adjusted net total and excess returns as well as performance 
fees per pension fund. We are able to distinguish returns and fees for the total portfolio level as 
well as for six separate asset classes: �xed income, equity, real estate, private equity, hedge funds 
and commodities. Our key �ndings are as follows.

First, we �nd that the net (a�er-fees) returns of pension funds that pay performance fees 
to asset managers are not signi�cantly higher or lower than the net returns of pension funds 
that do not pay performance fees.. The �ndings are robust a�er controlling for risk and return 
persistence in asset class returns and using bootstrapped t-statistics. �ere is, however, one 
minor exception. For hedge funds, we �nd that pension funds that pay performance fees report, 
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on average, 3.0 basis points more net excess return. This finding is in line with the majority of 
academic studies into hedge funds returns, but the statistical significance disappears when we 
adjust for risk. 

Second, we document that specialization is positively related to net returns for private equity 
and hedge funds. Pension funds with a 1 percentage point higher allocation towards these asset 
classes report respectively a 1.31 and 1.37 basis point higher net total return. In terms of net 
excess return, only specialization in hedge funds adds value. In addition, we find that larger 
pension funds have a significantly higher net total return for equities and real estate. For net 
excess return, size is only positively related to equities. 

Third, performance fees are directly linked to gross excess returns for equities and hedge 
funds. For hedge funds, pension funds pay 30.45 basis points of performance fee for every 100 
basis points of gross excess return. For equities, this ratio is substantially lower at 2.1 percent. We 
also find that gross total return appears the main driver for performance fees in private equity 
investments. A possible explanation for this is that pension funds have investment mandates 
for private equity that focus on realizing a (fixed) hurdle rate instead of focus outperforming  
some benchmark. 

Fourth, we find that large and more specialized pension funds are able to realize more 
profitable mandates with their asset managers, possibly as a result of better negotiation power 
due to their large scale or higher level of expertise. Larger pension funds, for instance, appear to 
pay significantly less performance fees for a given level of gross excess return for hedge funds. 
A tenfold increase in hedge fund investments, for instance, corresponds to 5.5 basis points less 
performance fees per 100 basis points in gross excess return. Regarding specialization, we find 
a significant effect for private equity and hedge funds. Pension funds with a 1 percentage point 
higher allocation to private equity pay 0.37 basis point less fees per 100 basis points gross excess 
return. For hedge funds, this reduction is 0.36 basis points. Again, it is important to note that 
we may underestimate the size of the economic coefficients due to the lack of data on individual 
investment mandates.  

The combined results show that pension fund size and specialization are economically more 
important for net returns than paying performance fees. The impact of size and specialization is 
notably true for alternative asset classes. We find no statistical evidence that paying fees for most 
asset classes adds or subtracts value. Although our dataset is highly detailed, it is important to 
note that we are not able to investigate the relation between fees and return at the individual 
mandate level – where results could differ from the findings that we present in this chapter. 
To further strengthen our findings it would be helpful to have detailed knowledge on each  
specific mandate.
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3.7. APPENDIX A

Table A. Performance fees and net returns including asset allocation control variables
Table A displays the same results as Table 3.3, but also reports the coe�cients and t-statistics for all asset 
allocation control variables at the total portfolio level. All variables are reported for net total returns  
(Table 3.3, panel A) and net excess returns (Table 3.3, panel B) and all numbers are obtained in a similar 
manner as in Table 3.3. 

Net Total Return Net Excess Return

Coe�cient T-statistic Coe�cient T-statistic

Paying Fees -0.01 -0.11 -0.58* -1.77
Log Size 0.02 0.13 -0.34 1.60
Duration Fixed Income*2013 -0.04 -1.03 0.12 0.76
Duration Fixed Income*2014 0.06*** 5.99 0.05** 2.19
Duration Fixed Income*2015 -0.09*** -2.58 0.05 0.24
Duration Overlay*2013 -0.07*** -6.49 -0.03 -0.65
Duration Overlay*2014 0.05*** 3.82 -0.02* -1.77
Duration Overlay*2015 -0.05*** -4.48 0.03 0.45
Government Bonds*2013 0.00 0.49 0.00 -0.11
Government Bonds*2014 0.01* 1.66 -0.03** -2.31
Government Bonds*2015 0.01 1.58 0.01 0.68
In�ation Linked Bonds*2013 -0.02** -2.03 0.01 0.17
In�ation Linked Bonds*2014 -0.03** -2.19 0.04 1.35
In�ation Linked Bonds*2015 -0.02 -1.21 0.03 0.47
Mortgages*2013 0.05*** 2.44 0.03* 1.81
Mortgages*2014 0.01 0.22 0.05** 2.04
Mortgages*2015 0.03 1.46 0.02 1.19
Corporate Bonds*2013 0.01 1.37 0.03 0.77
Corporate Bonds*2014 -0.01 -0.90 0.08*** 2.87
Corporate Bonds*2015 0.01 1.37 -0.01 -0.30
Cash and Cash Equivalents*2013 0.02 0.77 -0.04 -1.29
Cash and Cash Equivalents*2014 -0.03* -1.87 -0.03 -0.92
Cash and Cash Equivalents*2015 0.00 0.19 0.03 0.60
Equities – Mature Markets*2013 0.07*** 3.89 0.01 0.56
Equities – Mature Markets*2014 0.03*** 6.46 0.03 1.32
Equities – Mature Markets*2015 0.07*** 5.78 -0.05 -1.59
Equities – Emerging Markets*2013 -0.01 -0.22 -0.01 -0.12
Equities – Emerging Markets*2014 0.00 0.15 -0.05 -0.43
Equities – Emerging Markets*2015 0.02 0.96 0.07 0.53
Direct Real Estate*2013 -0.01 -0.69 0.08 0.98
Direct Real Estate*2014 -0.01 -0.64 0.07* 1.86
Direct Real Estate*2015 -0.02 -0.93 -0.01 -0.06
Listed Real Estate*2013 0.02 0.65 0.03 0.26
Listed Real Estate*2014 0.07*** 2.95 0.04 1.37
Listed Real Estate*2015 0.04** 1.96 0.05 0.50
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Table A. (continued)

Net Total Return Net Excess Return

Coefficient T-statistic Coefficient T-statistic

Indirect Real Estate*2013 -0.00 -0.34 0.09 1.05
Indirect Real Estate*2014 -0.01 -0.45 -0.03 -0.30
Indirect Real Estate*2015 0.03 1.22 -0.07 -0.67
Private Equity*2013 -0.03 -0.98 0.03 0.23
Private Equity*2014 0.03 0.82 0.08 1.15
Private Equity*2015 0.02 0.65 -0.02 -0.11
Hedge Funds*2013 0.05* 1.72 0.09 0.76
Hedge Funds*2014 0.00 0.38 0.07 0.60
Hedge Funds*2015 0.02 0.74 -0.01 -0.69
Commodities*2013 -0.02 -0.67 0.11 0.81
Commodities*2014 -0.21*** -6.47 0.00 -0.02
Commodities*2015 -0.10*** -2.79 0.03* 1.84
AA-Rated Bonds*2013 0.01 1.49 0.01 0.17
AA-Rated Bonds*2014 -0.02** -2.38 -0.07** -1.98
AA-Rated Bonds*2015 -0.01 -1.11 0.00 -0.09
A-Rated Bonds*2013 -0.01 -0.83 0.02 0.23
A-Rated Bonds*2014 -0.01 -0.75 -0.10 -1.38
A-Rated Bonds*2015 -0.02 -0.76 0.11 1.08
BBB-Rated Bonds*2013 0.03** 2.16 0.01 0.22
BBB-Rated Bonds*2014 -0.02 -1.54 -0.01 -0.19
BBB-Rated Bonds*2015 0.01 0.74 -0.03 -0.44
<BBB-Rated Bonds*2013 0.02 0.90 0.06 0.77
<BBB-Rated Bonds*2014 -0.02 -1.02 -0.11 -1.34
<BBB-Rated Bonds*2015 0.01 0.62 0.03 0.35
Non-Rated Bonds*2013 -0.03* -1.80 -0.04 -0.60
Non-Rated Bonds*2014 0.02 1.26 0.05 0.70
Non-Rated Bonds*2015 0.01 0.06 0.02 0.20
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4.1. INTRODUCTION
�is chapter concentrates on the operational e�ciency of pension funds in providing indexation 
by empirically examining the factors driving indexation in de�ned bene�t plans. Pension 
schemes aim to maintain the standard-of-living of individuals a�er retirement by providing 
indexation. Indexation is the periodic adjustment of pension bene�ts to re�ect changes in costs 
and standards of living. The level of indexation has an important impact on the income of 
retirees and the pension accrual of active members in pension plans.1 Analyzing the factors 
driving the ability of pension funds to e�ciently provide indexation is therefore important. 
Indexation is an important feature in occupational pension systems, especially when conditional 
or contingent indexation policies are in e�ect. In general, these policies imply that indexation is 
made conditional or contingent on the �nancial sustainability of the pension fund. If �nancial 
resources are abundant, indexation is fully granted. However, if the �nancial resources are 
tight, a lower rate of pension indexation may be awarded. Countries where such conditional or 
contingent pension policies are present include Canada, Sweden, Germany and the Netherlands 
(OECD, 2011). In addition, the U.K. government is considering to introduce conditional 
indexation policies, meaning de�ned bene�t plans would not have to provide indexation if 
the plan is in de�cit and the sponsor is unable to make up the de�cit.2 

As a case study, this chapter examines factors driving indexation in the Netherlands. 
The Dutch occupational pension system is relatively large and well-developed. As such, decisions 
on indexation have an impact on the purchasing power of most individuals and thus on macro-
economic developments in the Netherlands. In the Netherlands, most pension arrangements 
are career average de�ned bene�t plans with contingent indexation (Rooij, Siegman and Vlaar, 
2008; Broeders and Chen, 2010). �is implies that only the nominal bene�ts are secured, while 
pension funds have the intention to annually provide (wage or price) indexation. Typical of 
indexed liabilities in the Netherlands is that the indexation of bene�ts depends on a future 
decision to be taken by the pension fund’s board. �is is o�en determined by a so-called policy 
ladder, which is part of the pension contract (Ponds and Van Riel, 2009). A policy ladder 
explicitly relates the level of granted indexation to the �nancial position of the pension fund.3 
Under such a decision rule, the level of indexation is linked to the funding ratio. At funding 
levels in excess of the minimum required capital of about 5 percent of the liabilities, the degree 
of indexation may be raised in line with the funding ratio until full indexation is achieved. 
Partially suspending indexation gives pension funds some �exibility to deal with �nancial 
set-backs (De Haan and Kakes, 2011). In practice, agreements may also be made regarding 
catch-up indexation, that is, o�setting past indexation cuts by additional indexation when 
�nancial conditions are more favourable.

1 Without indexation, e.g., the real income of a pensioner with a remaining life expectancy of 15 to 20 years 
decreases by 25 to 33 percent if the average annual in�ation rate is 2 percent. 
2 See U.K. government green paper ‘Security and sustainability in De�ned Bene�t Pension Schemes’ (2017).
3 Note that the board of trustees typically has discretionary power to deviate from the policy ladder. 
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However since the financial crisis, Dutch pension funds find it increasingly difficult to 
grant indexation and fulfil their indexation ambitions. Table 4.1 presents the level of granted 
indexation as well as the indexation ambition for the 25 largest Dutch pension funds between 
2007 and 2011. The table indicates that the granted level of indexation is substantially lagging 
the indexation ambition for both active members and pensioners since 2009. Over the entire 
period, active members and pensioners have only been granted approximately half of their 
indexation ambition. Compared to cumulative wage growth, active members lag 4 percentage 
points (i.e., 9.6 versus 5.6 percent). Compared to CPI inactive members lag 2.9 percentage (i.e., 
8.6 versus 5.7 percent).4 

The difficulty to provide indexation can be attributed to several underlying causes. The first 
is the global financial crisis, which has severely affected the funding ratio of many pension funds 
through declining equity prices and lower discount curves increasing the value of liabilities. 
However, even before the financial crisis, pension funds faced a structural decline in their 
risk-bearing capacity due to demographic trends such as an ageing population and a lower 
proportion of younger people in the workforce. These trends make it more difficult for pension 
funds to absorb risks through an increase in contributions (Broeders and Rijsbergen, 2010). 
The subsequent structural deterioration in the financial position of pension funds has hampered 
their ability to grant indexation during the last decade. At the same time, the Dutch pension 
system witnessed a transition from final pay to average pay schemes with contingent indexation. 
This transition created the option for pension funds to not only reduce the level of indexation 
for pensioners in case of insufficient funding, but also apply indexation cuts for active members. 
As a result, indexation cuts became a more powerful and widely used instrument for pension 
funds to restore their financial position. 

Not surprisingly, pension fund indexation policies and the use of policy ladders have 
received significant academic attention. Several papers use extensive stochastic models to 
simulate indexation decisions. Bikker and Vlaar (2007) use a stochastic pension asset and 
liability model to analyze to what extent indexation is likely to be granted in the Dutch context, 
given different indexation and contribution policies. The simulations start in 2002. One of their 
results is that the likelihood of indexation depends on earmarking reserves for indexation and 
mark-ups on the cost-effective contribution level (Bikker and Vlaar, 2007).5 Other studies use 
simulation models to explore indexation policies in the context of optimal individual lifecycle 
investing. Molenaar and Ponds (2009) examine an age-dependent indexation policy which is 
partly related to the investment performance of the pension fund and partly related to wage 
growth, with the weight attached to the investment performance gradually declining with 
the age of the participant. This alternative comes close to what Beetsma and Bucciol (2011) call 

4 The ambition may deviate from overall national wage growth or inflation due to specific benchmarks that 
pension funds use (see Table 4.1).
5 Note that Dutch pension funds are not required to determine the value of their indexation policy and to 
reserve assets for that purpose. In most cases, indexation is financed from investment returns.
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‘market-contingent’ indexation. Using stochastic simulations, they analyze several non-uniform 
indexation policies and �nd that, at the aggregate level, a ‘market-contingent’ indexation 
outperforms the traditional uniform indexation policy. Bikker, Knaap and Romp (2014) model 
aggregate policy responses to changes in the funding ratio of Dutch occupational pension funds 
for the period 1993 to 2005. In general, they �nd that pension rights increase with the funding 
ratio. The authors also examine additional explanatory variables and �nd that both ‘grey’ and 
large pension funds tend to o�er higher bene�ts to their participants. 

The �rst goal of this paper is to contribute to existing literature by empirically examining 
the factors driving indexation in de�ned bene�t plans during turbulent economic times. To 
do so, this study does not use stochastic simulations but uses the indexation levels observed in 
practice. For that, we have a panel dataset containing indexation data for 166 registered Dutch 
pension funds during the years 2007 to 2010. �is dataset also includes catch-up indexations. 
We are thus able to analyze indexation decisions during the volatile years of the �nancial crisis 
and a�er the introduction of the new regulatory framework (�k) in 2007.6 �erefore, the sample 

6 In the new solvency regulation (�k), introduced in 2007, pension funds are obliged to use the market 
(swap) rate to discount their liabilities, instead of the �xed discount rate of 4 percent. The �k is described 
in great detail in Broeders and Pröpper (2010).

Table 4.1. Granted indexation versus ambition level for 25 largest Dutch pension funds
Table 4.1 reports the indexation levels for the 25 largest Dutch pension funds during the years 2007 to 
2011. The coe�cients under the ‘Indexation Active Members’ columns represent the annualized granted 
indexation as well as the ambition level for active members. The coe�cients under the ‘Indexation Inactive 
members’ columns report the same numbers, but then for pensioners and sleepers. The coe�cients for ‘CPI’ 
and ‘Wage growth’ represent the overall CPI and wage growth for the Dutch economy. All numbers are 
in percentage points. In general, we believe there are two possible explanations for the reported deviation 
between the indexation ambition and wage growth. First, the wage growth constitutes contract (CAO) wages, 
whereas pension funds could also include one-o� or incidental wage developments in their ambition. Second, 
indexation ambition for active members is generally based on company or industry wage developments (see 
Table 4.2), while the wage growth reported in this table represents the wage growth at the national (Dutch) 
level. Wage developments in certain companies or industries may be above the national average for a certain 
period of time, but the di�erence is unlikely to be sustainable in the long run. 

Indexation Active 
Members

Indexation Inactive 
Members

CPI Wage growth

Granted Ambition Granted Ambition

2007 2.1%  2.2% 2.1%  2.3% 1.6% 2.0%
2008 2.8%  2.0% 2.9%  1.8% 2.5% 3.1%
2009 0.2%  3.7% 0.2%  3.8% 1.2% 2.4%
2010 0.4%  2.3% 0.4%  1.7% 1.3% 1.1%
2011 0.0%  1.1% 0.0%  1.3% 1.7% 0.7%
Cumulative 5.6% 11.8% 5.7% 11.4% 8.6% 9.6%

Source: De Nederlandsche Bank (2012)
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period in our study starts in 2007.7 In this context, we also examine whether various pension 
fund characteristics influence the level of provided indexation. In addition to the funding ratio, 
we examine four variables and formulate testable hypotheses. First, we hypothesize that the size 
of a pension fund is positively related to the level of provided indexation. Larger pension funds 
can profit from economies of scale (Bikker, 2013) and more sophisticated investment policies 
(De Dreu and Bikker, 2012), which enables them to provide a higher level of indexation. Second, 
we hypothesize that corporate pension funds, on average, provide more indexation than other 
type of pension funds. Companies with corporate pension funds may need to compete for 
employees by offering attractive pension plans (Clark and Bennett, 2001). Third, we believe that 
the fraction of equity and the fraction of real estate investments in a pension fund’s investment 
portfolio are positively related to indexation. Equity investments (Fama, 1981) and real estate 
investments (Fama and Schwert, 1977) may provide an effective hedge against inflation. Finally, 
we hypothesize that a pension funds at least need some interest rate exposure to be able to 
provide indexation. Nominal and real funding ratios typically react differently to inflation 
shocks so that hedging nominal interest rate risk results in a moderate protection in real terms 
(Broeders and Rijsbergen, 2010). 

A second objective of this study is to assess the accuracy of policy ladders in predicting 
the actual level of indexation. Though several studies have modelled hypothetical policy 
ladders to proxy the indexation levels (Ponds and Van Riel, 2009), they provide no empirical 
evidence on the plausibility of doing so. In order to assess the validity of such models, this 
paper replicates policy ladders as they are typically modelled and then empirically examines 
their accuracy in predicting the observed indexation. Our sample period contains turbulent 
years due to the financial crisis, which provides an excellent period to examine the accuracy of  
policy ladders. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 4.2 describes the structure of 
the Dutch pension system. Section 4.3 introduces the dataset and the explanatory variables that 
we use in our analysis. Section 4.4 explains the methodology and presents the empirical results 
regarding the drivers of indexation. The results for our policy ladder analysis are presented in 
Section 4.5, while the conclusions are set out in the final section. 

4.2. indexAtion in the dutch Pension system
Like many pension systems, the Dutch pension system consists of three pillars. Public pension 
schemes form the first pillar which is financed on a pay-as-you-go-basis. It offers a flat-rate 
pension to all Dutch inhabitants above the official retirement age. The second pillar consists 
of funded occupational pension plans with mandatory participation for employees. The Dutch 
occupational pension system is relatively large in terms of size. At the end of 2011, the value 
of assets under management amounted to approximately 802 billion euro, or little over 133 

7 Furthermore, prior to 2004, many Dutch pension funds had final-pay plans which de facto provided 
unconditional indexation to active members.
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percent of Dutch gross domestic product (GDP). Moreover, several academic studies highlight 
the welfare-enhancing potential of collectively organized occupational pension funds. Due to 
the mandatory nature, individual participants of occupational pension funds bene�t from low 
costs due to economies of scale (Bikker and De Dreu, 2009). In addition, mandatory participation 
potentially also leads to welfare bene�ts due to intergenerational risk sharing, as pension funds 
are able to share funding surpluses and de�cits with future generations (Cui, De Jong and Ponds, 
2011). Finally, the third pillar of the Dutch pension system is made up of private retirement 
savings accounts, which individuals undertake on their own initiative. �is covers tax-favoured 
pension saving, such as life annuities.

The occupational pension system in the Netherlands, which is the focus of this thesis, is 
organized mainly in the form of funded de�ned bene�t (DB) plans. As of 2011, approximately 
94 percent of total participants were enrolled in a de�ned bene�t plan. The bene�t entitlement 
in these plans is determined by years of service and a reference wage, which may be �nal pay 
or the average wage over the years of service. Historically, pension plans in the Netherlands 
were generally structured as �nal pay DB plans with (de facto) full indexation at all times. A�er 
the turn of the century, pension funds su�ered a decline in funding ratios. In order to improve 
their solvency risk management, many pension funds switched from the �nal pay plan structure 
to average-pay plans with contingent indexation. As a result, most Dutch participants in DB 
plans nowadays receive a bene�t entitlement based on average wage over the years of service 
(about 97 percent in 2011). Within the Dutch regulatory framework, Collective DC plans are 
treated as career-average de�ned bene�t plans with contingent indexation. �ey are therefore 
similar to traditional DB plans in our dataset.

Pension funds typically adjust contributions and indexation of accrued bene�ts as instruments 
to restore the funding ratio. Whereas higher contributions weigh on active participants, lower 
indexation hurts older participants most because accumulated pension bene�ts are increasing 
over an individual’s working life. Furthermore, retirees and those close to retirement are le� 
with little or no labour �exibility to make up for a loss of indexation. Hence, these groups are 
at particular risk under policies that resort to indexation cuts in order to restore the funding 
ratio (Beetsma and Bucciol, 2011). Pension fund boards annually decide on the indexation 
being granted. In many cases, this decision is ruled by a so-called policy ladder, with indexation  
being tied to the funding ratio (Ponds and Van Riel, 2009). However, the board of a pension 
fund may deviate from this policy ladder under speci�c circumstances. �is implies that 
although pension funds may have an ambition to provide indexation, their boards still annually 
review whether they will actually provide indexation and how much. The policy ladder acts 
as a guide. Members therefore cannot derive prior rights from indexation and pension funds 
are not required to accumulate technical provisions for indexation in the Dutch supervisory 
framework (Broeders and Pröpper, 2010). Instead, they must strive for consistency between 
the expectations raised, the level of �nancing achieved and the degree to which contingent 
claims are awarded to members. �is consistency needs to be grounded by the application of 
a long-term stochastic continuity analysis. In addition, pension funds are required to disclose 
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their indexation ambitions to their members, including a realistic estimate of the likelihood that 
they are able to fulfill this ambition (Bikker and Vlaar, 2007). 

Table 4.2 presents the indexation base for average-pay schemes in the Netherlands between 
2007 and 2011. The predominant base for active members is related to wage movements as about 
75 percent of Dutch pension participants have an indexation ambition that is tied to industry 
wage movements. The indexation base for pensioners, however, is more diversified. Little over 
half of the total pensioners have a pension plan that follows (industry) wage movements, while 
the indexation ambition for more than 40 percent of the pensioners is tied to overall price 
movements (CPI). As Table 4.2 displays, these percentages have been relatively stable over 
the last years.  

4.3. dAtA
We use a detailed data set with yearly information on 166 Dutch pension funds from 2007 
to 2010. The reported levels of indexation in our dataset also include catch-up indexations 
(although those are not administrated separately). On average, the pension funds in our data 
set account for more than 85 percent of the total assets under management of all Dutch pension 
funds during the sample period. 

Table 4.2. Indexation base for participants in Dutch average-pay schemes
Table 4.2 reports the indexation base for all participants in Dutch average-pay schemes during the years 2007 
to 2011. The coefficients in the table represent the number of participants in a certain category as a percentage 
of total Dutch pension participants. Panel A presents the indexation base for active members, while Panel 
B shows the indexation base for inactive members. Note that the indexation ambition for active members 
is generally based on industry wage developments, while the indexation ambition for inactive members is 
either based on industry wage developments or on overall price movements.

Pan el  A :  Ac t i ve  Memb er s

Overall price 
movements

Overall wage 
movements

Company wage 
movements

Industry wage 
movements Other

2007 10.5% 2.7% 4.6% 72.9% 0.3%
2008 17.7% 1.7% 3.6% 76.7% 0.3%
2009 10.2% 11.5% 4.7% 73.4% 0.2%
2010 10.2% 10.1% 5.4% 74.2% 0.2%
2011 9.8% 10.7% 4.5% 74.8% 0.2%

Pan el  B :  In a c t i ve  Memb er s

2007 39.7% 1.5% 1.7% 55.9% 1.2%
2008 40.2% 1.4% 1.3% 55.4% 1.7%
2009 40.5% 1.5% 1.4% 55.4% 1.2%
2010 41.5% 1.0% 1.2% 55.6% 0.6%
2011 41.5% 1.0% 0.5% 56.5% 0.5%

Source: De Nederlandsche Bank (2012)
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The data is from De Nederlandsche Bank, responsible for prudential supervision of pension 
funds. The sample is an unbalanced panel, as not all pension funds reported data for the entire 
sample period due to mergers and liquidations. The original data set covers 180 pension funds 
that report the granted level of indexation for both active and inactive members during all years 
of our sample period. Six pension funds are special vehicles designed to shelter savings from 
taxes and are therefore excluded from our data set.8 Moreover, four pension funds are excluded 
because they do not report three or more of the explanatory variables used in our analysis. 
Finally, we exclude four pension funds due to inconsistent observations and observations with 
clear reporting errors. 

4.3.1. De�nition of variables
The dependent variable in our analysis is the indexation level. As pension funds may distinguish 
between active members and non-active members (retirees and sleepers9), we di�erentiate 
between both. In our analysis we use di�erent types of explanatory variables. 

Exogenous variables

The indexation is of course �rst and foremost determined by the level of in�ation or 
wage growth. Indexation is measured as an absolute number.10 For in�ation we use 
the annual consumer price index (CPI) for the Netherlands. With regard to (real) wage growth,  
Table 4.2 indicates that most pension funds relate their indexation target to industry speci�c 
wage growth. However, due to the impossibility of identifying industry wage growth target for 
each pension fund in our sample, we use aggregate national wage growth as an approximation. 
To prevent multicollinearity problems generated by the high correlation between wage growth 
and CPI we use real wage growth in the analysis instead.11

Pension fund speci�c variables 

The funding ratio is another key explanatory variable as for most Dutch pension fund indexation 
is contingent on the �nancial position of the pension fund. The policy ladder creates a one-
on-one relation between the funding ratio and indexation. �is relation is ‘kinked’ around 
the minimum required funding ratio (of 105 percent) below which pension funds are not 
allowed to provide indexation at all, and an upper boundary above which funds provide full 
indexation. In addition to the funding ratio, this study also examines whether other pension 
fund characteristic variables in�uence the level of indexation. In particular, we investigate 
the size of the pension fund and the type of pension fund. 

8 �ese pension funds have a funding ratio over 200 percent and/or over one million euro per participant.
9 Retirees and sleepers are legally required to have the same level of indexation, while the active members’ 
indexation could be di�erent.
10 Note that indexation is not expressed relative to a benchmark, such as CPI or wage growth.
11 During our sample period, the observed correlation between the annual in�ation rate (CPI) and wage 
growth is 0.53. The correlation between the annual in�ation rate (CPI) and real wage growth is -0.06.
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We hypothesize that the size of a pension fund is positively related to the level of granted 
indexation. Size might influence the level of indexation in two manners. First, large pension 
funds might profit from economies of scale and subsequently be able to provide, on average, 
higher indexation. Bikker and De Dreu (2009) and Bikker (2017) find that economies of scale 
can explain most of the variation in both investment costs and administration costs across Dutch 
pension funds. On average, their study suggests that an increase in the size of pension funds by 
1 percent leads to a rise in administration costs of only 0.64 percent and a rise in investment 
costs of only 0.78 percent. In addition to economies of scale, the size of a pension fund can 
also influence indexation through the sophistication of their investment policy. De Dreu and 
Bikker (2012), for instance, observe less sophisticated investment policies in medium and small 
sized pension funds. With data from 1996 to 2006, they find that smaller pension funds tend to 
exhibit limited diversification and a stronger home bias. Although De Dreu and Bikker (2012) 
do not evaluate whether it is more rewarding to adopt a sophisticated investment policy, they do 
point out the possibility that large pension funds suffer from overconfidence. Hence, it might be 
possible that large pension funds exhibit more generosity in granting indexation, either because 
large pension funds are more overconfident about their investment skills or because they indeed 
have superior investment skills. In this chapter, we measure the size of pension funds by using 
the logarithmic value of the technical provisions.

The type of pension fund might also influence the level of indexation. We hypothesize that 
corporate pension funds, on average, provide more indexation than other type of pension funds. 
In the Netherlands, there are three types of pension funds. The first is the industry-wide pension 
fund, organized for a specific sector of industry (e.g., the government or the health care sector). 
Participation in an industry-wide pension fund is mandatory for all firms operating in the sector.12 
Unlike industry-wide pension funds with mandatory participation and standardized uniform 
pension benefits, companies with corporate pension funds may need to compete for employees 
by offering attractive pension arrangements (Clark and Bennett, 2001). This competition for 
employees may result in a more attractive indexation policy within corporate pension funds. 
Finally, the third type of pension fund is the professional group pension fund, organized for 
a specific group of professionals such as doctors and pharmacists. 

Asset allocation variables

In the Netherlands, indexation is typically financed from investment returns. Therefore it might 
seem obvious to include asset allocation variables in our model. Even when other factors like 
the funding ratio are the same across pension funds, differences in asset allocation might lead 
to different levels of indexation. While the funding ratio reflects the actual financial position 
of a pension fund, the asset allocation may predict the performance in the future.  In this 

12 An industry-wide pension fund loses its mandatory status if a pension fund fails a performance test based 
on the so-called Z-score. Participating companies can then opt out and either establish their own fund or 
join another pension fund. 
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respect, it is important to note the role of derivatives. Pension funds typically use derivatives 
for hedging portfolio risks as well as to facilitate e�cient portfolio management.13 As such, 
derivatives in�uence the total risk exposure of pension funds. A pension fund with a strategic 
allocation towards equities, for instance, might tactically hedge this exposure using derivatives. 
However, due to data limitations, we are unable to include these hedging e�ects in our empirical 
analysis. �erefore, we use the fraction of equity and the fraction of real estate investments in 
a fund’s investment portfolio as proxies for their exposure to risky assets. We hypothesize that 
the fractions of these investments are positively related to the level of indexation.

Pension funds typically invest a (signi�cant) portion of their investment portfolio in risky 
assets such as equities under the assumption that these investments exhibit a positive correlation 
with in�ation.14 �is is based on conventional �nance theory which states that equities should 
provide an e�ective hedge against in�ation as they represent ownership of the income generated 
by real assets (Fama, 1981). The in�ationary hedging characteristics of common stocks, however, 
are debated. Bodie (1976) and Fama and Schwert (1977), for instance, document negative 
relations between real stock returns and both the expected and unexpected components of 
in�ation. Moreover, Bekaert, Wang and Tille (2010) examine the relation between (nominal) 
stock returns and in�ation in 60 countries and �nds a negative relation between stock returns 
and in�ation in 48 of the 60 investigated countries. Even on a longer horizon, the relation 
between stock returns and in�ation is unclear. Steehouwer (2005), for example, documents 
a positive relation between stock returns and in�ation on a long horizon. Attie and Roache 
(2009), however, examine the relation between stock returns and (unexpected) in�ation and 
stock returns and �nd that equities su�er short-term losses from an in�ation shock from which 
they consequently fail to recover over the longer term. If equities provide a long-term hedge 
against in�ation, we hypothesize that pension funds with a higher allocation towards common 
stock should be able to provide more indexation than funds with a lower equity allocation. We, 
therefore, include the equity allocation of pension funds as a variable in our sample. 

Furthermore, we also include the allocation towards real estate in our sample, as real estate is 
also generally viewed as a hedge against in�ation. Fama and Schwert (1977) examine the relation 
between residential property and in�ation and �nd that the asset class provided a complete 
hedge against both expected and unexpected in�ation between 1953 and 1971. More recent 
papers somewhat nuance these �ndings. In the Netherlands, for instance, Kapiteyn and Worms 

13 The role of derivatives increased with the introduction of the new Dutch regulatory framework (�k) in 
2007, wherein marked-to-market valuation of both assets and liabilities is a major condition. In this context, 
interest rate derivatives such as swaps and swaptions provide an e�cient instrument for hedging interest 
rate risks and protecting the funding ratio from an interest rate decline. At year-end 2012,  the market 
value of interest rate derivatives on the balance sheet of all Dutch pension funds represented about  
70 billion euro. 
14 Note that this is typically not the only argument for pension funds to invest in equities. A belief in 
mean reversion of equity returns over the long run might also be used as an argument. Bodie (1995) caves 
the validity of this argument. 
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(2009) find a positive correlation of 0.417 between returns on direct real estate and inflation 
during 1995 and 2008. 

Finally, we also examine the relation between the interest rate exposure of a pension fund and 
its ability to provide indexation. To reduce the volatility of the funding ratio, pension funds can 
opt to hedge interest rate risk in the domestic or international capital markets using long-term 
bonds or derivatives to lengthen the duration of their assets so that they are better matched with 
the duration of their liabilities. This form of interest rate hedging mainly applies to nominal 
liabilities as it is difficult for pension funds to fully hedge inflation risks via the capital markets.15 
However, hedging nominal interest rate risk leads to only moderate protection in real terms as 
nominal and real funding ratios typically react differently to inflation shocks (Broeders and 
Rijsbergen, 2010). In addition, most Dutch pension funds finance their indexation primarily 
from excess (real) returns which typically results in a lower (nominal) duration of their assets 
and thus a higher (nominal) interest rate exposure. We, therefore, hypothesize that a pension 
funds need at least some interest rate exposure to be able to provide indexation. We define 
interest rate exposure as the difference between the value increase of the liabilities and fixed 
income assets when market interest rates drop by 1 percentage point. This interest rate sensitivity 
is based upon figures provided by pension funds regarding their solvency requirements. 

4.3.2. descriptive statistics
Table 4.3 presents the mean and standard deviation of the variables used in this study for all four 
years in the sample period (2007 – 2010). As Table 4.3 highlights, the average level of indexation 
has steadily declined during this period. On average, the indexation for active members has 
dropped from 2.5 percent in 2007 to 0.5 percent in 2010. At the same time, the average level of 
indexation also declined for inactive members from 1.8 percent in 2007 to 0.3 percent in 2010. 
The observed fallback in indexation is related to the deterioration of the financial position of 
Dutch pension funds after the financial crisis. Table 4.3, for instance, reports that the average 
funding ratio for pension funds in our sample declined from 143.5 percent in 2007 to 106.4 
percent in 2010. Table 4.3 also reports some interesting trends in the asset allocation variables. 
After the large drop in equity prices in 2008, pension funds on average invested less than 25 
percent of their portfolio in equities. In the next two years, the proportion of equities gradually 
increased to about 30 percent due rebalancing strategies and a general recovery of stock prices. 
However, this was still below the 2007 level of 35 percent. The allocation towards real estate, on 
the other hand, remained relatively stable during the sample period. 

To illustrate the descriptive statistics of our sample graphically, we also include three figures. 
Figure 4.1 depicts the average indexation of active and inactive members versus wage growth, 
CPI and the average funding ratio. Panel A.1 presents the mean indexation of active members 
compared to the wage growth. 

15 Instruments such as inflation-linked bonds, inflation swaps and inflation-linked structured products 
exist, but in practice their availability is limited and they typically have low liquidity. 
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Note that with the exception of 2007 average indexation for active members was well below 
the wage growth in the Netherlands. Panel A.2 shows how closely the average indexation of 
active members relates to the development of the average funding ratio over time. Panels B.1 and 
B.2 display similar graphs for inactive members. Finally, in panel B.1 we compare the indexation 
with CPI as the indexation ambition for more than 40 percent of the inactive members is linked 
to overall price movements (CPI). The most striking observation from panel B.1 is the di�erence 
between indexation and CPI since the �nancial crisis in 2008. 

Table 4.3. Descriptive statistics of sample variables
Table 4.3 reports the descriptive statistics of the key variables used in this study for the years 2007 to 2010. 
The coe�cients under the ‘Years’ columns represent the mean of the variable, while the numbers in square 
brackets present the standard deviation of each variable in a speci�c year. The variables ‘Indexation Active 
Members’ and ‘Indexation Inactive Members’ represent the annually provided indexation for respectively 
active and non-active (sleepers and retirees) members. �is includes catch-up indexations. ‘CPI’ and ‘Real 
Wage Growth’ present the annual in�ation and real wage growth in the Netherlands, while ‘Funding Ratio’ 
reports the average funding ratio of all pension funds in the sample. The variable ‘Pension Fund Size’ is 
the log value of the technical provisions. Asset allocation variables include ‘Equity Allocation’ and ‘Real Estate 
Allocation’, which show the fraction that each asset class represents compared to total asset value. ‘Interest 
Rate Exposure’ stands for the log of the di�erence between the interest rate sensitivity of pension liabilities 
minus the interest rate sensitivity of �xed income assets assuming a one percent interest rate decrease. 
The �nal row reports the total number of pension funds included in the sample for each year. The numbers 
are in decimal interest rates unless stated otherwise.

Series

Years

2007 2008 2009 2010 Full Sample

Indexation Active Members 0.025 0.009 0.008 0.005 0.012
[0.014] [0.014] [0.010] [0.010] [0.014]

Indexation Inactive Members 0.018 0.006 0.005 0.003 0.008
[0.011] [0.010] [0.010] [0.007] [0.011]

CPI 0.016 0.025 0.012 0.013 0.017
- - - - [0.005]

Real Wage Growth 0.004 0.006 0.012 -0.002 0.005
- - - - [0.005]

Funding Ratio 1.435 1.000 1.105 1.064 1.156
[0.211] [0.124] [0.132] [0.095] [0.227]

Pension Fund Size (euro) 12.61 12.89 12.93 13.37 12.95
[1.789] [1.764] [1.753] [1.642] [1.759]

Equity Allocation 0.350 0.245 0.295 0.309 0.300
[0.111] [0.085] [0.100] [0.090] [0.104]

Real Estate Allocation 0.081 0.084 0.076 0.075 0.079
[0.067] [0.060] [0.051] [0.050] [0.054]

Log Interest Rate Exposure (euro) 9.86 10.02 10.06 10.35 10.07
[2.078] [1.987] [2.032] [1.935] [2.014]

N 166 165 165 134 630
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Figure 4.2 shows the relationship between the annual indexation for active and inactive 
members in relation to the key variables. Panel A.1 (A.2) presents the annual indexation of 
active (inactive) members compared to the funding ratio. This panel reveals a positive relation 
between funding ratio and indexation. Also note that in some cases the indexation was positive 
while the funding ratio was below 105 percent. The reason for this is that there is not a perfect 
alignment between the date on which the funding ratio is measured and the date on which 
the indexation is granted. Panel B.1 plots the relation between indexation granted to active 
members and wage growth. Panel B.2 plots the relation between indexation for inactive 
members and CPI. Both figures show a large dispersion in indexation rates that can be explained 
by the variation in funding ratios.

Figure 4.3 illustrates the range of indexation in the full sample statistics for corporate, 
industry wide and professional group pension funds. Actual indexation is presented for both 
active and inactive members. The five horizontal lines in each box stand for 5%, 25%, 50%, 
75%, 95%, percentiles, respectively. Note that these lines can be overlapping. The dots stand 
for the outliers. The average indexation level is more or less the same between corporate and 
industry wide pension funds. However, it seems that professional group pension funds grant 
higher indexation on average, and are more unlikely to give zero indexation than others. .

Figure 4.1. Average indexation of active and inactive members versus wage growth, CPI and  
funding ratio
Figure 4.1 depicts the average indexation of active and inactive members versus wage growth, CPI and 
the average funding ratio. Panel A.1 presents the mean indexation of active members compared to the wage 
growth. Panel A.2 shows how closely the average indexation of active members relates to the development 
of the average funding ratio over time. Panels B.1 and B.2 display similar graphs for inactive members. 
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4.4. EMPIRICAL RESULTS ON THE DRIVERS OF INDEXATION
The �rst empirical analysis concentrates on identifying the key factors driving indexation of 
pension bene�ts. In section 4.4.1 we describe the methodology of the Tobit regressions we 
will use. We then analyze the impact of pension fund speci�c and asset allocation variables on 
the indexation level by examining di�erent marginal e�ects of the Tobit regressions. 

4.4.1. Methodology
It is important to note that Dutch pension funds are legally prohibited from granting negative 
indexation to bene�ciaries.16 Indexation in the Dutch pension system is thus constrained to be 
non-negative. We therefore have a dependent variable (indexation) in our model that is subject 
to a lower bound, in this case 0. As a result, indexation has a number of its values clustered at 
zero. In this context, a typical Ordinary Least Square (OLS) regression model is not appropriate 

16 Note that pension funds are allowed, under strict circumstances, to reduce accrued bene�ts. �is can be 
considered as a form of negative indexation. In our sample, we observe no reductions in accrued bene�ts. 

Figure 4.2 Annual indexation of active and inactive members versus funding ratio, wage growth  
and CPI
Figure 4.2 shows the relationship between the annual indexation for active and inactive members in relation 
to the key variables. Panel A.1 (A.2) presents the annual indexation of active (inactive) members compared 
to the funding ratio. Panel B.1 plots the relation between indexation granted to active members and wage 
growth. Panel B.2 plots the relation between indexation for inactive members and CPI.
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as it will yield inconsistent estimates.17 We therefore turn to a Tobit model (Wooldridge, 
2002). To allow for unobserved pension fund speci�c heterogeneity we use the random e�ects  
Tobit model.18 

In our model, we de�ne the dependent variable Ii t,  as the actual level of indexation in a given 
year and ,

*Ii t  as the latent variable that represents the level of indexation if it would not be non-
negatively constrained. As a result, we have the following equation in our model: 

 (4.1)

17 More speci�cally, an OLS regression model would result in a downward biased estimation of the slope 
and an upward bias of the intercept of the regression. The degree of the bias is empirically related to 
the proportion of data censored. 
18 We run a Hausman test where the outcome is not signi�cant at the 5 percent level, indicating that random 
e�ects is the preferred model. 
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Figure 4.3. Sample statistics of indexation for di�erent types of pension funds
Figure 4.3 illustrates the range of indexation in the full sample statistics for corporate, industry-wide and 
professional group pension funds. Actual indexation is presented for both active and inactive members. 
The �ve horizontal lines in each box stand for 5%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 95%, percentiles, respectively. 
The indexation on the y-axis is presented as a decimal interest rate for the years 2007 through 2010.
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Next to the latent variable, we also examine the marginal e�ects of the independent variables on 
two conditional means, namely: 

1. The expected value of the observed level of indexation, conditional on indexation being 
positive E I ,i t | 0 . In this setting, the estimation results indicate how a one 
unit change in an independent variable a�ects the observed indexation, given that it  
is positive. 

2. The unconditional expected value of the observed level of indexation E Zi t,( )  with 
Z Ii t t, , , ]]= [ [ ∞max min0 . 

As the Tobit model is a non-linear model, the marginal e�ects depend on the values of 
the independent variables. �is implies that the values of the independent variables have to be 
�xed in order to determine marginal e�ects. As a result, we �x the values of the independent 
variables at their sample means so that the estimation results indicate the marginal e�ects for 
an ‘average pension fund’.  

4.4.2. Tobit regression results
We �rst present the result of the Tobit regressions on the latent dependent variable I ,

*
i t. For that, 

our �rst empirical speci�cation reads as follows:

 (4.2)

where Ii t,
*  is the indexation given in year t and Fi,t-1 is the funding ratio from the previous year. We 

lag the funding ratio variable because the indexation decision in year t depends on the funding 
ratio in the prior year. A pension fund, for instance, might decide on indexation on the �rst of 
October 2010 based on the observed price in�ation or wage growth over 2010 and the funding 
ratio as of September 2010. Subsequently, the indexation will be granted to the bene�ciaries as 
of January 2011. The year dummy variables YD are included in the formula to take into account 
all annual developments over the sample period. Finally, the error term is represented by εi,t. 

Panel A in Table 4.4 shows the results of equation 4.2. Column (1) shows that, under 
the interpretation of the Tobit coe�cient, for active members a ten percent increase in the funding 
ratio (e.g., from 100 to 110 percent) implies that the absolute level of indexation given to them 
would increase by 26 basis points. For inactive members in column (3) the equivalent number is 
30 basis points.19 One key parameter in the annual indexation decision is of course the indexation 
base, which is either the in�ation (CPI) rate or the real wage growth. 

19 The relation between indexation and the funding ratio is non-linear. As such, indexation will not be high 
when the funding ratio is very high. �is can be demonstrated by including a quadratic term of the funding 
ratio in regression (4.2). The quadratic term is statistically negative at a 1 percent level. Full results are not 
presented here in the interest of brevity. 

I F YDi t i t
j

j j i t,
*

, , ,= + + +− ∑α α α ε0 1 1 2
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To measure their impact we take the following, alternative, speci�cation of our model

 (4.3)

where CPIt−1  represents the one year lagged annual in�ation rate (CPI) and RWGt−1  the lagged 
annual real wage growth. Table 4.4, column (2) reveals that, for active members, an increase 
in CPI of one percentage point increases the annual average indexation by 55 basis points. 
Additionally an increase in the real wage growth of one percentage point, results in an increase 
of the indexation with 39 basis points. For inactive members the outcome in column (4) is 
somewhat similar for CPI, while the coe�cient for real wage growth is not statistically di�erent 
from zero. �is is plausible as indexation for inactive members is typically more related to CPI 
than to wage growth. 

Panel B of Table 4.4 reveals the regression results if we include additional explanatory 
variables in formulas (4.2) and (4.3). �ese alternative speci�cations read as follows:

 (4.2.1)

 (4.3.1)

where log Size
i t( ) −, 1

 is the lagged logarithm of the total assets of the pension fund, Dind is 
a dummy variable equal to 1 if the pension fund is an industry wide pension fund and Dprof 
is a dummy variable equal to 1 if the pension fund is an professional group pension fund. We 
discuss the �ndings below.

Pension fund size. The log of pension fund size is statistically signi�cant at the 10 percent 
level for active members. The economic e�ect, however, is small. Multiplying the size by 10 (e.g., 
an escalation from 10 million to 100 million) increases the average annual indexation by only 
1 basis point. The economic e�ect for inactive members is similar, but shows a higher level of 
statistical signi�cance (at the 1 percent level).  

Pension fund type. Type is a dummy variable indicating whether a pension fund is an industry‐
wide pension fund or a professional group pension fund. Holding size and all other variables 
equal, industry-wide pension funds, on average, grant 0.8 basis points less indexation annually 
to active members than corporate pension funds. For inactive members this is about 0.4 basis 
points less. Both �ndings are statistically signi�cant at the 1 percent level. �is phenomenon 
supports our hypothesis that corporates need to compete more to attract good employees which 
may result in higher contributions to corporate pension funds. Competition for employment 
is less strong for industry wide pension plans because employees o�en choose between 
companies within the same industry. An additional reason could be that corporate pension 
funds sometimes pro�t from sponsor support in case of low funding ratios. Note however that 
sponsor support is not a legal requirement in the Netherlands and is observed infrequently 

I F CPI RWGi t i t t t i t,
*

, ,= + + + +− − −α α α α ε0 1 1 3 1 4 1

+ + ( )α αI F YD Size Dindi t i t
j

j j i t i t,
*

, , , ,= + + +− − −∑α α α α0 1 1 2 5 1 6 1log 77 1Dprofi t i t, ,− + ε

I F CPIi t i t t,
*

,= + +− −α α α0 1 1 3 1 + ( )α α α α ε4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1RW iz ind Dproft i t i t i t i t− − − −+ + + +log
, , , ,
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Table 4.4. Marginal e�ects on latent pension fund indexation
Table 4.4 presents the results of Tobit random e�ects panel regressions to examine the impact of external, 
pension fund speci�c and asset allocation factors on indexation for active and inactive participants of 166 
pension funds during the full sample period (2007-2010). Panel A reports the results for four di�erent 
estimation models. Models 1 and 2 represent the indexation for active members, while models 3 and 4 
display the indexation for inactive members. To prevent multicollinearity problems generated by the high 
correlation between wage growth and CPI we use real wage growth instead. Year dummy variables are also 
included in models 1 and 3 to capture annual (macroeconomic) developments over the years in the sample 
period. The numbers in squared brackets report the z-statistics. *,**,*** represent the statistical signi�cance 
at the 10 percent, 5 percent and 1 percent level. The di�erent panels report the number of pension funds in 
the sample (N) and the R2. All panels report the results for Tobit random e�ects panel regressions. 

Pan el  A :  E x ter n a l  Var i abl e s

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Active members Inactive members

Funding Ratio 0.026*** 0.062*** 0.030*** 0.055***
[4.16] [15.31] [5.86] [16.54]

CPI 0.548*** 0.448***
[3.24] [3.09]

Real Wage Growth 0.388** 0.146
[2.18] [1.08]

Year Dummy 2008 -0.015*** -0.010***
[-4.55] [-3.76]

Year Dummy 2009 -0.016*** -0.013***
[-5.81] [-5.44]

Year Dummy 2010 -0.025*** -0.017***
[-7.69] [-6.51]

Constant -0.013 -0.080*** -0.025*** -0.072***
[-1.43] [-12.05] [-3.36] [-13.18]

N 630 630 630 630
R2 0.252 0.201 0.182 0.097

Pan el  B :  Pensi on  Fu n d  Sp e c i f i c  Var i abl e s

Funding Ratio 0.029*** 0.062*** 0.034*** 0.055***
[4.91] [15.28] [7.34] [16.95]

CPI 0.553*** 0.455***
[3.28] [3.18]

Real Wage Growth 0.398** 0.173
[2.24] [1.16]

Log Size 0.001** 0.001* 0.001*** 0.001***
[2.27] [1.91] [3.38] [3.13]

Type of Fund: Industry -0.008*** -0.009*** -0.004*** -0.004***
[-3.82] [-4.09] [-2.70] [-2.98]

Type of Fund: Professional 0.017*** 0.015*** 0.017*** 0.015***
[3.84] [3.30] [5.23] [4.94]
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Table 4.4. (continued)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Active members Inactive members

Year Dummy 2008 -0.014*** -0.009***
[-4.54] [-3.56]

Year Dummy 2009 -0.016*** -0.012***
[-5.88] [-5.40]

Year Dummy 2010 -0.025*** -0.017***
[-7.92] [-6.63]

Constant -0.030*** -0.090*** -0.046*** -0.086***
[-2.68] [-8.79] [-5.40] [-11.06]

N 630 630 630 630
R2 0.159 0.118 0.055 0.050

Pan el  C :  Ass e t  A l l o c at i on  Var i abl e s

Funding Ratio 0.032*** 0.062*** 0.029*** 0.055***
[4.49] [13.14] [4.96] [13.89]

CPI 0.474** 0.390**
[2.46] [2.35]

Real Wage Growth 0.342* 0.102
[1.76] [0.61]

Equity Allocation -0.016 -0.015 -0.014 -0.014
[-1.31] [-1.19] [-1.40] [-1.39]

Real Estate Allocation -0.023 -0.034* 0.016 0.008
[-1.13] [-1.64] [0.99] [0.51]

Log Interest Rate Exposure 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.001*** 0.001***
[2.92] [2.92] [2.65] [2.78]

Year Dummy 2008 -0.014*** -0.012***
[-3.62] [-3.79]

Year Dummy 2009 -0.015*** -0.013***
[-4.59] [-5.19]

Year Dummy 2010 -0.022*** -0.018***
[-6.09] [-5.87]

Constant -0.034*** -0.091*** -0.034*** -0.081***
[-2.80] [-9.10] [-3.41] [-10.02]

N 499 499 499 499
R2 0.227 0.178 0.183 0.095
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in �nancing arrangements between the corporation and the pension fund. The reason why 
professional group pension funds grant 2 basis points higher indexation to their members has 
most likely to do with the fact that they work for the somewhat richer professions. �is result is 
also statistically signi�cant at the 1 percent level. 

Panel C of Table 4.4 reports the regression results if we include explanatory variables 
related to the asset allocation in equations (4.2) and (4.3).20 �ese alternative speci�cations read  
as follows:

 (4.2.2)

I F CPIi t i t t,
*

,= + +− −α α α0 1 1 3 1 +α α α α4 1 9 1 10 1 11RWG equity real estate IREt i t i t i t− − − −
+ + + ( ), , ,

og
11
+ε i t,

 (4.3.2)

where equity is the fraction of the portfolio invested in equities, real estate represents the fraction 
of the portfolio invested in real estate and log(IRE) is the logarithm of the interest rate exposure. 
We discuss the �ndings below.

Equity and real estate allocation. �ere appears to be no signi�cant relation between 
the portion of equity or real estate in a pension fund’s investment portfolio and the level of 
provided indexation. Table 4.4, Panel C reports that the outcome for all four model speci�cations 
is not statistically signi�cant for both variables. Moreover, for active members the coe�cients 
of both variables are negative, indicating that an increase in equity or real estate tends to 
result in a lower provided level of indexation. As a robustness check, we also perform cross-
sectional regressions of models 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 for all four years of the sample period. We �nd no 
signi�cant e�ect for the portion of equity and real estate in any of the years and the coe�cients 
are relatively stable over the four years indicating that our results are robust. The results are not 
reported in the interest of brevity.

Interest rate exposure. As Panel C presents, we �nd a signi�cant positive relation between 
a pension fund’s interest rate exposure and the level of provided indexation for both active 
members and pensioners. The results are statistically signi�cant at the 1 percent level. 
The coe�cient for interest exposure is approximately 0.002 for active members. �is means that 
a�er correction for all other factors, including the funding ratio, pension funds with a higher 
interest rate exposure were able to provide somewhat higher indexation. However, increasing 
the interest rate exposure further and further might no longer be optimal as this also increases 
the overall riskiness of the pension fund through an increasing mismatch between assets and 
liabilities (Broeders, 2010). To explore this we test a non-linear speci�cation of (4.3.2) by 
including a quadratic term of the interest rate exposure. The coe�cient of this additional term 
is signi�cantly di�erent from zero and negative. �is outcome suggest that there is a trade-o� 

20 Note that the number of observations in these estimations is less (499 instead of 630), which is due to 
a lack of data for the ‘interest rate exposure’ variable. 

I F YD equity real estatei t i t
j

j j i t i,
*

, , , ,= + + + +− −∑α α α α α0 1 1 2 9 1 10 tt i t i tIRE− −
+ ( ) +1 11 1
α εlog

, ,
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between interest rate hedging and indexation and that hedging nominal interest rate risk leads 
to a moderate protection in real terms. 

4.4.3. Marginal effects for observed in�ation 
The previous section described the results of the Tobit random e�ects regression on the latent 
indexation. We are also interested in the relation between the independent variables and 
the observed level of indexation. Table 4.5 reports these results. The values of the independent 
variables are �xed at their sample means so that the estimation results represent the marginal 
e�ects for both active (columns 1 and 2) and inactive members (columns 3 and 4) in the ‘average 
pension fund’. 

The �rst way of examining this relation is by investigating the marginal e�ect on 
the expected value of the observed level of indexation, conditional on indexation being positive 
E I Ii t t, < < ∞ . In this case, the estimation results indicate how a one unit change in an 
independent variable a�ects the observed indexation, given that it is positive. �ese outcomes 
are presented in columns (1) and (3) of Table 4.5 for respectively active and inactive members. 
Table 4.5 also reports the marginal e�ects on the unconditional expected value of the observed 
level of indexation E Zi t,( ) , with Z Ii t t, , , ]]= [ [ ∞max min0  for both active (column 2) and 
inactive members (column 4) in the ‘average pension fund’. 

Panel A, column (1) shows that a 10 percentage point increase in the funding ratio 
of the average pension fund (e.g., from 115 to 125 percent) implies that the actual level 
of indexation for active members would increase by 25 basis points if indexation is already 
positive. The increase is 35 basis points for the actual indexation in column (2). Both �ndings 
are statistically signi�cant at the 1 percent level. Apparently, an increase in the funding ratio 
has less impact on the level of indexation when the latter is already provided. We �nd a similar 
�nding for inactive members (see columns 3 and 4). For active and inactive members, CPI also 
appears to have a statistically signi�cant e�ect on the actual level of indexation. Panel A reports 
that if the CPI increases by 100 basis points, the actual level of indexation becomes 22 basis 
points higher for active members (column 1) and 16 basis points higher for inactive members 
(column 3). Real wage growth, on the other hand, only has a statistical signi�cant e�ect on 
indexation for active members.  

Table 4.5, Panel B reports that the marginal e�ects regarding the impact of pension fund 
speci�c variables are broadly in line with our earlier �ndings. Panel B, column (1) shows that 
the subsequent increase is slightly higher (i.c., 27 basis points instead of 25 basis points) when 
indexation is already provided and pension fund speci�c variables are taken into account. 
Again the result is statistically signi�cant at the 1 percent level. We �nd similar results regarding 
the impact of CPI, which is somewhat higher a�er taking fund speci�c variables into account. 
Panel B also shows that industry-wide pension funds appear to grant 0.3 basis points less 
indexation to active members, while professional group pension funds provide about 0.8 basis 
points more annual indexation compared to other type of pension funds when indexation is 
already provided (see column 1). �ese di�erences are higher looking at actual indexation (see 
column 2). Moreover, size appears to have a (statistically) signi�cant positive e�ect on the actual 
level of indexation, although the economic e�ect is small. 
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Pan el  C :  Ass e t  A l l o c at i on  Var i abl e s

Funding Ratio 1.156 0.025*** 0.036*** 0.020*** 0.028***
[13.39] [13.10] [14.15] [13.46]

CPI 0.017 0.232*** 0.329*** 0.128** 0.177**
[2.98] [2.98] [2.00] [2.00]

Real Wage Growth 0.005 0.157*** 0.222*** 0.025 0.035
[2.01] [2.01] [0.40] [0.40]

Equity Allocation 0.300 -0.003 -0.005 -0.005 -0.007
[-0.71] [-0.71] [-1.20] [-1.20]

Real Estate Allocation 0.079 -0.011 -0.016 0.004 0.005
[-1.34] [-1.34] [0.62] [0.62]

Log Interest Rate Exposure 9.861 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001*** 0.001***
[2.91] [2.91] [2.77] [2.76]

Table 4.5. Marginal e�ects on pension fund indexation
Table 4.5 presents two types of marginal e�ects. Columns (1) and (2) present the results for active members 
which are based on the second Tobit random e�ects model of Table 4.4. Column (1) displays the marginal 
e�ects for the expected value of the observed level of indexation conditional on indexation being positive. 
Column (2) shows the marginal e�ects on the unconditional expected value of the observed level of indexation 
E Zi t,( ) . The z-statistics are shown in parentheses. *,**,*** indicate statistically signi�cance at 10%, 5% and 
1%. Columns (3) and (4) display the results for inactive members and are calculated in a similar manner as 
the results for active members. 

Pan el  A :  E x ter n a l  Var i abl e s

Mean E I Ii t t, < < ∞
(1)

E Zt( )
(2)

E I Ii t t, < < ∞
(3)

E Zt( )
(4)

Active members Inactive members

Funding Ratio 1.156 0.025*** 0.035*** 0.020*** 0.027***
[15.22] [14.77] [17.00] [15.93]

CPI 0.017 0.221*** 0.312*** 0.162*** 0.224***
[3.23] [3.23] [3.08] [3.07]

Real Wage Growth 0.005 0.156** 0.221** 0.060 0.081
[2.19] [2.19] [1.08] [1.08]

Pan el  B :  Pensi on  Fu n d  Sp e c i f i c  Var i abl e s

Funding Ratio 1.156 0.027*** 0.038*** 0.021*** 0.029***
[14.05] [13.88] [15.98] [14.86]

CPI 0.017 0.243*** 0.347*** 0.174*** 0.242***
[3.25] [3.24] [3.16] [3.14]

Real Wage Growth 0.005 0.175*** 0.250** 0.066 0.092
[2.24] [2.24] [1.16] [1.16]

Log Size 12.97 0.001* 0.001* 0.001*** 0.001***
[1.89] [1.89] [3.07] [3.05]

Type of Fund: Industry 0 -0.003*** -0.005*** -0.002*** -0.002***
[-4.21] [-4.26] [-3.05] [-3.08]

Type of Fund: Professional 0 0.008** 0.011** 0.008** 0.011**
[2.79] [2.94] [3.94] [4.19]
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Panel C reports the marginal e�ects of asset allocation variables on the actual level of 
indexation. For the average pension fund, we �nd no statistically signi�cant relation between 
the actual level of indexation and the fraction of assets invested in either equity or real estate. 
The interest rate exposure, on the other hand, does have a statistically signi�cant e�ect on 
the actual level of indexation. The economic signi�cance, however, appears relatively small. 

For the average pension fund, a tenfold increase of the interest rate exposure leads to an 
increase in the actual indexation for both active and inactive members of 1 basis point (see 
columns 2 and 4). 

4.5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS ON POLICY LADDERS
The second analysis we perform in this chapter concerns the design of policy ladders. 
The central aim of this analysis is to investigate which policy ladder predicts actual indexation 
best. The actual indexation is contingent on the funding ratio. Typically, if the funding ratio 
is below the minimum required funding ratio of approximately 105 percent, then there is no 
indexation at all.21 �is represents the lower boundary of the policy ladder. Full indexation, on 
the other hand, will only be provided if the funding ratio is su�ciently high. �is is the policy 
ladder’s upper boundary.22 In between the lower and the upper boundaries, the amount of 
indexation typically depends linearly on the funding ratio. For our analysis, we consider two 
di�erent speci�cations of the upper boundary of policy ladders. Finally, we use the same sample 
of observations as in the rest of this chapter.  

4.5.1. Methodology
In the �rst considered speci�cation, the upper limit equals a real funding ratio of 100 percent. 
In the Netherlands, the liabilities of pension funds are based on the accrued bene�t obligations. 
�ese are also known as nominal liabilities. In order to calculate the real funding ratio, we 
compute the level of real liabilities by including future indexation. Assume the nominal liabilities 
are equal to L, we then approximate the real, or fully indexed, liabilities Lr by

 (4.4)

where L Lr
dur= +( )1 π  represents the average future indexation of the pension fund and dur denotes 

the pension fund speci�c duration of the nominal liabilities. As a result, a pension fund with 
100 nominal liabilities, an average indexation target of 2.5 percent per year and a duration of 16 
years will have real liabilities of approximately 150. 

21 Pension funds must at least have a funding level in excess of the minimum required funding level. �is 
follows from the fact that the Dutch Pension Act is based upon the European directive on the activities and 
supervision of institutions for occupational pensions (2003/41/EC). 
22 �is is not an absolute maximum. If the funding ratio is even higher, a pension fund might decide to grant 
additional indexation to compensate for missed indexation in the past.

L Lr
dur= +( )1 π
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Pension funds periodically report the value and duration of their nominal liabilities. 
�erefore, the only unknown in calculating the real liabilities will be the parameterization of 
the indexation target. �eoretically this should be the market consistent expectation of long 
term in�ation or wage growth derived from in�ation linked bonds. The long‐term in�ation 
expectation cannot be directly observed from market prices as the Dutch government does not 
issue these kinds of bonds.23 It can, however, be derived indirectly from surveying professional 
forecasters. Alternatively, it is also feasible to use the parameterization requirements from 
legislations. Dutch pension fund legislation identi�es a few broad categories for which it 
stipulates the maximum or minimum expected values that pension funds must use when 
making long term projections. �is includes a minimum expected value of CPI and wage 
growth of respectively 2 and 3 percent.24 We will use these numbers in our analysis as long term 
expectations for in�ation and wage growth. The speci�cation of the policy ladder in this case 
reads as follows:

 (4.5)

where IPLt is the indexation suggested by the policy ladder in year t, Ft the actual funding ratio, 
Fmin the minimum required funding ratio, Freal the nominal funding ratio that would be equal to 
a real funding ratio of 100 percent and πt the actual CPI or wage growth in year t.

In the second considered speci�cation, the upper limit of the policy ladder equals the pension 
fund speci�c required funding ratio. Pension funds are required to retain su�cient additional 
capital over the technical provisions to be able to absorb losses in case of adverse events. 
Typical adverse events include a sharp decline in interest rates, a large fall in stock prices and 
the realization of lower than expected mortality rates. The required funding ratio is therefore 
pension fund speci�c and based on a Value-at-Risk (VaR) risk measure on a one-year horizon 
and a con�dence level of 97.5 percent. �is means that, theoretically, the required funding ratio is 
at least enough to prevent the assets from falling below the level of the technical provisions with 
a level of probability of 97.5 percent in the subsequent year. On average the required funding 
ratio is 120 percent. �is is lower than the real funding ratio discussed above. The speci�cation 
of the policy ladder in this case reads as follows:

23 Deriving market in�ation expectations would be possible using, e.g., in�ation linked bonds issued by 
other governments. �is however would create a basis risk as Dutch in�ation is likely to deviate from 
in�ation in other countries. 
24 A dedicated commission has been installed by the Dutch Government to advice on these numbers. 
The commission is requested to update and revise its opinion every three years.
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 (4.6)

where Freq represents the required funding ratio and the other variables are the same as in 
equation (4.5).

For both types of policy ladders we use a Tobit random e�ects regression model to 
estimate the relation between the actual indexation level and the indexation level suggested 
by the relevant policy ladder. Some interaction terms are also added to investigate whether 
the actual indexation varies across di�erent types of funds.25 The estimation models we use can 
be summarized as follows:

 (4.7)

where Ii t,  is the actual provided indexation and can either represent the indexation level for 
active members or the indexation level for pensioners, and IPLi t,  is an explanatory variable that 
represents the level of indexation suggested by a policy ladder. The upper limit of the policy 
ladder can either be based on a real funding ratio or on the required funding ratio. Type is 
a dummy variable indicating whether a pension fund is an industry‐wide fund or a professional 
group pension fund. Finally we also include an error term. If the coe�cient β1  equals one, then 
the policy ladder predicts indexation accurately.

4.5.2. Policy ladders
Table 4.6 shows the results regarding the predictability of the di�erent policy ladders 
speci�cations. Panel A presents the results under the assumption that the upper limit of 
the policy ladder equals a real funding ratio of 100 percent. In this context, we �nd that a policy 
ladder based on full wage indexation predicts actual indexation fairly accurately for active 
members (models 3 and 4) as the coe�cients are not statistically di�erent from one. �is is not 
surprising as most Dutch pension funds have a wage-based indexation target, at least for active 
members (see Table 4.2).26 From this point of view, it is more appropriate to use a real funding 

25 Size may also be added as an explanatory variable. We �nd that size does not appear to matter in this case. 
Large pension funds do not deviate more or less from the policy ladder compared to small pension funds. 
In the interest of brevity we do not report these results. 
26 Table 4.2 reports that in 2011, approximately 90 percent of the active members in a Dutch pension fund 
followed a wage-based indexation target, while this applied for about 57 percent of inactive members. 
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based on wage growth in the ladder to predict indexation compared to using a real funding ratio 
based upon in�ation. The results for inactive members, on the other hand, are best explained 
by a policy ladder based on price indexation. �is is due to the fact that indexation for inactive 
members is more commonly based on CPI.

Panel B reports the results under the assumption that the upper limit of the policy ladder 
is represented by the pension fund speci�c required funding ratio. The results indicate that, 
in this case, a policy ladder based on wage growth does not predict actual indexation well for 
active and inactive members as all coe�cients are signi�cantly di�erent from one. Moreover, 
actual indexation is signi�cantly lower compared to what the policy ladder predicts. �is can be 
attributed to the fact that the required funding ratio is typically lower than a real funding ratio 
of 100 percent, which results in a policy ladder that provides full indexation at a relatively lower 
funding level. Note that this policy ladder does a somewhat better job in predicting indexation 
(for active members) if it is benchmarked against CPI. In general, we conclude that a policy 
ladder with an upper limit equal to a 100 percent real funding ratio is able to predict the actual 
level of indexation more accurately than a ladder with an upper limit based on the required 
funding ratio. 

A second analysis is to test whether policy ladders will over- or underestimate actual 
indexation of di�erent types of pension funds.27 In both Panel A and Panel B of Table 4.6, 
the coe�cients of dummy variable “Professional” are positive in every speci�cation. �ese 
results are statistically signi�cant at the 1 percent level. �is con�rms that all policy ladders tend 
to underestimate the actual pension bene�ts in professional group pension funds relative to 
corporate pension funds. According to speci�cation (4) on average by 0.017*100=1.70 percent 
for active members, which is considerably large. For industry‐wide pension funds, we �nd 
an overestimation relative to corporate pension funds in all speci�cations of both panels. For 
example, in speci�cation (4) in panel A, the policy ladder model underestimates indexation by 
0.006 *100=0.60 percent for active members. A reason for the observed underestimation may be 
that pension funds tend to over‐index to what they are actually capable of. �is can be explained 
by the discretionary power that the pension fund’s trustees have to deviate from what the policy 
ladders suggests. Of course it is also possible that the policy ladder models have a systematic 
speci�cation error. At the same time, industry-wide pension funds appear to provide relatively 
more indexation to active members than corporate pension funds when the funding ratio 
increases.  A possible explanation is that during the sample period no industry-wide pension 
funds had an unconditional indexation arrangement, whereas 16 percent of corporate pension 
funds had such an arrangement. As a result, industry-wide pension funds on average provide 
relatively more indexation than corporate pension funds at higher funding ratio levels. In 
addition, industry-wide pension funds are relatively more dependent than corporate pension 

27 We also examine whether the size of a pension fund or its asset allocation in�uence the relationship 
between the policy ladder and actual indexation. Our analysis indicates that the size of a pension fund does 
not signi�cantly impact the level of over- or underestimation of actual indexation by the policy ladder. 
�ese results are not presented in the interest of brevity, but are available upon request. 
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funds on (excess) investment returns for financing their indexation. As higher investment 
returns generally result in a higher funding ratio, this could also lead to more indexation 
provision at higher funding ratios. 

4.6. conclusions
Indexation is an important feature in defined benefit pension arrangements. It is also a complex 
feature as the sustainability of many defined benefit schemes around the world is currently 
under evaluation. This chapter studies the key factors driving indexation of pension benefits 
in Dutch defined benefit plans in turbulent economic circumstances over the period 2007 to 
2010. Pension schemes aim to maintain the standard-of-living of individuals after retirement. 
Decisions on indexation therefore have an impact on the purchasing power of individuals. 
Typical in Dutch pension schemes is that indexation depends on a future decision to be taken by 
the pension fund’s board. The fulfilment of the indexation in practice depends on the financial 
position of the pension fund. If financial resources are abundant, indexation is fully granted. 
However, if the financial resources are poor, the pension fund might choose not to fully index 
pension benefits. The indexation therefore is typically linked to the funding ratio of the pension 
fund. This linkage is known as the policy ladder. In this chapter we report several observations.

We find that the key drivers of indexation are the funding ratio, inflation and real wage 
growth. An increase in the funding ratio of 10 percentage points leads to an increase in 
indexation of about 26 basis points for active members and 30 basis points for inactive members 
for the average pension fund. An increase in CPI of 100 basis points increases the annual average 
indexation for active members by approximately 55 basis points for active members, and 45 
basis points for inactive members. Additionally if there is a real wage growth of 100 basis points, 
the indexation for active members increases by about 39 basis points. Note, however, that real 
wage growth does not seem to impact indexation for inactive members. 

In line with our hypotheses, various pension fund characteristics appear to significantly 
influence the level of indexation. Size, appears to have a (statistically) significant positive effect 
on the level of indexation, although the economic significance is small. The impact of the type 
of pension fund is both statistically and economically significant. We find that industry-wide 
pension funds, on average, grant approximately 0.8 basis points less indexation annually to active 
members than corporate pension funds. This could be the result of the fact that corporates need 
to compete more to attract good employees which may result in higher contributions to corporate 
pension funds. Furthermore, we find that the interest rate exposure also significantly impacts 
the level of granted indexation. The asset allocation, on the other hand, does not significantly 
affect indexation. This can be explained by the fact that the impact of asset allocation is already 
captured by the funding ratio.

Although this chapter focuses on the factors driving indexation in the Netherlands, 
the conclusions are also relevant for other countries where conditional or contingent policies 
are present (e.g. Canada and Germany) or considered (U.K.). There are, however, some nuances 
to be expected. The relation between indexation and the funding ratio, for example, may be less 



strong in countries where most pension funds were underfunded and thus unable to provide 
indexation. In addition, it is plausible to assume that CPI – in line with the findings of this 
chapter – is an important driver for indexation in Canada and the U.K. where most policies are 
related to price inflation. Finally, the documented positive relation between pension fund size 
and indexation is probably most relevant for German pension funds. Their average size is closest 
to the average size of Dutch pension funds, while Canadian and U.K. pension funds on average 
are substantially smaller (OECD, 2016).  

Finally, we find that a policy ladder with an upper limit equal to a 100 percent real funding 
ratio is able to predict the actual level of indexation more accurately than a ladder with an upper 
limit based on a pension fund’s required funding ratio. Policy ladders based on the required 
funding ratio tend to overestimate the actual level of indexation. This implies that many pension 
funds do not use the required funding ratio as the upper limit in their policy ladder. We believe 
this to be a prudent approach towards indexation.
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5.1. INTRODUCTION
�is chapter analyzes the informational e�ciency of �nancial markets by examining 
the presidential cycle e�ect in U.S. stock market returns which consists of higher stock market 
returns during the second half of a presidential term compared to the �rst. The phenomenon 
�rst appeared in Hirsch’s Stock Trader’s Almanac in 1967 and has returned in the yearly Almanac 
ever since. The �rst academic interest dates from at least the 1980s. Huang (1985) reports that 
trading strategies based on the presidential cycle e�ect produce returns superior to a traditional 
buy-and-hold strategy. Foerster and Schmitz (1997) examine each year of the presidential cycle 
individually and conclude that U.S. stock market returns are signi�cantly lower in the second 
year of the presidential term, compared to the other three years. 

The question why there is a relation between the presidential cycle and stock market 
returns has puzzled academics for years. Several market e�ciency explanations have been put 
forward. First, the presidential cycle might merely proxy for variations in expected returns due 
to business cycle �uctuations. Booth and Booth (2003), however, �nd that this is not the case. 
Second, the relationship between the presidential cycle and stock market returns could be 
concentrated around and limited to election dates. However, Santa-Clara and Valkanov (2003) 
�nd no signi�cant evidence of stock price changes immediately before, during, or immediately 
a�er presidential elections. �ird, the di�erence in returns during the presidential cycle might 
be a compensation for risk. Market volatility could simply be higher in the second half of 
the cycle, thereby explaining the higher returns. Campbell and Li (2004), however, indicate 
that the di�erences in returns cannot be explained by di�erences in market volatility. Finally, 
the presidential cycle e�ect might be driven by the impact of outliers. Gärtner and Wellersho� 
(1995) as well as Foerster and Schmitz (1997) �nd that the e�ect is not driven by individual 
outliers in the data, such as the October 1987 stock market crash.

Since most rational explanations fail to provide an adequate answer, we formulate a testable 
framework of the presidential election cycle theory as an alternative. We label this framework 
the presidential election cycle (PEC) hypothesis. It is based on the macroeconomic political 
business cycle (PBC) theory by Nordhaus (1975) and MacRae (1977) and states that political 
parties that try to win elections o�en manipulate business conditions. Nordhaus (1975) 
argues that presidential administrations have an incentive to stimulate the economy prior to 
the elections in order to increase the probability of their electoral success. Fair (1982), who 
develops a model for voting behavior, indicates that voters do not look back more than a year or 
two in judging the economic performance of an administration. His result might give presidents 
an incentive to manipulate the economy prior to the elections, since the myopic electorate only 
judges the administration on its last years. Rogo� (1990) provides rational underpinnings for 
the PBC hypothesis by introducing the assumption of information asymmetry whereby policy 
makers are better informed than voters about their competence. The signi�cant interactions 
between macroeconomic outcomes and presidential administrations are also con�rmed by 
Chappell and Keech (1986) and Alesina and Sachs (1988). More speci�cally, Tu�e (1978), Grier 
(1987) and Haynes and Stone (1988) �nd empirical evidence in favor of an American PBC. 
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According to the PBC theory an incumbent president would impose stimulative economic 
measures and corporate friendly policies to create a favorable voting environment close to 
elections. In order to create this PBC, some economic policy instruments must be manipulated. 
For electorally inspired policy making to have macroeconomic consequences, incumbent 
presidents must either manipulate fiscal or monetary policy. However, the independence of 
the Federal Reserve System should guard against political pressures, and little empirical evidence 
for the existence of a political monetary cycle has been uncovered for the United States (Golden 
and Poterba; 1980 and Beck, 1987).1 Researchers have therefore concluded that fiscal policy, 
a macroeconomic tool more directly under the control of the president, is the tool of choice and 
opportunity (Abrams and Iossofov, 2006). Rogoff (1990) suggests that, in equilibrium, political 
budget cycles developed by incumbent governments tend to increase consumption spending, 
lower taxes, and raise transfers prior to and during election years. This would result in an increase 
in federal spending, less regulation, lower taxes and a mounting growth of money supply prior 
to elections. Investors would become confident and optimistic about the upcoming election. 
This would lead to a bullish stock market in the second half of a presidential term and should 
work independently from variation in expected returns due to business cycle variation. After 
the election, the sentiment of anticipation would decrease as investors become disappointed 
with the presidential administration for not realizing their campaign promises. This sentiment, 
coupled with the fact that the price for the stimulative policies conducted prior to the elections 
have to be countered with post-election deflationary measures, would lead to a bearish stock 
market in the first half of the cycle. The popular press routinely points at the presidential 
election cycle hypothesis as an explanation for the stock market performance.

This chapter formally tests the presidential cycle effect and examines a broad range of possible 
explanations for this effect in U.S. stock and credit markets. This is the first study that not only 
analyzes rationally motivated explanations, such as business cycle fluctuations and time-varying 
risk, but also the implications of the presidential election cycle (PEC) hypothesis and investor 
and consumer sentiment. We furthermore subject our results to a range of robustness checks, 
including robust and bootstrapped standard errors and an analysis of sub-samples. We also 
examine whether the presidential cycle pattern shows up in expected and unexpected returns. 

Using data over the sample period 1948 – 2008, we find a clear presidential cycle effect in 
both U.S. stock and credit markets. During this period, excess stock returns are on average 
-2.02, -3.45, +12.78, and +1.27 percent in year one to four of the cycle, respectively. The pattern 
in real stock returns is comparable: -0.55, -2.45, +13.59, and +2.01 percent, respectively. We 
find a similar pattern in the credit spread, especially in the second and the third year, where 
the credit spread moves by +34 and –28 basis points, respectively. These findings are statistically 
significant and the null hypothesis of equal returns (spread changes) across the years is 

1 Although quantitative evidence for a political monetary cycle is scarce, Beck (1987) and Grier (1987) have 
found evidence for an electoral cycle pattern in the average growth of money supply (M1). We therefore 
include the average growth of money supply in our analysis.
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strongly rejected. We show that our �ndings are not attributable to outliers. We then turn to 
potential explanations for this statistically strong pattern in returns. First, the political term 
may coincide with changes in the business cycle that have been shown to track variation in 
expected returns (see, e.g., Fama and French, 1989). When we control for the dividend yield, 
default spread, term spread, and relative interest rate, the results do not change. Business cycle 
variation, therefore, does not explain the presidential cycle in stock and credit markets. Second, 
we consider time-varying market risk. If the last years of the presidential cycle are more risky 
than the �rst, rational investors demand a higher expected return. However, stock market 
volatility is lower, rather than higher, in the third year compared to the second year of the cycle. 
Furthermore, we do not �nd signi�cant di�erences in market volatility across the four years of  
the presidential term. 

As a third potential explanation we investigate the presidential election cycle (PEC) 
hypothesis and formulate eight testable implications of the theory. In this way, we extend 
the existing literature by empirically examining the presidential cycle pattern through an 
analysis of the full scale of policy tools available for economic manipulation by an incumbent 
president. We consider �scal, macroeconomic and political variables. Our �rst �ve propositions 
have a �nancial, �scal or macroeconomic character and focus on any potential economic 
manipulation by an incumbent president. Accelerating growth of money supply, increasing 
unexpected in�ation, lowering U.S. income tax levels or raising U.S. federal spending are 
examples of popular presidential manipulations suggested by the PEC hypothesis. We �nd, 
however, little evidence in favor of any of these presidential manipulations of the economy. 
Our �nal three propositions address the political mechanisms behind the presidential cycle 
e�ect. The partisanship of the president appears to have no signi�cant impact on the strength 
of the presidential cycle e�ect. �is is supportive for the PEC hypothesis, which like Nordhaus’ 
(1975) political business cycle (PBC) theory, states that presidential administrations have 
the same incentive when manipulating the economy (namely enhancing their chances of re-
election), regardless of their political orientation. We analyze the impact of the partisanship of 
the majority of Congress, but �nd no congressional in�uence on the strength of the presidential 
cycle e�ect. �is lack of in�uence is at odds with the PEC hypothesis and diminishes its political 
credibility. As a �nal check, we investigate whether the eligible status of an incumbent president 
has an impact on the presidential cycle e�ect. One would expect more economic manipulation 
when there is a re-eligible president in o�ce. Although we �nd a clear presidential cycle e�ect 
in excess returns when there is a re-eligible president in o�ce, it disappears when there is no re-
eligible president in o�ce. �ese �ndings are supportive for the PEC hypothesis and the notion 
that the incentive for economic manipulation by an incumbent president is largely dependent 
on his eligibility. In summary, we �nd very limited empirical evidence in support of the PEC 
hypothesis, except for some of the political propositions.   

Fourth, we examine whether the presidential cycle is present in expected and unexpected 
returns. Interestingly, we �nd that the presidential cycle e�ect is prevalent in unexpected returns, 
but non-existent in expected returns. �is result suggests that investors are systematically 
surprised during the second half of the presidential term. Given the absence of a presidential 
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cycle effect in fiscal and monetary policy variables, it is unclear what can be the underlying 
cause of this persistent bias. As a final exercise, we therefore consider changes in consumer 
and investor sentiment as a potential explanation. There is no clear pattern over the years of 
the presidential term in consumer sentiment (measured by surveys from the Conference Board 
and University of Michigan) and investor sentiment (measured as the first principal component 
of a range of sentiment indicators from Baker and Wurgler, 2006). When controlling for 
sentiment, the presidential cycle pattern in stock market returns remains significant. Thus, we 
conclude that the existence of a persistent presidential cycle surprise in U.S. financial markets 
remains a puzzle that cannot be easily explained by politicians employing their economic 
influence to remain in power, as is often believed.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.2 introduces the data and 
variables used in this study. The empirical findings on the presence of the presidential cycle 
effect in U.S. stock and bond markets are presented in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 examines potential 
explanations related to the business cycle, time-varying risk, the PEC hypothesis, expected 
versus unexpected returns, and consumer and investor sentiment. The main conclusions are 
presented in Section 5.5. 

5.2. dAtA
Our dataset is categorized into financial variables, political variables, and control variables. 
All series are obtained at monthly frequency, except the series on tax levels, federal spending, 
the budget, federal debt, the Conference Board survey, the University of Michigan survey and 
the investor sentiment measure of Baker and Wurgler (2006), which are at annual frequency. 
The control variables are both at monthly and at annual frequency. The full sample period, 
November 1948 to October 2008, contains 720 monthly observations or 59 yearly observations, 
1949-2007, and consists of 15 full presidential cycles. Table 5.1 provides summary statistics for 
the financial and control variables used in this study. 

5.2.1. financial variables
The log monthly price returns of the S&P 500 are obtained from Bloomberg and are used to 
form excess (SP500 – TBL) and real (SP500 – INF) returns of the S&P 500. The log interest rate 
(TBL) is computed from the three-month Treasury bill, obtained via the website of the Federal 
Reserve Bank of St. Louis.2 The log monthly inflation (INF) is computed from the consumer 
price index (CPI), which is obtained from Robert Shiller’s website.3 To separate expected from 
unexpected inflation, we use an autoregressive model similar to the one in Fama and Schwert 
(1977). The volatility of the S&P 500 (VOL SP500) is computed from daily return data within 
the month using the approach of French, Schwert and Stambaugh (1987). The change in credit 
spread (ΔCredit spread) is used to analyze the U.S. bond market and is defined as the difference 

2 http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/.
3 http://www.econ.yale.edu/~shiller/data.htm
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between the yield on BAA-rated corporate bonds and the yield on long-term government 
bonds (ten-year Treasury notes). Our yield data comes from the FRED database. ΔM1 indicates 
the real annualized growth of money supply (M1) and is obtained from the real-time dataset for 
macroeconomists maintained at the Philadelphia Fed. The U.S. income tax levels (with Tax low 
and Tax high representing the average lowest and highest U.S. income tax bracket, respectively) 
and the change in the mean of these tax levels (ΔTax) are obtained from the U.S. tax foundation.4 
ΔFederal spending indicates the real annual change in U.S. federal spending, where federal 
spending is de�ned as the total of on- and o�-budget federal outlays. Both the U.S. budget and 
the total amount of U.S. federal debt are de�ned as a percentage of U.S. gross domestic product 
(Budget / GDP and Federal debt / GDP). Series on federal spending, the U.S. budget, U.S. GDP, 
and the total amount of U.S. federal debt are obtained from the budget of the United States 
government 2009.5 

5.2.2. Political variables
The duration of a U.S. presidential cycle is always �xed as presidential elections are held once 
every four years in the beginning of November. No presidential changes other than the mandated 
elections are taken into account, as only these events result in a new election cycle. Since 
the presidential elections in the U.S. are always held around the same date, the �rst year of 
the four-year election cycle is de�ned as the twelve months starting November 1 of an election 
year and ending October 31 the next year (see also Foerster and Schmitz, 1997).6 The three 
other years of the election cycle are de�ned in a similar way. The following dummy variables 
are de�ned to test the presidential cycle e�ect: YRit  = 1 when it is the ith year of a presidential 
cycle at time t, and zero otherwise for i = 1,..,4. In order to test for the di�erence in the strength 
of the presidential cycle e�ect under a Democratic (or Republican president), we de�ne  
DPt = 1 (RPt = 1) when a Democratic (Republican) president is in o�ce at time t, and  
zero otherwise.

The Congress of the United States is the bicameral legislature of the federal government, 
consisting of two houses, namely the Senate and the House of Representatives. �is study 
focuses on the relationship between the president and the Senate, since the president acts by 
and with the advice and consent of the Senate.7 Furthermore, the Committee on Finance is 
housed in the Senate. Congressional elections are held once every two years in November. So 
half of the congressional elections coincide with the presidential elections, while the other half 
are elected mid-term. Congressional elections are always held for one-third of the Senate. We 
de�ne the following dummy variables to test for the di�erence in the strength of the presidential 

4 http://www.taxfoundation.org.
5 See the section ‘Historical Tables’, which is downloadable from http://www.gpoaccess.gov/usbudget/.
6 We de�ne the years of the cycle to run from November to October, but a set of unreported robustness 
checks shows that our results are not very sensitive to how we de�ne the years in the presidential cycle.
7 See the United States Constitution, Article II, section 2, paragraph 2. 
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Table 5.1. Summary statistics of financial and control variables
Table 5.1 reports the averages (Mean), standard deviations (Std. Dev.), and autoregressive coefficients (A.R.) 
of the financial and control variables used in this study. Stock returns are in log form, while all means are 
displayed in annualized percentage points. For the excess return of the S&P 500 (SP500 – TBL), the real return 
of the S&P 500 (SP500 – INF), the average change in the credit spread (ΔCredit spread), the average annual 
growth in money supply (ΔM1) and the average unexpected inflation, the full sample period consists of 720 
monthly observations (1948:11 - 2008:10). The sample period is the same for the business cycle control variables 
(the dividend yield (DY), the default spread (DSP), the term spread (TSP) and the relative interest rate (RR)). 
For tax levels (Tax low, Tax high and ΔTax), federal spending (ΔFederal spending), the budget (Budget / GDP) 
and federal debt (Federal debt / GDP), the full sample period consists of 59 yearly observations (1949-2007). 
Sentiment variables are annual: the Conference board survey is available for 1967-2008, the University of 
Michigan survey for 1952-2008, and the Baker and Wurgler (2006) sentiment index for 1962-2005. 

Series

Full Sample 

Mean Std.Dev. A.R.

SP500 - TBL 2.14 14.46 0.04
SP500 - INF 3.15 14.57 0.05
Vol SP500 12.38 7.22 0.53

ΔCredit spread 0.07 0.59 0.20
ΔM1 0.77 17.27 -0.05
Unexpected inflation 0.00 1.05 -0.01
Tax low 14.99 3.41 0.92
Tax high 61.57 22.31 0.96
ΔTax -0.46 2.35 0.22
ΔFederal spending 4.34 8.11 0.08
Budget / GDP -1.76 1.91 0.74
Federal debt / GDP 54.18 14.87 0.92

DY 3.49 1.41 0.99
DSP 0.93 0.41 0.96
TSP 1.34 1.14 0.95
RR 0.00 0.96 0.91
Conference board 96.65 25.26 0.48
University of Michigan 86.52 11.84 0.63
Baker and Wurgler sentiment index 0.00 1.00 0.71

cycle effect under partisan control of both the Senate and the Presidency: PDt  = 1 when there 
is partisan domination by either the Democrats or the Republicans over both the Senate and 
the Presidency at time t, and zero otherwise. The absence of partisan domination is indicated 
by PSt = 1 – PDt. Finally, we define two re-eligibility dummies RE t and NRE t = 1 – RE t, with  
RE t = 1 when there is a re-eligible president in office at time t, and zero otherwise. 
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5.2.3. Control variables
Since most of the variables examined in the propositions are in�uenced by business cycle 
�uctuations, any observed pattern in stock returns over the presidential cycle may simply 
coincide with the business cycle. To account for this e�ect, several well-documented control 
variables are used: the annualized dividend yield (DY), the term spread (TSP) between the yield 
to maturity of a ten-year Treasury note and the three-month Treasury bill, the default spread 
(DSP) between yields of BAA- and AAA-rated bonds, and the relative interest rate (RR) 
computed as the deviation of the three-month Treasury bill rate from its one-year moving 
average. The dividend yield of the S&P 500 is provided on Robert Shiller’s website, while 
the yields of the ten-year Treasury note, the three-month Treasury bill, BAA-rated bonds and 
AAA-rated bonds used to construct the term spread, the default spread, and the relative interest 
rate are all obtained from FRED. 

The dividend yield as a business cycle proxy has been used before to capture time variation 
in expected stock returns (Booth and Booth, 2003). The theory behind this relation is that 
stock prices are relatively low to dividends when discount rates and expected returns are high 
and vice versa (Fama, 1990). Chen, Roll and Ross (1986) argue that the spread of lower-grade 
and higher-grade bonds is a good proxy for business cycle �uctuations. �ey show that if 
business conditions are poor, spreads are likely to be high, and if business conditions are good, 
spreads are likely to be low. According to Fama and French (1989), the term spread is a good 
proxy for the business cycle since it decreases (increases) near peaks (troughs) of economic 
activity. The relative interest rate as a fourth control is included since many authors have noted 
that the level of short-time interest rates helps to forecast stock returns (e.g., Campbell, 1991; 
and Hodrick, 1992). However, since the short-term interest rate may be non-stationary over 
the sample period, it needs to be stochastically de-trended. Campbell (1991) suggests that 
the subtraction of a one-year moving average is a crude but e�ective way to do this.

To examine the impact of investor sentiment on the presidential cycle e�ect, several leading 
sentiment indicators are used. Lemmon and Portniaguina (2006) �nd evidence that consumer 
con�dence forecasts stock returns and macroeconomic activity. We follow their choice of 
con�dence indicators and include the Conference Board survey of consumer con�dence 
and the University of Michigan survey of consumer con�dence. The conference board data 
comes from Bloomberg. The University of Michigan data is from the FRED. Annual data for 
the Conference Board measure are available from 1967, while data for the University of Michigan 
survey begins in 1952. Both surveys are household surveys where consumers are asked about 
past, present, and future expectations. For investor sentiment, we use the composite index of 
Baker and Wurgler (2006), which is the �rst principal component of six sentiment measures: 
the closed-end fund discount, turnover, number of IPOs, average �rst-day IPO return, equity 
share in new issues, and the dividend premium. Annual data are available from 1962 onwards.8 

8 The composite index is available from the website of Je� Wurgler: http://pages.stern.nyu.edu/~jwurgler/.
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Baker and Wurgler (2006) show that investor sentiment has power to describe the cross-
section of expected stock returns, incremental to previously examined predictors. Lemmon and 
Portniaguina (2006) conclude that the sentiment in consumer con�dence is not strongly related 
to the composite investor sentiment.9

5.3. MODEL AND MAIN FINDINGS

5.3.1. Presidential cycle effect in the U.S. stock market
We measure the e�ect of the presidential cycle on U.S. stock market returns by running 
the following regression: 

 (5.1)

where stock returns are denoted by rt and the years in the presidential cycle by the dummy 
variables YRit for i = 1,..,4. Since the dummy variables and the constant are perfectly collinear, 
we estimate the model under the identi�cation restriction that the sum of betas equals zero, 
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9 Unreported augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) tests show that the null hypothesis of a unit root can be 
rejected for all our variables, except for both tax variables in levels (Tax low and Tax high), the dividend 
yield and the default spread. The persistence in the control variables is likely to increase, rather than 
decrease, their predictive power, which is conservative in our case. To deal with the persistence in the tax 
variables, we also include the changes in tax rates (ΔTax).
10 We use the following form for the Wald-test: 
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Table 5.2. Average returns, volatility and changes in credit spread during the presidential cycle
Table 5.2 presents the average excess and real returns of the S&P 500, the volatility of the S&P 500 and 
changes in the credit spread over the presidential cycle using the regression Yt= α+β1YR1t+ β2YR2t+ β3YR3t 
+ β4YR4t+ εt. The model is estimated under the identifying restriction 
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. All rates are represented in 
annualized percentage points, based on the full sample period and without controlling for business cycle 
variables. The ‘Returns’ columns under Panel A report the mean excess returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – TBL), 
the mean real returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – INF) and the mean volatility of the S&P 500 (Vol SP500), 
for all four years of the presidential cycle. The volatility of the S&P 500 is computed from within-month 
daily return data, using the approach of French, Schwert, and Stambaugh (1987). The coe�cients under 
the ‘Returns’ columns represent the average annualized return (or volatility) for the constant as well as in 
a speci�c year of the presidential cycle. The �rst number under the coe�cient represents the p-value under 
the null hypothesis that the coe�cient estimate is not signi�cantly di�erent from zero. �ese p-values are 
obtained by using Newey-West (1987) t-statistics. The numbers in square brackets are the p-values of the test 
conducted using a conditional bootstrap t-statistic. The coe�cients under the ‘Di�erences‘ columns report 
the Wald test statistic under the null that there is no di�erence in returns (or volatility) between the four years 
of the presidential cycle H0: β1= β2= β3= β4 (such that all betas are zero due to the identi�cation restriction) and 
under the null that there is no di�erence in returns (or volatility) between the �rst half and the second half of 
the presidential cycle, H0: β1+β2= β3+β4. The column ‘
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returns (or volatility) between the first half and the second half of the presidential cycle, 4321:0   H . The column “ 2R  “ displays 
the adjusted R-squared of the regression. Panel B shows the changes in the credit spread (ΔCredit spread) during the four years of the 
presidential cycle. The coefficients under the ‘Change in Spread’ columns represent the average annualized monthly change in the credit spread 
for the constant as well as in a specific year of the presidential cycle. All other numbers in Panel B are obtained in a similar manner as the 
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Full Sample (November 1948 to October 2008, 720 observations) 

Panel A: Stock Market Returns and Volatility 
  Returns  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H    
SP500 - TBL  2.14 -4.16 -5.60 10.64 -0.88 13.85 7.20   
  0.26 0.17 0.15 0.00 0.76  0.00 0.01   
   [ 0.21 ] [ 0.18 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.79 ]  [ 0.01 ] [ 0.01 ]  0.01 
SP500 - INF  3.15 -3.70 -5.60 10.44 -1.14 12.45 6.22   
  0.10 0.23 0.16 0.00 0.70  0.01 0.01   
   [ 0.27 ] [ 0.19 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.73 ]  [ 0.02 ] [ 0.02 ]  0.01 
            
Vol SP500  12.38 -1.28 0.81 0.40 0.07 4.35 0.29   
  0.00 0.05 0.27 0.56 0.93  0.23 0.59   
   [ 0.10 ] [ 0.24 ] [ 0.54 ] [ 0.95 ]  [ 0.26 ] [ 0.67 ]  0.01 

Panel B: Changes in Credit Spread 
  Change in Spread  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H   
ΔCredit spread  0.07 -0.06 0.27 -0.35 0.14 8.47 1.82   
  0.41 0.55 0.06 0.01 0.40  0.04 0.18   
     [ 0.58 ] [ 0.08] [ 0.02 ] [ 0.45 ]  [ 0.07 ] [ 0.22 ]   0.01 

	 	

’ displays the adjusted R-squared of the regression. 
Panel B shows the changes in the credit spread (ΔCredit spread) during the four years of the presidential 
cycle. The coe�cients under the ‘Change in Spread’ columns represent the average annualized monthly 
change in the credit spread for the constant as well as in a speci�c year of the presidential cycle. All other 
numbers in Panel B are obtained in a similar manner as the numbers in Panel A. 
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2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H    
SP500 - TBL  2.14 -4.16 -5.60 10.64 -0.88 13.85 7.20   
  0.26 0.17 0.15 0.00 0.76  0.00 0.01   
   [ 0.21 ] [ 0.18 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.79 ]  [ 0.01 ] [ 0.01 ]  0.01 
SP500 - INF  3.15 -3.70 -5.60 10.44 -1.14 12.45 6.22   
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Table 5.2 Average returns, volatility and changes in credit spread during the presidential cycle 
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restriction 0
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j
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business cycle variables. The ‘Returns’ columns under Panel A report the mean excess returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – TBL), the mean real 
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estimate is not significantly different from zero. These p-values are obtained by using Newey-West (1987) t-statistics. The numbers in square 
brackets are the p-values of the test conducted using a conditional bootstrap t-statistic. The coefficients under the ‘Differences‘ columns report 
the Wald test statistic under the null that there is no difference in returns (or volatility) between the four years of the presidential cycle
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the adjusted R-squared of the regression. Panel B shows the changes in the credit spread (ΔCredit spread) during the four years of the 
presidential cycle. The coefficients under the ‘Change in Spread’ columns represent the average annualized monthly change in the credit spread 
for the constant as well as in a specific year of the presidential cycle. All other numbers in Panel B are obtained in a similar manner as the 
numbers in Panel A.  
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during the first two years of the presidential cycle than during the last two years.12 Moreover, 
the Wald test statistics reported in the “Differences” columns indicate that there is a statistically 
significant difference in both excess and real returns between the four years of the cycle (at 
the 5 percent level), as well as between the first and second half of the cycle. Furthermore, 
Panel A presents strong evidence in favor of the existence of a third-year effect, which refers 
to the positive stock market performance observed during the third year of a presidential cycle 
(Beyer, Jensen and Johnson, 2008).  The third year effect is statistically significant at the 1 percent 
level for both excess and real returns. As a robustness check, we delete outlier observations 
from the S&P return series. More specifically, we calculate z-scores and delete observations that 
are statistically significant at the 1% level. Re-estimating the model without outliers leads to 
the same general pattern. Overall, the presidential cycle effect is present in the dataset with and 
without outliers.13

5.3.2. Presidential cycle effect in the u.s. corporate bond market
Next we investigate the presidential cycle effect in U.S. bond markets. The contingent-claims 
approach implies that the debt claim of a bondholder has features similar to holding a risk-free 
bond and a short position in a put option (Merton, 1974). Credit spreads should therefore 
increase if either asset values decline or asset volatilities increase (Collin-Dufresne, Goldstein 
and Martin, 2001). Moreover, credit spreads change with expected recovery rates. Altman and 
Kishore (1996) find that expected recovery rates are time-varying and a function of the overall 
business climate. Panel B of Table 5.2 displays the annualized monthly change in the credit 
spread during the four years of the presidential cycle for the full sample period.

Although there appears to be a presidential cycle pattern in spread changes, its presence is 
less clear than in stock market returns. Credit spreads widen on average during year two and 
four by 27 and 14 basis points, respectively. In the first and third year, by contrast, the credit 
spread contracts by 6 and more than 35 basis points on average, respectively. The latter is 
significant at the 5 percent level. Note that this is the first study of the presidential cycle that 
includes the November 2004 to October 2008 cycle. The 2008 events have a diminishing impact 
on the estimates of the fourth year effect in both the stock and credit market. Yet the presidential 
cycle pattern remains statistically significant in the data.  

12 Interestingly, returns are lower during the first half than during the second half of the cycle for each and 
every president included in our sample period. 
13 In three unreported robustness exercises, we include data prior to WW II, split the sample in two sub-
samples and analyze the value-weighted CRSP market from the website of Kenneth French. The presidential 
cycle effect appears to be very robust: it is present when we start the sample in November 1932, in both sub 
samples, and also appears in value-weighted CRSP returns.
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5.4. POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS
In this section we test whether any of the theories mentioned in earlier research provide a solid 
empirical explanation for the presidential cycle pattern documented in the previous sections. 
Section 5.4.1 discusses the various business cycle explanations. Section 5.4.2 examines whether 
the higher average returns are the result of time-varying risk. Section 5.4.3 focuses on the PEC 
hypothesis. Section 5.4.4 examines whether the presidential cycle is present in expected and 
unexpected returns, while Section 5.4.5 discusses changes in consumer and investor sentiment 
as potential explanations. 

5.4.1. Business cycle explanation
The most natural explanation for the correlation between the presidential cycle e�ect and U.S. 
stock market returns is based on a ‘proxy’ e�ect (Booth and Booth, 2003). The presidential cycle 
might merely re�ect variations in expected returns due to business cycle �uctuations. To test 
this ‘proxy’ hypothesis, we run the regression:

 (5.2)

where Xt is a vector containing macroeconomic variables associated with the business cycle and 
known to forecast stock market returns. We include the dividend yield (DY), the term spread 
(TSP), the default spread (DSP), and the relative interest rate (RR). If political variables such as 
YRit only contain return information that can be explained by business cycle �uctuations, then 
the coe�cients (β1, β2, β3, β4) should equal zero. 

Table 5.3 presents the results for excess and real returns of the S&P 500 and changes in 
the credit spread a�er controlling for business cycle �uctuations. All control variables are 
demeaned, such that the coe�cients of the political variables can be directly compared with 
those from Table 5.2. 

The presidential cycle pattern in stock market returns and credit spreads prevails even a�er 
controlling for business cycle �uctuations. Panel A reports the �ndings for the excess and real 
returns of the S&P 500. A clear presidential cycle pattern persists, consisting of lower returns 
during the �rst two years of the cycle compared to the latter half of the cycle. The �ndings are 
con�rmed by the Wald test statistics reported in the “Di�erences” columns. Average returns 
are statistically signi�cantly di�erent (at the 5 percent level) in excess and real terms between 
the four years of the cycle, as well as between the �rst and second half of the cycle (at the 5 
percent level). Furthermore, the existence of a third year e�ect also prevails a�er controlling 
for business cycle variables. Table 5.3, Panel B reports the �ndings for the credit spread and 
shows that the third year e�ect also prevails in credit markets, even a�er controlling for business  
cycle �uctuations.14 

14 In an unreported exercise, we lag the control variables by a month. �is leads to similar conclusions. 
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level.	Note	that	this	is	the	first	study	of	the	presidential	cycle	that	includes	the	last	November	2004	to	
October	2008	cycle.	The	2008	events	have	a	diminishing	impact	on	the	estimates	of	the	fourth	year	
effect	 in	 both	 the	 stock	 and	 credit	market.	 Yet	 the	 presidential	 cycle	 pattern	 remains	 statistically	
significant	in	the	data.			

1.4 Possible	explanations	

In	 this	 section	we	 test	whether	 any	 of	 the	 theories	mentioned	 in	 earlier	 research	 provide	 a	 solid	
empirical	explanation	for	the	presidential	cycle	pattern	documented	in	the	previous	sections.	Section	
5.4.1	discusses	the	various	business	cycle	explanations.	Section	5.4.2	examines	whether	the	higher	
average	 returns	 are	 the	 result	 of	 time‐varying	 risk.	 Section	 5.4.3	 focuses	 on	 the	 PEC	 hypothesis.	
Section	5.4.4	examines	whether	the	presidential	cycle	is	present	in	expected	and	unexpected	returns,	
while	Section	5.4.5	discusses	changes	in	consumer	and	investor	sentiment	as	potential	explanations.		

1.4.1 Business	cycle	explanation	

The	most	natural	explanation	for	the	correlation	between	the	presidential	cycle	effect	and	U.S.	stock	
market	 returns	 is	based	on	a	 ‘proxy’	 effect	 (Booth	and	Booth,	2003).	The	presidential	 cycle	might	
merely	reflect	variations	in	expected	returns	due	to	business	cycle	fluctuations.	To	test	this	 ‘proxy’	
hypothesis,	we	run	the	regression:	

ttttttt XYRYRYRYRr   '44332211 		 	 	 														(5.2)	

where tX 	 is	 a	 vector	 containing	macroeconomic	 variables	 associated	with	 the	 business	 cycle	 and	
known	to	forecast	stock	market	returns.	We	include	the	dividend	yield	(DY),	the	term	spread	(TSP),	
the	default	spread	(DSP),	and	 the	relative	 interest	rate	(RR).	 If	political	variables	such	as	YRit	only	
contain	return	information	that	can	be	explained	by	business	cycle	fluctuations,	then	the	coefficients	
( 4321 ,,,  )	should	equal	zero.		

Table	5.3	presents	the	results	for	excess	and	real	returns	of	the	S&P	500	and	changes	in	the	
credit	spread	after	controlling	for	business	cycle	fluctuations.	All	control	variables	are	demeaned,	such	
that	the	coefficients	of	the	political	variables	can	be	directly	compared	with	those	from	Table	5.2.		
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5.4.2. time-varying risk explanation
It could be the case that the third and the fourth year of the presidential cycle coincide with 
periods of high volatility. If more risky political policies are pursued in the final two years, 
this will be reflected in increased stock market risk, for which rational investors demand 
a higher expected return. We report the outcomes of formal tests of constant volatility over 
the presidential cycle in Tables 5.2 and 5.3. We run a monthly regression of within-month 
(realized) volatility on the four presidential cycle dummies, without (Table 5.2) and with (Table 
5.3) the business cycle variables. Analogously to our results for stock and credit markets, we test 
whether coefficients are equal across years and across the first and second half of the presidential 
cycle. Stock market volatility is 1.3 percent lower in the first year, which is significant at the 10 
percent level. Volatility is higher in year 2 (0.8 percent), year 3 (0.4 percent), and year 4 (0.1 
percent). Stock market risk appears to be relatively low, rather than high, in the third year. 
The two formal tests of equality of volatility cannot be rejected. Our empirical findings show 
that there is no indication that the presidential cycle pattern found in returns is a compensation 
for higher risk. By adding the business cycle control variables (Table 5.3), the effect found for 
year 1 is no longer significant, but conclusions are the same.

5.4.3. Pec hypothesis explanation
The presidential cycle effect in U.S. stock and bond markets is intriguing not only because of 
its economic significance, but also because there is no rational explanation for its existence. 
A possible explanation is provided by the PEC hypothesis. In the following, we empirically 
examine the PEC hypothesis by testing eight propositions. The first five propositions have 
a financial, inflation, fiscal or macroeconomic character. Any economic manipulation by an 
incumbent president will be directly visible in these propositions. The final three propositions 
have a political nature and aim at uncovering the possible political mechanism behind 
the presidential cycle effect.

Proposition 1: The PEC hypothesis suggests that an incumbent president could manipulate 

the economy by accelerating the growth of money supply prior to elections, thereby 

creating a presidential cycle pattern in the growth of money supply

One way for the incumbent president to manipulate the economy is by applying an expansionary 
economic policy during the second half of the presidential cycle.15 After the elections, 
the growth of money supply would need to slow down, in order to counter the inflationary 
pressure caused by the expansionary policy. Thus, the growth of money supply (M1) would be 
higher during the second half of the presidential term compared to the first half of the cycle. 

15 Although the Federal Reserve has considerable formal autonomy under American institutional 
arrangements, previous studies have concluded that the administration’s macroeconomic goals have some 
impact on the Federal Reserve Bank’s policy behavior (Hibbs, 1986). Furthermore, Beck (1982) argues that 
the Federal Reserve Bank does not appear to influence presidential elections, but does appear to respond to 
the desires of the incumbent president.   
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Table 5.3. Average returns, volatility and changes in credit spread during the presidential cycle, controlling 
for business cycle variables
Table 5.3 presents the average excess and real returns of the S&P 500, the volatility of the S&P 500 and 
changes in the credit spread during the presidential cycle, controlling for business cycle variables. All rates 
are represented in annualized percentage points and based on the full sample period. The impact of business 
cycle �uctuations is tested by running the following regression: Yt= α + β1YR1t + β2YR2t + β3YR3t + β4YR4t + 
γ’Xt + εt, where Xt is a vector containing the following control variables (dividend yield (DY), default spread 
(DSP), term spread (TSP) and the relative interest rate (RR)). The model is estimated under the identifying 
restriction 
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1.3 Model	and	main	findings	

1.3.1 Presidential	cycle	effect	in	the	U.S.	stock	market	

We	measure	the	effect	of	the	presidential	cycle	on	U.S.	stock	market	returns	by	running	the	following	
regression:		

tttttt YRYRYRYRr   44332211 	 	 	 	 														(5.1)	

where	stock	returns	are	denoted	by	 tr 	and	the	years	in	the	presidential	cycle	by	the	dummy	variables	

itYR 	for	i	=	1,..,4.	Since	the	dummy	variables	and	the	constant	are	perfectly	collinear,	we	estimate	the	

model	under	the	identification	restriction	that	the	sum	of	betas	equals	zero,	 0
4

1


j
j .	The	individual	

year	effects	should	thus	be	interpreted	as	the	returns	relative	to	the	mean.	The	total	return	for	any	
year	can	be	constructed	by	adding	the	constant	to	the	estimated	year	effect.	

	 Under	the	null	hypothesis,	the	presidential	cycle	has	no	effect	on	stock	market	returns,	which	
results	in	four	similar	beta	coefficients.	We	test	for	equality	of	coefficients,	i.e.,	 43210 :  H

which	under	the	restriction 0
4

1


j
j 	leads	to	the	reduced	model	 ttr   .		We	test	this	hypothesis	

using	a	standard	F‐test	or	Wald	test	of	the	usual	form.10		

Table	 5.2	 presents	 our	 initial	 findings.	 Panel	 A	 reports	 the	 results	 for	 the	 excess	 and	 real	
returns	of	the	S&P	500.	We	use	Newey‐West	(1987)	t‐values	as	well	as	bootstrapped	p‐values	to	test	
for	 significance	of	 parameters	 and	equality	 of	 returns	 across	 years.11	The	details	 of	 our	bootstrap	
procedure	can	be	found	in	the	appendix	at	the	end	of	this	chapter.	 	

                                                 

10	 We	 use	 the	 following	 form	 for	 the	 Wald‐test:	 � � ���� � ���������������� � ��	 where	 R	 is	 a	  Kq 
specification	matrix,	r	is	a  1q vector,	��	is	the  1K 	vector	of	parameter	estimates	and	��	its	covariance	matrix.	
Note	 that	 ��	 is	 singular,	 whereas	 �������	 is	 nonsingular.	 The	 test	 statistic	 follows	 asymptotically	 a	 Chi‐squared	
distribution:	  qW 2~  .		
11	We	set	the	number	of	lags	equal	to	Newey	and	West	(1987)	in	estimating	the	HAC	standard	errors.	Our	
conclusions,	however,	are	the	same	for	other	lag	lengths. 

. The estimates of  are not displayed in the interest of brevity.  The ‘Returns’ columns under 
Panel A report the mean excess returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – TBL), the mean real returns of the S&P 
500 (SP500 – INF) and the mean volatility of the S&P 500 (Vol SP500), for the constant and all four years 
of the presidential cycle. The volatility of the S&P 500 is computed from within-month daily return data, 
using the approach of French, Schwert, and Stambaugh (1987). The coe�cients under the ‘Returns’ columns 
represent the average annualized return (or volatility) in a speci�c year of the presidential cycle. The �rst 
number under the coe�cient represents the p-value under the null hypothesis that the coe�cient estimates 
are not signi�cantly di�erent from zero. �ese p-values are obtained by using Newey-West (1987) t-statistics. 
The numbers in square brackets are the p-values of the test conducted using a conditional bootstrap t-statistic. 
The coe�cients under the ‘Di�erences’ columns report the Wald test statistic under the null that there is 
no di�erence in returns (or volatility) between the four years of the presidential cycle H0: β1= β2= β3= β4 and 
under the null that there is no di�erence in returns (or volatility) between the �rst half and the second half of 
the presidential cycle (H0: β1+ β2= β3+ β4). The column ‘
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Table 5.2 Average returns, volatility and changes in credit spread during the presidential cycle 
 

Table 5.2 presents the average excess and real returns of the S&P 500, the volatility of the S&P 500 and changes in the credit spread over the 
presidential cycle using the regression tttttt YRYRYRYRY   44332211 . The model is estimated under the identifying 

restriction 0
4

1


j

j . All rates are represented in annualized percentage points, based on the full sample period and without controlling for 

business cycle variables. The ‘Returns’ columns under Panel A report the mean excess returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – TBL), the mean real 
returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – INF) and the mean volatility of the S&P 500 (Vol SP500), for all four years of the presidential cycle. The 
volatility of the S&P 500 is computed from within-month daily return data, using the approach of French, Schwert, and Stambaugh (1987). 
The coefficients under the ‘Returns’ columns represent the average annualized return (or volatility) for the constant as well as in a specific 
year of the presidential cycle. The first number under the coefficient represents the p-value under the null hypothesis that the coefficient 
estimate is not significantly different from zero. These p-values are obtained by using Newey-West (1987) t-statistics. The numbers in square 
brackets are the p-values of the test conducted using a conditional bootstrap t-statistic. The coefficients under the ‘Differences‘ columns report 
the Wald test statistic under the null that there is no difference in returns (or volatility) between the four years of the presidential cycle

4321:0  H  (such that all betas are zero due to the identification restriction) and under the null that there is no difference in 

returns (or volatility) between the first half and the second half of the presidential cycle, 4321:0   H . The column “ 2R  “ displays 
the adjusted R-squared of the regression. Panel B shows the changes in the credit spread (ΔCredit spread) during the four years of the 
presidential cycle. The coefficients under the ‘Change in Spread’ columns represent the average annualized monthly change in the credit spread 
for the constant as well as in a specific year of the presidential cycle. All other numbers in Panel B are obtained in a similar manner as the 
numbers in Panel A.  

 
Full Sample (November 1948 to October 2008, 720 observations) 

Panel A: Stock Market Returns and Volatility 
  Returns  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H    
SP500 - TBL  2.14 -4.16 -5.60 10.64 -0.88 13.85 7.20   
  0.26 0.17 0.15 0.00 0.76  0.00 0.01   
   [ 0.21 ] [ 0.18 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.79 ]  [ 0.01 ] [ 0.01 ]  0.01 
SP500 - INF  3.15 -3.70 -5.60 10.44 -1.14 12.45 6.22   
  0.10 0.23 0.16 0.00 0.70  0.01 0.01   
   [ 0.27 ] [ 0.19 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.73 ]  [ 0.02 ] [ 0.02 ]  0.01 
            
Vol SP500  12.38 -1.28 0.81 0.40 0.07 4.35 0.29   
  0.00 0.05 0.27 0.56 0.93  0.23 0.59   
   [ 0.10 ] [ 0.24 ] [ 0.54 ] [ 0.95 ]  [ 0.26 ] [ 0.67 ]  0.01 

Panel B: Changes in Credit Spread 
  Change in Spread  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H   
ΔCredit spread  0.07 -0.06 0.27 -0.35 0.14 8.47 1.82   
  0.41 0.55 0.06 0.01 0.40  0.04 0.18   
     [ 0.58 ] [ 0.08] [ 0.02 ] [ 0.45 ]  [ 0.07 ] [ 0.22 ]   0.01 

	 	

’ displays the adjusted R-squared of the regression. 
Panel B displays the changes in the credit spread (ΔCredit spread) during the four years of the presidential 
cycle. The coe�cients under the ‘Change in Spread’ columns represent the average annualized monthly 
change in the credit spread for the constant as well as in a speci�c year of the presidential cycle. All other 
numbers in Panel B are obtained in a similar manner as the numbers in Panel A. 
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brackets are the p-values of the test conducted using a conditional bootstrap t-statistic. The coefficients under the ‘Differences‘ columns report 
the Wald test statistic under the null that there is no difference in returns (or volatility) between the four years of the presidential cycle

4321:0  H  (such that all betas are zero due to the identification restriction) and under the null that there is no difference in 

returns (or volatility) between the first half and the second half of the presidential cycle, 4321:0   H . The column “ 2R  “ displays 
the adjusted R-squared of the regression. Panel B shows the changes in the credit spread (ΔCredit spread) during the four years of the 
presidential cycle. The coefficients under the ‘Change in Spread’ columns represent the average annualized monthly change in the credit spread 
for the constant as well as in a specific year of the presidential cycle. All other numbers in Panel B are obtained in a similar manner as the 
numbers in Panel A.  

 
Full Sample (November 1948 to October 2008, 720 observations) 

Panel A: Stock Market Returns and Volatility 
  Returns  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H    
SP500 - TBL  2.14 -4.16 -5.60 10.64 -0.88 13.85 7.20   
  0.26 0.17 0.15 0.00 0.76  0.00 0.01   
   [ 0.21 ] [ 0.18 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.79 ]  [ 0.01 ] [ 0.01 ]  0.01 
SP500 - INF  3.15 -3.70 -5.60 10.44 -1.14 12.45 6.22   
  0.10 0.23 0.16 0.00 0.70  0.01 0.01   
   [ 0.27 ] [ 0.19 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.73 ]  [ 0.02 ] [ 0.02 ]  0.01 
            
Vol SP500  12.38 -1.28 0.81 0.40 0.07 4.35 0.29   
  0.00 0.05 0.27 0.56 0.93  0.23 0.59   
   [ 0.10 ] [ 0.24 ] [ 0.54 ] [ 0.95 ]  [ 0.26 ] [ 0.67 ]  0.01 

Panel B: Changes in Credit Spread 
  Change in Spread  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H   
ΔCredit spread  0.07 -0.06 0.27 -0.35 0.14 8.47 1.82   
  0.41 0.55 0.06 0.01 0.40  0.04 0.18   
     [ 0.58 ] [ 0.08] [ 0.02 ] [ 0.45 ]  [ 0.07 ] [ 0.22 ]   0.01 

	 	

α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 H0:β1=β2=β3=β4 H0:β1+β2=β3+β4

SP500 - TBL 2.14 -2.71 -6.97 10.46 -0.78 13.89 7.82
0.24 0.39 0.06 0.00 0.80 0.00 0.01

[0.43] [0.08] [0.00] [0.82] [0.01] [0.01] 0.03
SP500 - INF 3.15 -2.10 -6.93 10.16 -1.14 12.22 6.35

0.10 0.51 0.07 0.00 0.72 0.01 0.01
[0.55] [0.11] [0.00] [0.74] [0.03] [0.02] 0.03

Vol SP500 12.38 -0.82 0.93 0.07 -0.19 2.82 0.02
0.00 0.18 0.17 0.92 0.78 0.42 0.88

[0.28] [0.17] [0.92] [0.82] [0.50] [0.91] 0.12
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Table 5.2 Average returns, volatility and changes in credit spread during the presidential cycle 
 

Table 5.2 presents the average excess and real returns of the S&P 500, the volatility of the S&P 500 and changes in the credit spread over the 
presidential cycle using the regression tttttt YRYRYRYRY   44332211 . The model is estimated under the identifying 

restriction 0
4

1


j

j . All rates are represented in annualized percentage points, based on the full sample period and without controlling for 

business cycle variables. The ‘Returns’ columns under Panel A report the mean excess returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – TBL), the mean real 
returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – INF) and the mean volatility of the S&P 500 (Vol SP500), for all four years of the presidential cycle. The 
volatility of the S&P 500 is computed from within-month daily return data, using the approach of French, Schwert, and Stambaugh (1987). 
The coefficients under the ‘Returns’ columns represent the average annualized return (or volatility) for the constant as well as in a specific 
year of the presidential cycle. The first number under the coefficient represents the p-value under the null hypothesis that the coefficient 
estimate is not significantly different from zero. These p-values are obtained by using Newey-West (1987) t-statistics. The numbers in square 
brackets are the p-values of the test conducted using a conditional bootstrap t-statistic. The coefficients under the ‘Differences‘ columns report 
the Wald test statistic under the null that there is no difference in returns (or volatility) between the four years of the presidential cycle

4321:0  H  (such that all betas are zero due to the identification restriction) and under the null that there is no difference in 

returns (or volatility) between the first half and the second half of the presidential cycle, 4321:0   H . The column “ 2R  “ displays 
the adjusted R-squared of the regression. Panel B shows the changes in the credit spread (ΔCredit spread) during the four years of the 
presidential cycle. The coefficients under the ‘Change in Spread’ columns represent the average annualized monthly change in the credit spread 
for the constant as well as in a specific year of the presidential cycle. All other numbers in Panel B are obtained in a similar manner as the 
numbers in Panel A.  

 
Full Sample (November 1948 to October 2008, 720 observations) 

Panel A: Stock Market Returns and Volatility 
  Returns  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H    
SP500 - TBL  2.14 -4.16 -5.60 10.64 -0.88 13.85 7.20   
  0.26 0.17 0.15 0.00 0.76  0.00 0.01   
   [ 0.21 ] [ 0.18 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.79 ]  [ 0.01 ] [ 0.01 ]  0.01 
SP500 - INF  3.15 -3.70 -5.60 10.44 -1.14 12.45 6.22   
  0.10 0.23 0.16 0.00 0.70  0.01 0.01   
   [ 0.27 ] [ 0.19 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.73 ]  [ 0.02 ] [ 0.02 ]  0.01 
            
Vol SP500  12.38 -1.28 0.81 0.40 0.07 4.35 0.29   
  0.00 0.05 0.27 0.56 0.93  0.23 0.59   
   [ 0.10 ] [ 0.24 ] [ 0.54 ] [ 0.95 ]  [ 0.26 ] [ 0.67 ]  0.01 

Panel B: Changes in Credit Spread 
  Change in Spread  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H   
ΔCredit spread  0.07 -0.06 0.27 -0.35 0.14 8.47 1.82   
  0.41 0.55 0.06 0.01 0.40  0.04 0.18   
     [ 0.58 ] [ 0.08] [ 0.02 ] [ 0.45 ]  [ 0.07 ] [ 0.22 ]   0.01 

	 	

α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 H0:β1=β2=β3=β4 H0:β1+β2=β3+β4

ΔCredit spread 0.07 -0.02 0.19 -0.40 0.23 8.35 1.41
0.38 0.87 0.16 0.01 0.09 0.04 0.23

  [0.88] [0.19] [0.01] [0.11]   [0.07] [0.26]   0.07
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Chappell and Keech (1986) investigate the link between electoral politics and macroeconomic 
outcomes, thereby focusing on the average growth of money supply (using M1). They find that 
electoral politics have a significant effect as the average growth of money supply is higher under 
Democratic than under Republican administrations. Moreover, Beck (1987) and Grier (1987) 
examine the quarterly money growth for an electorally induced cycle and find strong evidence 
that elections have a substantial influence on the behavior of M1. Grier (1987) also reports 
a significant pattern of deceleration in the year following an election with accelerating growth 
the next three years. However, these findings rest on somewhat outdated and limited datasets.16 
Our sample period runs from November 1948 to October 2008 and consists of 720 monthly 
observations. This allows for a more robust analysis of the relation between the presidential 
cycle and the growth of money supply.

Panel A in Table 5.4 shows that there is no presidential cycle pattern in the growth of money 
supply, as the growth is actually the highest during the first year of the cycle. This is inconsistent 
with the PEC hypothesis. Furthermore, none of the findings are statistically significant. The first 
proposition is therefore rejected and the results are not supportive for the PEC proposition. 

Propostion 2: According to the PEC hypothesis, there will be a presidential cycle pattern in 

unexpected inflation, consisting of higher unexpected inflation during the second half of 

the cycle compared to the first half

Related to the first proposition, the government might stimulate the economy in the short-run 
by creating unexpected inflation (‘demand-pull’), as a result of increased spending. Although 
the signs of our findings in Panel A of Table 5.4 are somewhat supportive for the presence 
of a presidential cycle pattern (negative unexpected inflation in the first year, and somewhat 
higher unexpected inflation in the fourth year of the cycle), none of the findings are statistically 
significant. We therefore also reject the second PEC proposition.

Proposition 3: According to the PEC hypothesis, there will be a presidential cycle pattern 

visible in the U.S. income tax levels

The PBC theory argues that stimulative fiscal policies will enhance the public’s sense of well-
being prior to the presidential elections. A politically popular manipulation of the economy 
by an incumbent president could be to lower the income tax levels prior to the elections, as 
the level of disposable personal income has an effect on presidential popularity (Golden and 
Poterba, 1980). Therefore, if incumbent presidents manipulate the economy through tax levels, 
we expect that average income tax levels will be lower during the second half of the presidential 
cycle compared to the first. The results in Panel B of Table 5.4 do not indicate a presidential 

16 The quarterly dataset used by Beck (1987) starts in 1961:I and ends in 1984:III, the quarterly dataset of 
Chappell and Keech covers the period 1953:1 to 1984:IV, and the quarterly dataset of Grier (1987) runs 
from 1961:I till 1980:IV.
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cycle e�ect in U.S. income tax levels.17 If anything, tax levels are higher, and not lower, during 
the second half of the cycle. When comparing the four years of the presidential cycle, we do not 
�nd statistically signi�cant di�erences in either the lowest income tax level, the highest income 
tax level or the change in the mean tax levels. �erefore, our empirical results are not supportive 
for the PEC hypothesis.

Proposition 4: According to the PEC hypothesis, U.S. real federal spending will increase 

during the second half of the presidential cycle and decrease during the �rst half of  

the cycle

The economic manipulations by an incumbent president, consisting of stimulative �scal measures 
and corporate friendly policies, should have a direct impact on U.S. federal spending. Although 
the president shares authority for federal spending with Congress, federal spending can still 
be considered as an important measure of stimulation. For instance, Kiewiet and McCubbins 
(1985) �nd a two-year cycle in federal spending during the congressional election cycle. �is 
would work to the advantage of an incumbent president as federal spending signi�cantly 
accelerates in the year prior to congressional elections. Since half of the congressional elections 
coincide with presidential elections, this would also contribute to the incumbent president’s 
chance of re-election. Under the PEC hypothesis, we would therefore expect to �nd higher 
federal spending during the second half of the presidential cycle. Panel B in Table 5.4 indicates 
that with the exception of the fourth year (which indicates the highest acceleration of real federal 
spending, a �nding that is supportive for the PEC hypothesis, but not signi�cant), most of our 
empirical �ndings indicate no presence of a presidential cycle pattern in real federal spending. 
As none of the di�erences are statistically signi�cant, we also reject this proposition.

Proposition 5: If the PEC hypothesis holds, there will be a presidential cycle pattern in the 

U.S. budget and the total amount of U.S. federal debt, consisting of higher levels during 

the second half of the cycle compared to the �rst half

Potential economic manipulations by the incumbent president during the second half of 
the presidential term will lead to higher federal outlays (increased spending) and lower federal 
income (cutting of taxes), thereby increasing the U.S. budget de�cit (or decreasing a budget 
surplus) and the total amount of U.S. federal debt. The growth in budget de�cit will decrease (or 
even disappear) during the �rst half of the cycle, when federal outlays are reduced and federal 
income is increased. �is is con�rmed by Alesina (1989), who presents evidence that federal 
government budget de�cits tend to rise in the election year. However, Wong and McAleer (2009) 
argue that an incumbent president enhances his chances of re-election by lowering the budget 

17 We also analyze the total real level of U.S. income tax receipts as well as the total real level of U.S. 
corporation tax receipts, which were both obtained from the budget of the United States government (see 
http://www.gpoaccess.gov/usbudget/). In line with the other evidence that we report, we �nd no statistically 
signi�cant di�erences during the presidential cycle for either variable.
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Table 5.4. Financial variables during the presidential cycle, controlling for business cycle variables
Table 5.4 displays the �nancial variables of the tested propositions during the four years of the presidential 
cycle, a�er controlling for business cycle �uctuations by running the following regression: Yt= α + β1YR1t 

+ β2YR2t + β3YR3t + β4YR4t + γ’Xt + εt, where Xt is a vector containing the control variables (dividend yield 
(DY), default spread (DSP), term spread (TSP) and relative interest rate (RR)). The model is estimated under 
the identifying restriction 
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1.3 Model	and	main	findings	

1.3.1 Presidential	cycle	effect	in	the	U.S.	stock	market	

We	measure	the	effect	of	the	presidential	cycle	on	U.S.	stock	market	returns	by	running	the	following	
regression:		

tttttt YRYRYRYRr   44332211 	 	 	 	 														(5.1)	

where	stock	returns	are	denoted	by	 tr 	and	the	years	in	the	presidential	cycle	by	the	dummy	variables	

itYR 	for	i	=	1,..,4.	Since	the	dummy	variables	and	the	constant	are	perfectly	collinear,	we	estimate	the	

model	under	the	identification	restriction	that	the	sum	of	betas	equals	zero,	 0
4

1


j
j .	The	individual	

year	effects	should	thus	be	interpreted	as	the	returns	relative	to	the	mean.	The	total	return	for	any	
year	can	be	constructed	by	adding	the	constant	to	the	estimated	year	effect.	

	 Under	the	null	hypothesis,	the	presidential	cycle	has	no	effect	on	stock	market	returns,	which	
results	in	four	similar	beta	coefficients.	We	test	for	equality	of	coefficients,	i.e.,	 43210 :  H

which	under	the	restriction 0
4

1


j
j 	leads	to	the	reduced	model	 ttr   .		We	test	this	hypothesis	

using	a	standard	F‐test	or	Wald	test	of	the	usual	form.10		

Table	 5.2	 presents	 our	 initial	 findings.	 Panel	 A	 reports	 the	 results	 for	 the	 excess	 and	 real	
returns	of	the	S&P	500.	We	use	Newey‐West	(1987)	t‐values	as	well	as	bootstrapped	p‐values	to	test	
for	 significance	of	 parameters	 and	equality	 of	 returns	 across	 years.11	The	details	 of	 our	bootstrap	
procedure	can	be	found	in	the	appendix	at	the	end	of	this	chapter.	 	

                                                 

10	 We	 use	 the	 following	 form	 for	 the	 Wald‐test:	 � � ���� � ���������������� � ��	 where	 R	 is	 a	  Kq 
specification	matrix,	r	is	a  1q vector,	��	is	the  1K 	vector	of	parameter	estimates	and	��	its	covariance	matrix.	
Note	 that	 ��	 is	 singular,	 whereas	 �������	 is	 nonsingular.	 The	 test	 statistic	 follows	 asymptotically	 a	 Chi‐squared	
distribution:	  qW 2~  .		
11	We	set	the	number	of	lags	equal	to	Newey	and	West	(1987)	in	estimating	the	HAC	standard	errors.	Our	
conclusions,	however,	are	the	same	for	other	lag	lengths. 

. Panel A presents the results for monthly variables based on the full sample 
period (November 1948 to October 2008), while Panel B reports the results for annual variables based on 
the full sample period (1949-2007). The ‘Changes’ columns report monthly or annual observations of 
the �nancial variables for all four years of the presidential cycle. ‘ΔM1’ represents the average annualized 
real growth in money supply. ‘Unexpected in�ation’ is the residual from a time-series model of in�ation in 
the spirit of Fama and Schwert (1977), ‘Tax low’ is the average income tax level for the lowest tax bracket, ‘Tax 
high’ displays the highest bracket, while ‘ΔTax’ represents the average change in mean tax level of the highest 
and lowest brackets. ‘ΔFederal spending’ reports the average real change in federal spending. ‘Budget / GDP’ 
represents the budget de�cit or surplus as a percentage of GDP, while ‘Federal debt / GDP’ displays federal debt 
as a percentage of GDP. The �rst number under the coe�cient shows the p-value under the null hypothesis 
that the coe�cient estimates are not signi�cantly di�erent from zero. �ese p-values are obtained by using 
Newey-West (1987) t-statistics. The numbers in square brackets are the p-values of the test conducted using 
a conditional bootstrap t-statistic. The coe�cients under the ‘Di�erences’ columns report the Wald test 
statistic under the null that there is no di�erence in outcome between the four years of the presidential cycle 
H0: β1= β2= β3= β4 (such that all betas are zero due to the identi�cation restriction) and under the null that 
there is no di�erence in outcome between the �rst half and the second half of the presidential cycle (H0: β1+ 
β2= β3+ β4). The column ‘
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Table 5.2 Average returns, volatility and changes in credit spread during the presidential cycle 
 

Table 5.2 presents the average excess and real returns of the S&P 500, the volatility of the S&P 500 and changes in the credit spread over the 
presidential cycle using the regression tttttt YRYRYRYRY   44332211 . The model is estimated under the identifying 

restriction 0
4

1


j

j . All rates are represented in annualized percentage points, based on the full sample period and without controlling for 

business cycle variables. The ‘Returns’ columns under Panel A report the mean excess returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – TBL), the mean real 
returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – INF) and the mean volatility of the S&P 500 (Vol SP500), for all four years of the presidential cycle. The 
volatility of the S&P 500 is computed from within-month daily return data, using the approach of French, Schwert, and Stambaugh (1987). 
The coefficients under the ‘Returns’ columns represent the average annualized return (or volatility) for the constant as well as in a specific 
year of the presidential cycle. The first number under the coefficient represents the p-value under the null hypothesis that the coefficient 
estimate is not significantly different from zero. These p-values are obtained by using Newey-West (1987) t-statistics. The numbers in square 
brackets are the p-values of the test conducted using a conditional bootstrap t-statistic. The coefficients under the ‘Differences‘ columns report 
the Wald test statistic under the null that there is no difference in returns (or volatility) between the four years of the presidential cycle

4321:0  H  (such that all betas are zero due to the identification restriction) and under the null that there is no difference in 

returns (or volatility) between the first half and the second half of the presidential cycle, 4321:0   H . The column “ 2R  “ displays 
the adjusted R-squared of the regression. Panel B shows the changes in the credit spread (ΔCredit spread) during the four years of the 
presidential cycle. The coefficients under the ‘Change in Spread’ columns represent the average annualized monthly change in the credit spread 
for the constant as well as in a specific year of the presidential cycle. All other numbers in Panel B are obtained in a similar manner as the 
numbers in Panel A.  

 
Full Sample (November 1948 to October 2008, 720 observations) 

Panel A: Stock Market Returns and Volatility 
  Returns  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H    
SP500 - TBL  2.14 -4.16 -5.60 10.64 -0.88 13.85 7.20   
  0.26 0.17 0.15 0.00 0.76  0.00 0.01   
   [ 0.21 ] [ 0.18 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.79 ]  [ 0.01 ] [ 0.01 ]  0.01 
SP500 - INF  3.15 -3.70 -5.60 10.44 -1.14 12.45 6.22   
  0.10 0.23 0.16 0.00 0.70  0.01 0.01   
   [ 0.27 ] [ 0.19 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.73 ]  [ 0.02 ] [ 0.02 ]  0.01 
            
Vol SP500  12.38 -1.28 0.81 0.40 0.07 4.35 0.29   
  0.00 0.05 0.27 0.56 0.93  0.23 0.59   
   [ 0.10 ] [ 0.24 ] [ 0.54 ] [ 0.95 ]  [ 0.26 ] [ 0.67 ]  0.01 

Panel B: Changes in Credit Spread 
  Change in Spread  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H   
ΔCredit spread  0.07 -0.06 0.27 -0.35 0.14 8.47 1.82   
  0.41 0.55 0.06 0.01 0.40  0.04 0.18   
     [ 0.58 ] [ 0.08] [ 0.02 ] [ 0.45 ]  [ 0.07 ] [ 0.22 ]   0.01 

	 	

’ displays the adjusted R-squared of the regression. All numbers in Panel B are 
obtained in a similar manner as the numbers in Panel A. 

Pan el  A :  Fu l l  S ampl e  b a s e d  on  Mont h l y  O b s er v at i ons  
( Novemb er  1 9 4 8  to  O c tob er  2 0 0 8 ,  7 2 0  ob s er v at i ons )

Changes Di�erences
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Table 5.2 Average returns, volatility and changes in credit spread during the presidential cycle 
 

Table 5.2 presents the average excess and real returns of the S&P 500, the volatility of the S&P 500 and changes in the credit spread over the 
presidential cycle using the regression tttttt YRYRYRYRY   44332211 . The model is estimated under the identifying 

restriction 0
4

1


j

j . All rates are represented in annualized percentage points, based on the full sample period and without controlling for 

business cycle variables. The ‘Returns’ columns under Panel A report the mean excess returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – TBL), the mean real 
returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – INF) and the mean volatility of the S&P 500 (Vol SP500), for all four years of the presidential cycle. The 
volatility of the S&P 500 is computed from within-month daily return data, using the approach of French, Schwert, and Stambaugh (1987). 
The coefficients under the ‘Returns’ columns represent the average annualized return (or volatility) for the constant as well as in a specific 
year of the presidential cycle. The first number under the coefficient represents the p-value under the null hypothesis that the coefficient 
estimate is not significantly different from zero. These p-values are obtained by using Newey-West (1987) t-statistics. The numbers in square 
brackets are the p-values of the test conducted using a conditional bootstrap t-statistic. The coefficients under the ‘Differences‘ columns report 
the Wald test statistic under the null that there is no difference in returns (or volatility) between the four years of the presidential cycle

4321:0  H  (such that all betas are zero due to the identification restriction) and under the null that there is no difference in 

returns (or volatility) between the first half and the second half of the presidential cycle, 4321:0   H . The column “ 2R  “ displays 
the adjusted R-squared of the regression. Panel B shows the changes in the credit spread (ΔCredit spread) during the four years of the 
presidential cycle. The coefficients under the ‘Change in Spread’ columns represent the average annualized monthly change in the credit spread 
for the constant as well as in a specific year of the presidential cycle. All other numbers in Panel B are obtained in a similar manner as the 
numbers in Panel A.  

 
Full Sample (November 1948 to October 2008, 720 observations) 

Panel A: Stock Market Returns and Volatility 
  Returns  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H    
SP500 - TBL  2.14 -4.16 -5.60 10.64 -0.88 13.85 7.20   
  0.26 0.17 0.15 0.00 0.76  0.00 0.01   
   [ 0.21 ] [ 0.18 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.79 ]  [ 0.01 ] [ 0.01 ]  0.01 
SP500 - INF  3.15 -3.70 -5.60 10.44 -1.14 12.45 6.22   
  0.10 0.23 0.16 0.00 0.70  0.01 0.01   
   [ 0.27 ] [ 0.19 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.73 ]  [ 0.02 ] [ 0.02 ]  0.01 
            
Vol SP500  12.38 -1.28 0.81 0.40 0.07 4.35 0.29   
  0.00 0.05 0.27 0.56 0.93  0.23 0.59   
   [ 0.10 ] [ 0.24 ] [ 0.54 ] [ 0.95 ]  [ 0.26 ] [ 0.67 ]  0.01 

Panel B: Changes in Credit Spread 
  Change in Spread  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H   
ΔCredit spread  0.07 -0.06 0.27 -0.35 0.14 8.47 1.82   
  0.41 0.55 0.06 0.01 0.40  0.04 0.18   
     [ 0.58 ] [ 0.08] [ 0.02 ] [ 0.45 ]  [ 0.07 ] [ 0.22 ]   0.01 

	 	

α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 H0:β1=β2=β3=β4 H0:β1+β2=β3+β4

ΔM1 0.77 0.50 -0.16 0.10 -0.45 0.72 0.15
0.09 0.46 0.84 0.88 0.58 0.87 0.70

[0.46] [0.79] [0.85] [0.57] [0.80] [0.73] 0.02
Unexpected in�ation 0.00 -0.25 0.10 0.04 0.11 1.77 0.43

1.00 0.19 0.66 0.84 0.57 0.62 0.51
[0.16] [0.57] [0.79] [0.52] [0.46] [0.51] 0.02

de�cit prior to the presidential elections, instead of raising it. �ey state that the fourth year of 
the cycle will therefore display a decreasing budget de�cit (or increasing surplus). Our empirical 
�ndings in Table 5.4, Panel B, indicate no evidence for the presence of a presidential cycle pattern 
in either the U.S. budget or in the total amount of U.S. federal debt. The empirical �ndings reject 
our ��h proposition and are therefore not supportive for the PEC hypothesis.

Proposition 6: According to the PEC hypothesis, the partisanship of the presidency will 

have no impact on the strength of the presidential cycle effect

The PEC hypothesis states that the impact of the presidential cycle e�ect on U.S. stock market 
returns is similar under Democratic and Republican administrations, since both have the same 
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Table 5.4. (continued)

Pan el  B :  Fu l l  S ampl e  b a s e d  on  Ye ar l y  O b s er v at i ons  ( 1 9 4 9  -  2 0 0 7 ,  5 9  ob s er v at i ons )
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Table 5.2 Average returns, volatility and changes in credit spread during the presidential cycle 
 

Table 5.2 presents the average excess and real returns of the S&P 500, the volatility of the S&P 500 and changes in the credit spread over the 
presidential cycle using the regression tttttt YRYRYRYRY   44332211 . The model is estimated under the identifying 

restriction 0
4

1


j

j . All rates are represented in annualized percentage points, based on the full sample period and without controlling for 

business cycle variables. The ‘Returns’ columns under Panel A report the mean excess returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – TBL), the mean real 
returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – INF) and the mean volatility of the S&P 500 (Vol SP500), for all four years of the presidential cycle. The 
volatility of the S&P 500 is computed from within-month daily return data, using the approach of French, Schwert, and Stambaugh (1987). 
The coefficients under the ‘Returns’ columns represent the average annualized return (or volatility) for the constant as well as in a specific 
year of the presidential cycle. The first number under the coefficient represents the p-value under the null hypothesis that the coefficient 
estimate is not significantly different from zero. These p-values are obtained by using Newey-West (1987) t-statistics. The numbers in square 
brackets are the p-values of the test conducted using a conditional bootstrap t-statistic. The coefficients under the ‘Differences‘ columns report 
the Wald test statistic under the null that there is no difference in returns (or volatility) between the four years of the presidential cycle

4321:0  H  (such that all betas are zero due to the identification restriction) and under the null that there is no difference in 

returns (or volatility) between the first half and the second half of the presidential cycle, 4321:0   H . The column “ 2R  “ displays 
the adjusted R-squared of the regression. Panel B shows the changes in the credit spread (ΔCredit spread) during the four years of the 
presidential cycle. The coefficients under the ‘Change in Spread’ columns represent the average annualized monthly change in the credit spread 
for the constant as well as in a specific year of the presidential cycle. All other numbers in Panel B are obtained in a similar manner as the 
numbers in Panel A.  

 
Full Sample (November 1948 to October 2008, 720 observations) 

Panel A: Stock Market Returns and Volatility 
  Returns  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H    
SP500 - TBL  2.14 -4.16 -5.60 10.64 -0.88 13.85 7.20   
  0.26 0.17 0.15 0.00 0.76  0.00 0.01   
   [ 0.21 ] [ 0.18 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.79 ]  [ 0.01 ] [ 0.01 ]  0.01 
SP500 - INF  3.15 -3.70 -5.60 10.44 -1.14 12.45 6.22   
  0.10 0.23 0.16 0.00 0.70  0.01 0.01   
   [ 0.27 ] [ 0.19 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.73 ]  [ 0.02 ] [ 0.02 ]  0.01 
            
Vol SP500  12.38 -1.28 0.81 0.40 0.07 4.35 0.29   
  0.00 0.05 0.27 0.56 0.93  0.23 0.59   
   [ 0.10 ] [ 0.24 ] [ 0.54 ] [ 0.95 ]  [ 0.26 ] [ 0.67 ]  0.01 

Panel B: Changes in Credit Spread 
  Change in Spread  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H   
ΔCredit spread  0.07 -0.06 0.27 -0.35 0.14 8.47 1.82   
  0.41 0.55 0.06 0.01 0.40  0.04 0.18   
     [ 0.58 ] [ 0.08] [ 0.02 ] [ 0.45 ]  [ 0.07 ] [ 0.22 ]   0.01 

	 	

α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 H0:β1=β2=β3=β4 H0:β1+β2=β3+β4

Tax low 15.00 -0.45 -0.18 0.18 0.46 2.31 1.28
0.00 0.22 0.68 0.67 0.32 0.51 0.26

[0.09] [0.64] [0.59] [0.26] [0.24] [0.25] 0.41
Tax high 61.58 -1.20 -1.49 1.84 0.85 1.09 0.81

0.00 0.60 0.53 0.36 0.70 0.78 0.37
[0.70] [0.45] [0.17] [0.70] [0.63] [0.45] 0.42

ΔTax -0.46 0.42 -0.28 0.26 -0.40 1.90 0.07
0.18 0.38 0.57 0.56 0.44 0.59 0.79

[0.41] [0.60] [0.57] [0.48] [0.68] [0.81] -0.01
ΔFederal spending 4.38 0.06 -1.53 -0.78 2.25 0.76 0.41

0.00 0.97 0.41 0.63 0.43 0.86 0.53
[0.97] [0.48] [0.70] [0.48] [0.91] [0.57] 0.02

Budget / GDP -1.76 0.14 0.06 -0.03 -0.16 0.48 0.27
0.00 0.65 0.81 0.93 0.52 0.92 0.60

[0.57] [0.76] [0.91] [0.45] [0.86] [0.55] 0.36
Federal debt / GDP 54.15 -0.46 2.89 -0.41 -2.02 3.32 1.07

0.00 0.78 0.08 0.78 0.31 0.34 0.31
  [0.62] [0.00] [0.58] [0.10] [0.01] [0.10] 0.32

objective: enhancing their chances of re-election. �is claim is based on the political business 
cycle theory developed by Nordhaus (1975). Nordhaus argues that presidential administrations 
have an incentive to manipulate the economy prior to elections, regardless of the political 
orientation of the incumbent administration. However, Hibbs (1977) and Alesina and Sachs 
(1988) reject this pure political business cycle theory and �nd evidence for the existence of 
a partisan business cycle theory in the United States. The partisan business cycle theory suggests 
that the Democratic party expresses greater aversion to unemployment and less aversion to 
in�ation than the Republican party. The partisanship of the administration therefore determines 
the policy pursued to manipulate the economy. According to Hibbs (1977) and Alesina and 
Sachs (1988) this results in di�erent returns under Democratic or Republican administrations. 
Santa-Clara and Valkanov (2003) con�rm the existence of such a partisan business cycle in U.S. 
stock markets. However, it is unclear whether this partisan business cycle has any in�uence on 
the presidential cycle e�ect.

Table 5.5, Panel A, presents separately the excess returns of the S&P 500 under Democratic 
and Republican administrations. Our �ndings indicate an overall outperformance under 
Democratic presidencies, as returns are higher under Democratic administrations than under 
Republican administrations for every year of the presidential cycle. �is corroborates earlier 
�ndings by Santa-Clara and Valkanov (2003). Panel A also shows that the presidential cycle 
that we document operates on top of the previously documented return di�erences during 
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Democratic and Republican administrations. The presidential cycle effect is present under both 
Democrats and Republicans, but is only statistically significant for Democrats. The third year 
of the cycle also has the highest returns for both partisan administrations (but only significant 
for Democrats). There does not seem to be a clear impact of the partisanship of the president on 
the strength of the presidential cycle, which is supportive for the PEC hypothesis.

Proposition 7: If the PEC hypothesis holds, the impact of the presidential cycle effect 

on U.S. stock market returns will be stronger when the president and the majority of 

Congress share the same party affiliation

Since the president shares authority for fiscal policy with Congress, and because the president 
frequently has little or no control over congressional action, it is difficult to see the president 
manipulating the economy without support from Congress. Yantek (1986) argues that the degree 
of manipulation by the incumbent president is therefore largely dependent on whether 
the president and the majority of (both houses of) Congress share the same party affiliation. 
If they do, it should be easier for the president to manipulate the economy thereby increasing 
the strength of the presidential cycle effect on U.S. stock market returns. No academic study has 
tested yet the congressional influence on the presidential cycle effect. By empirically examining 
the influence of the U.S. Senate on the presidential cycle effect, our empirical findings in Table 
5.5 enlighten the political mechanism behind the presidential cycle effect. Whether or not 
the president and the majority of Congress share the same party affiliation appears to have little 
impact on the strength of the presidential cycle effect, as we find higher returns during the latter 
half of the cycle compared to the first half under both instances. This finding is unsupportive for 
the political credibility of this PEC proposition. 

Proposition 8: If the PEC hypothesis holds, the impact of the presidential cycle effect on 

U.S. stock market returns will be stronger when there is a re-eligible president in office

The PBC theory suggests that incumbent politicians manipulate the economy in order to 
create a favorable macroeconomic environment in the run-up to elections as to maximize their 
chances for re-election. The incentive for economic manipulation by an incumbent politician, 
however, is largely dependent on his eligible status. Since the U.S. constitution limits a president 
to a maximum of two terms in office, he will automatically loose his re-eligible status when 
he is in his second term. It is therefore plausible that a non re-eligible president has far less 
incentive to manipulate the economy compared to a re-eligible president. Hence, prior to 
the elections there will be less economic manipulations when a non re-eligible president is in 
office. Simultaneously, the post-election effect (bearish stock markets in the first two year of 
the cycle) will also be smaller compared to elections with a re-eligible president. Table 5.5, Panel 
C, reports a clear presidential cycle effect, with a statistically significant ‘third year effect’, in 
excess returns when there is a re-eligible president in office. Interestingly, we find no statistically 
significant presidential cycle pattern when there is no re-eligible president in office. More 
specifically, excess returns during the first half of the cycle appear to be positive when there is 
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a non re-eligible president in o�ce, which largely leads to the disappearance of the presidential 
cycle e�ect.18 �ese �ndings seem to con�rm the hypothesis that the incentive for economic 
manipulation depends on the re-eligibility of the incumbent president. The results are therefore 
supportive for this PEC proposition.  

In summary, we �nd very limited empirical support for the PEC hypothesis, except for some 
of the politically inspired propositions. The actual mechanisms to a�ect the cycle, however, 
whether they would be �scal or monetary, show little sign of a presidential cycle. As a �nal 
remark, we note that all analyses in this section were performed controlling for business cycle 
e�ects. The results are robust once we omit the control variables or lag the control variables. 

5.4.4. Expected versus unexpected returns explanation
We have shown that there is a statistically strong and economically large di�erence in returns 
over the years of the presidential cycle. �ese di�erences can be explained neither by business 
cycle proxies and time-varying risk levels, nor by the PEC hypothesis. It might be the case that 
variation in returns over the cycle shows up in expected and unexpected returns. Variation in 
expected returns suggest that investors demand a higher return for the �nal years compared 
to the �rst, whereas variation in unexpected returns signal that market participants are 
systematically surprised in the last period of the cycle. �erefore, we decompose excess returns 
into expected and unexpected returns by regressing the returns on a constant and lagged 
business cycle variables (dividend yield, term spread, default spread, and relative interest rate). 
�ese variables have been shown to forecast expected returns and are related to the business 
cycle (see Chen, Roll and Ross, 1986; Fama, 1990; and Fama and French, 1989). The residuals 
from this regression are taken as a proxy for unexpected returns, whereas the �tted returns are 
taken as the expected returns. We subsequently regress expected and unexpected returns on 
the presidential cycle dummies as in equation (5.1). Table 5.6 displays our empirical �ndings.

Interestingly, there is no apparent presidential cycle pattern in expected returns. The null 
hypothesis of equality across all years cannot be rejected, and equality of the �rst two and 
the latter two years can also not be rejected. However, Table 5.6 shows that the results for 
unexpected returns are very di�erent. The third year return is statistically signi�cant at the 1 
percent level, while equality across the four years can be rejected at the 5 percent level. Equality 
across the �rst and second half of the cycle can also be rejected at the 5 percent level. �is 

18 The PBC theory argues that an incumbent president will manipulate the economy during the second 
half of the cycle, in order to create a favorable voting environment. According to the PBC theory, this 
manipulation will result in a post-election �scal hangover, which will result in lower (or negative) returns 
during the �rst half of the cycle. �erefore, the existence of such a �scal hangover should be clearly visible 
during the �rst half of cycles when there is a non re-eligible president in o�ce, since these years always 
follow a cycle in which the economy was manipulated by a re-eligible president. Our results, however, 
show no negative (or signi�cantly lower) returns during the �rst half of cycles when there was a non re-
eligible president in o�ce, and are unsupportive for the ‘�scal hangover’ explanation. Moreover, we �nd no 
evidence for the presence of such a �scal hangover in our �scal or macroeconomic variables.
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Table 5.5 Average returns under political propositions during the presidential cycle, controlling for 
business cycle variables
Table 5.5 presents the average excess returns of the S&P 500 during the presidential cycle under the political 
propositions. All rates are represented in annualized percentage points, based on the full sample period 
and a�er controlling for business cycle �uctuations. Panel A reports the results of the regression, SP500t-
TBLt= α + β1DPtYR1t + β2RPtYR2t + β3DPtYR2t + β4RPtYR2t + β5DPtYR3t + β6RPtYR3t + β7DPtYR4t + β8RPtYR4t +  
γ’Xt + εt where Xt is a vector containing the control variables. The model is estimated under the identifying 
restriction 
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Table 5.5 Average returns under political propositions during the presidential cycle, controlling for business cycle variables 
 

Table 5.5 presents the average excess returns of the S&P 500 during the presidential cycle under the political propositions. All rates are represented in annualized percentage points, based on the full sample period and 
after controlling for business cycle fluctuations. Panel A reports the results of the regression

tttttttttttttttttttt XYRRPYRDPYRRPYRDPYRRPYRDPYRRPYRDPTBLSP    '500 4847363524231211 , where tX  is a vector containing the control variables. The model is estimated 
under the identifying restriction 

0
8

1


j

j
. The ‘Returns’ columns under Panel A report the mean excess returns of the S&P 500 under Democratic presidents (DP) and Republican presidents (RP). The coefficients under 

the ‘Returns’ columns represent the average annualized return in a specific year of the cycle. The first number under the coefficient represents the p-value under the null hypothesis that the coefficient estimates are not 
significantly different from zero. These p-values are obtained by using Newey-West (1987) t-statistics. The numbers in square brackets are the p-values of the test conducted using a conditional bootstrap t-statistic. The 
coefficients under the ‘Differences’ columns report the Wald test statistic under the null that there is no difference in returns between the four years of the presidential cycle and under the null that there is no difference in 
returns between the first half and the second half of the presidential cycle. The column ‘ 2R ’ displays the adjusted R-squared of the regression. The row ‘T / Democrat’ displays the number of observations and the number 
of months of Democratic administrations during the estimation period. Panel B reports the returns and differences in returns during the presidential cycle under partisan domination (PD) and partisan split (PS) of control 
over the presidency and the Senate, after controlling for business cycle variables by running the following regression: 

tttttttttttttttttttt XYRPSYRPDYRPSYRPDYRPSYRPDYRPSYRPDTBLSP    '500 4847363524231211 , where tX is a vector containing the control variables. Panel C displays the returns and 
differences in returns during the presidential cycle when a re-eligible president is in office (RE) and when no re-eligible president in office (NRE), after controlling for the business cycle, by running the following 
regression: tttttttttttttttttttt XYRNREYRREYRNREYRREYRNREYRREYRNREYRRETBLSP    '500 4847363524231211 , where tX is a vector containing the control variables. All numbers in Panel B 
and Panel C are obtained in a similar manner as the numbers in Panel A. 

Full Sample (November 1948 to October 2008, 720 observations) 
Panel A: Excess S&P 500 Returns under Democratic and Republican Presidents 

  Returns  Differences  2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4   8/76/54/32/10 :  H  8/76/54/32/10 :  H    
DP  2.95 1.25 -4.75 12.76 6.85  7.31 5.80   
  0.10 0.80 0.40 0.00 0.03  0.06 0.02   
   [0.82] [0.45] [0.01] [0.06]  [0.16] [0.04]   
RP   -6.04 -9.50 7.29 -7.86  7.17 2.07   
   0.19 0.15 0.14 0.12  0.07 0.15   
   [0.24] [0.20] [0.18] [0.16]  [0.14] [0.19]  0.03 
T / Democrats 720 / 288      

. The ‘Returns’ columns under Panel A report the mean excess returns of the S&P 500 under 
Democratic presidents (DP) and Republican presidents (RP). The coe�cients under the ‘Returns’ columns 
represent the average annualized return in a speci�c year of the cycle. The �rst number under the coe�cient 
represents the p-value under the null hypothesis that the coe�cient estimates are not signi�cantly di�erent 
from zero. �ese p-values are obtained by using Newey-West (1987) t-statistics. The numbers in square 
brackets are the p-values of the test conducted using a conditional bootstrap t-statistic. The coe�cients under 
the ‘Di�erences’ columns report the Wald test statistic under the null that there is no di�erence in returns 
between the four years of the presidential cycle and under the null that there is no di�erence in returns between 
the �rst half and the second half of the presidential cycle. The column ‘
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Table 5.2 Average returns, volatility and changes in credit spread during the presidential cycle 
 

Table 5.2 presents the average excess and real returns of the S&P 500, the volatility of the S&P 500 and changes in the credit spread over the 
presidential cycle using the regression tttttt YRYRYRYRY   44332211 . The model is estimated under the identifying 

restriction 0
4

1


j

j . All rates are represented in annualized percentage points, based on the full sample period and without controlling for 

business cycle variables. The ‘Returns’ columns under Panel A report the mean excess returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – TBL), the mean real 
returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – INF) and the mean volatility of the S&P 500 (Vol SP500), for all four years of the presidential cycle. The 
volatility of the S&P 500 is computed from within-month daily return data, using the approach of French, Schwert, and Stambaugh (1987). 
The coefficients under the ‘Returns’ columns represent the average annualized return (or volatility) for the constant as well as in a specific 
year of the presidential cycle. The first number under the coefficient represents the p-value under the null hypothesis that the coefficient 
estimate is not significantly different from zero. These p-values are obtained by using Newey-West (1987) t-statistics. The numbers in square 
brackets are the p-values of the test conducted using a conditional bootstrap t-statistic. The coefficients under the ‘Differences‘ columns report 
the Wald test statistic under the null that there is no difference in returns (or volatility) between the four years of the presidential cycle

4321:0  H  (such that all betas are zero due to the identification restriction) and under the null that there is no difference in 

returns (or volatility) between the first half and the second half of the presidential cycle, 4321:0   H . The column “ 2R  “ displays 
the adjusted R-squared of the regression. Panel B shows the changes in the credit spread (ΔCredit spread) during the four years of the 
presidential cycle. The coefficients under the ‘Change in Spread’ columns represent the average annualized monthly change in the credit spread 
for the constant as well as in a specific year of the presidential cycle. All other numbers in Panel B are obtained in a similar manner as the 
numbers in Panel A.  

 
Full Sample (November 1948 to October 2008, 720 observations) 

Panel A: Stock Market Returns and Volatility 
  Returns  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H    
SP500 - TBL  2.14 -4.16 -5.60 10.64 -0.88 13.85 7.20   
  0.26 0.17 0.15 0.00 0.76  0.00 0.01   
   [ 0.21 ] [ 0.18 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.79 ]  [ 0.01 ] [ 0.01 ]  0.01 
SP500 - INF  3.15 -3.70 -5.60 10.44 -1.14 12.45 6.22   
  0.10 0.23 0.16 0.00 0.70  0.01 0.01   
   [ 0.27 ] [ 0.19 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.73 ]  [ 0.02 ] [ 0.02 ]  0.01 
            
Vol SP500  12.38 -1.28 0.81 0.40 0.07 4.35 0.29   
  0.00 0.05 0.27 0.56 0.93  0.23 0.59   
   [ 0.10 ] [ 0.24 ] [ 0.54 ] [ 0.95 ]  [ 0.26 ] [ 0.67 ]  0.01 

Panel B: Changes in Credit Spread 
  Change in Spread  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H   
ΔCredit spread  0.07 -0.06 0.27 -0.35 0.14 8.47 1.82   
  0.41 0.55 0.06 0.01 0.40  0.04 0.18   
     [ 0.58 ] [ 0.08] [ 0.02 ] [ 0.45 ]  [ 0.07 ] [ 0.22 ]   0.01 

	 	

’displays the adjusted R-squared 
of the regression. The row ‘T / Democrat’ displays the number of observations and the number of months 
of Democratic administrations during the estimation period. Panel B reports the returns and di�erences in 
returns during the presidential cycle under partisan domination (PD) and partisan split (PS) of control over 
the presidency and the Senate, a�er controlling for business cycle variables by running the following regression:  
SP500t-TBLt= α + β1PDtYR1t + β2PStYR2t + β3PDtYR2t + β4PStYR2t + β5PDtYR3t + β6PStYR3t + β7PDtYR4t + β8PStYR4t 
+  γ’Xt + εt , where Xt is a vector containing the control variables. Panel C displays the returns and di�erences 
in returns during the presidential cycle when a re-eligible president is in o�ce (RE) and when no re-eligible 
president in o�ce (NRE), a�er controlling for the business cycle, by running the following regression: 
SP500t-TBLt= α + β1REtYR1t + β2NREtYR2t + β3REtYR2t + β4NREtYR2t + β5REtYR3t + β6NREtYR3t + β7REtYR4t + 
β8NREtYR4t +  γ’Xt + εt, where Xt is a vector containing the control variables. All numbers in Panel B and 
Panel C are obtained in a similar manner as the numbers in Panel A.

Full Sample (November 1948 to October 2008, 720 observations)
Pan el  A :  E xc e ss  S & P  5 0 0  Re tu r ns  u n d er  D em o c r at i c  an d  Re publ i c an  Pre s i d ent s

 

Returns

 

Di�erences
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Table 5.2 Average returns, volatility and changes in credit spread during the presidential cycle 
 

Table 5.2 presents the average excess and real returns of the S&P 500, the volatility of the S&P 500 and changes in the credit spread over the 
presidential cycle using the regression tttttt YRYRYRYRY   44332211 . The model is estimated under the identifying 

restriction 0
4

1


j

j . All rates are represented in annualized percentage points, based on the full sample period and without controlling for 

business cycle variables. The ‘Returns’ columns under Panel A report the mean excess returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – TBL), the mean real 
returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – INF) and the mean volatility of the S&P 500 (Vol SP500), for all four years of the presidential cycle. The 
volatility of the S&P 500 is computed from within-month daily return data, using the approach of French, Schwert, and Stambaugh (1987). 
The coefficients under the ‘Returns’ columns represent the average annualized return (or volatility) for the constant as well as in a specific 
year of the presidential cycle. The first number under the coefficient represents the p-value under the null hypothesis that the coefficient 
estimate is not significantly different from zero. These p-values are obtained by using Newey-West (1987) t-statistics. The numbers in square 
brackets are the p-values of the test conducted using a conditional bootstrap t-statistic. The coefficients under the ‘Differences‘ columns report 
the Wald test statistic under the null that there is no difference in returns (or volatility) between the four years of the presidential cycle

4321:0  H  (such that all betas are zero due to the identification restriction) and under the null that there is no difference in 

returns (or volatility) between the first half and the second half of the presidential cycle, 4321:0   H . The column “ 2R  “ displays 
the adjusted R-squared of the regression. Panel B shows the changes in the credit spread (ΔCredit spread) during the four years of the 
presidential cycle. The coefficients under the ‘Change in Spread’ columns represent the average annualized monthly change in the credit spread 
for the constant as well as in a specific year of the presidential cycle. All other numbers in Panel B are obtained in a similar manner as the 
numbers in Panel A.  

 
Full Sample (November 1948 to October 2008, 720 observations) 

Panel A: Stock Market Returns and Volatility 
  Returns  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H    
SP500 - TBL  2.14 -4.16 -5.60 10.64 -0.88 13.85 7.20   
  0.26 0.17 0.15 0.00 0.76  0.00 0.01   
   [ 0.21 ] [ 0.18 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.79 ]  [ 0.01 ] [ 0.01 ]  0.01 
SP500 - INF  3.15 -3.70 -5.60 10.44 -1.14 12.45 6.22   
  0.10 0.23 0.16 0.00 0.70  0.01 0.01   
   [ 0.27 ] [ 0.19 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.73 ]  [ 0.02 ] [ 0.02 ]  0.01 
            
Vol SP500  12.38 -1.28 0.81 0.40 0.07 4.35 0.29   
  0.00 0.05 0.27 0.56 0.93  0.23 0.59   
   [ 0.10 ] [ 0.24 ] [ 0.54 ] [ 0.95 ]  [ 0.26 ] [ 0.67 ]  0.01 

Panel B: Changes in Credit Spread 
  Change in Spread  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H   
ΔCredit spread  0.07 -0.06 0.27 -0.35 0.14 8.47 1.82   
  0.41 0.55 0.06 0.01 0.40  0.04 0.18   
     [ 0.58 ] [ 0.08] [ 0.02 ] [ 0.45 ]  [ 0.07 ] [ 0.22 ]   0.01 

	 	

α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 H0:β1/2=β3/4=β5/6=β7/8 H0:β1/2+β3/4=β5/6+β7/8

DP 2.95 1.25 -4.75 12.76 6.85 7.31 5.80
0.10 0.80 0.40 0.00 0.03 0.06 0.02

[0.82] [0.45] [0.01] [0.06] [0.16] [0.04]
RP -6.04 -9.50 7.29 -7.86 7.17 2.07

0.19 0.15 0.14 0.12 0.07 0.15
[0.24] [0.20] [0.18] [0.16] [0.14] [0.19] 0.03

T / Democrats 720 / 288

Pan el  B :  E xc e ss  S & P  5 0 0  Re tu r ns  u n d er  Par t i s an  D om i n at i on  an d  Par t i s an  Spl i t

PD 2.90 -0.60 -0.77 11.21 6.35 5.15 4.63
0.10 0.89 0.88 0.01 0.03 0.16 0.03

[0.90] [0.90] [0.02] [0.08] [0.29] [0.06]
PS -5.15 -13.83 8.51 -5.72 10.68 3.97

0.34 0.06 0.06 0.20 0.01 0.05
[0.39] [0.09] [0.09] [0.25] [0.05] [0.07] 0.03

T / Partisan domination 720 / 288
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Table 5.5. (continued)

Pan el  C :  E xc e ss  S & P  5 0 0  Re tu r ns  u n d er  Re - e l i g ib l e  Pre s i d ent  i n  O f f i c e  an d  
No  Re - e l i g ib l e  Pre s i d ent  i n  O f f i c e

Returns Di�erences
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Table 5.2 Average returns, volatility and changes in credit spread during the presidential cycle 
 

Table 5.2 presents the average excess and real returns of the S&P 500, the volatility of the S&P 500 and changes in the credit spread over the 
presidential cycle using the regression tttttt YRYRYRYRY   44332211 . The model is estimated under the identifying 

restriction 0
4

1


j

j . All rates are represented in annualized percentage points, based on the full sample period and without controlling for 

business cycle variables. The ‘Returns’ columns under Panel A report the mean excess returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – TBL), the mean real 
returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – INF) and the mean volatility of the S&P 500 (Vol SP500), for all four years of the presidential cycle. The 
volatility of the S&P 500 is computed from within-month daily return data, using the approach of French, Schwert, and Stambaugh (1987). 
The coefficients under the ‘Returns’ columns represent the average annualized return (or volatility) for the constant as well as in a specific 
year of the presidential cycle. The first number under the coefficient represents the p-value under the null hypothesis that the coefficient 
estimate is not significantly different from zero. These p-values are obtained by using Newey-West (1987) t-statistics. The numbers in square 
brackets are the p-values of the test conducted using a conditional bootstrap t-statistic. The coefficients under the ‘Differences‘ columns report 
the Wald test statistic under the null that there is no difference in returns (or volatility) between the four years of the presidential cycle

4321:0  H  (such that all betas are zero due to the identification restriction) and under the null that there is no difference in 

returns (or volatility) between the first half and the second half of the presidential cycle, 4321:0   H . The column “ 2R  “ displays 
the adjusted R-squared of the regression. Panel B shows the changes in the credit spread (ΔCredit spread) during the four years of the 
presidential cycle. The coefficients under the ‘Change in Spread’ columns represent the average annualized monthly change in the credit spread 
for the constant as well as in a specific year of the presidential cycle. All other numbers in Panel B are obtained in a similar manner as the 
numbers in Panel A.  

 
Full Sample (November 1948 to October 2008, 720 observations) 

Panel A: Stock Market Returns and Volatility 
  Returns  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H    
SP500 - TBL  2.14 -4.16 -5.60 10.64 -0.88 13.85 7.20   
  0.26 0.17 0.15 0.00 0.76  0.00 0.01   
   [ 0.21 ] [ 0.18 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.79 ]  [ 0.01 ] [ 0.01 ]  0.01 
SP500 - INF  3.15 -3.70 -5.60 10.44 -1.14 12.45 6.22   
  0.10 0.23 0.16 0.00 0.70  0.01 0.01   
   [ 0.27 ] [ 0.19 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.73 ]  [ 0.02 ] [ 0.02 ]  0.01 
            
Vol SP500  12.38 -1.28 0.81 0.40 0.07 4.35 0.29   
  0.00 0.05 0.27 0.56 0.93  0.23 0.59   
   [ 0.10 ] [ 0.24 ] [ 0.54 ] [ 0.95 ]  [ 0.26 ] [ 0.67 ]  0.01 

Panel B: Changes in Credit Spread 
  Change in Spread  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H   
ΔCredit spread  0.07 -0.06 0.27 -0.35 0.14 8.47 1.82   
  0.41 0.55 0.06 0.01 0.40  0.04 0.18   
     [ 0.58 ] [ 0.08] [ 0.02 ] [ 0.45 ]  [ 0.07 ] [ 0.22 ]   0.01 

	 	

α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 H0:β1/2=β3/4=β5/6=β7/8 H0:β1/2+β3/4=β5/6+β7/8

RE 2.82 -3.68 -13.68 11.12 -1.92 17.07 9.30
0.14 0.42 0.01 0.00 0.66 0.00 0.00

[0.46] [0.02] [0.01] [0.69] [0.01] [0.01]
NRE -2.79 4.93 7.07 -1.05 2.06 0.12

0.58 0.41 0.22 0.78 0.56 0.73
[0.63] [0.46] [0.30] [0.81] [0.69] [0.75] 0.03

T / Re-eligible presidents 720 / 420

indicates that investors are systematically surprised by the good performance of the stock 
market in the second half, and especially during the third year of the cycle. Having looked at 
various rational explanations, it remains unclear which variables should explain this pattern. 

5.4.5. Sentiment explanation
Since the strong presidential cycle pattern in stock returns cannot be explained by time-varying 
risk, the business cycle or the PEC hypothesis, there may be a role for sentiment. Lemmon and 
Portniaguina (2006) and Baker and Wurgler (2006) show that consumer and investor sentiment 
are important within the �eld of asset pricing. To examine whether sentiment also follows 
the presidential cycle pattern, we regress the consumer sentiment surveys of the Conference 
Board and the University of Michigan and the Baker and Wurgler (2006) investor index on 
the presidential cycle dummies. Panel A in Table 5.7 shows variation in sentiment during 
the presidential cycle and Panel B shows the returns, correcting for the business cycle and 
each sentiment variable. Including sentiment and business cycle variables jointly is in line 
with Lemmon and Portniaguina (2006), who separate fundamental and sentiment components  
of con�dence.

The consumer con�dence measures from the Conference Board and the University of 
Michigan show a somewhat similar pattern over the four years of the presidential cycle. 
The hypothesis of equality across the four years or the �rst versus the second half of the cycle, 
however, cannot be rejected for both the con�dence variables and investor sentiment. Panel 
B of Table 5.7 corrects excess stock market returns for business cycle variables and a single 
sentiment variable. By including the sentiment variables individually, we can use the maximum 
available sample period for each of the variables (1967-2008 for the Conference Board survey, 
1952-2008 for the University of Michigan survey, and 1962-2005 for the Baker and Wurgler 
(2006) investor sentiment index). Correcting for consumer or investor sentiment does not 
change the presidential cycle pattern in excess stock returns in a meaningful way. The third 
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Table 5.6. Average expected and unexpected returns during the presidential cycle
Table 5.6 reports the results of a decomposition of returns into expected and unexpected returns during 
the four years of the presidential cycle. The decomposition of returns is performed by running regressions 
in two steps. In the �rst step, returns are regressed on a constant and the lagged values of the control 
variables Xt-1 (dividend yield (DY), default spread (DSP), term spread (TSP) and the relative interest rate 
(RR)), and this regression is used to construct expected excess returns (SP500TBL exp). Unexpected returns 
(SP500TBL unexp) are the di�erence between realized and expected returns. As a second step, the expected 
and unexpected returns are regressed on the presidential cycle dummy variables: Yt= α + β1YR1t + β2YR2t + 
β3YR3t + β4YR4t + εt for Yt = {SP500TBL exp, SP500TBL unexp}. The model is estimated under the identifying 
restriction 
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1.3 Model	and	main	findings	

1.3.1 Presidential	cycle	effect	in	the	U.S.	stock	market	

We	measure	the	effect	of	the	presidential	cycle	on	U.S.	stock	market	returns	by	running	the	following	
regression:		

tttttt YRYRYRYRr   44332211 	 	 	 	 														(5.1)	

where	stock	returns	are	denoted	by	 tr 	and	the	years	in	the	presidential	cycle	by	the	dummy	variables	

itYR 	for	i	=	1,..,4.	Since	the	dummy	variables	and	the	constant	are	perfectly	collinear,	we	estimate	the	

model	under	the	identification	restriction	that	the	sum	of	betas	equals	zero,	 0
4

1


j
j .	The	individual	

year	effects	should	thus	be	interpreted	as	the	returns	relative	to	the	mean.	The	total	return	for	any	
year	can	be	constructed	by	adding	the	constant	to	the	estimated	year	effect.	

	 Under	the	null	hypothesis,	the	presidential	cycle	has	no	effect	on	stock	market	returns,	which	
results	in	four	similar	beta	coefficients.	We	test	for	equality	of	coefficients,	i.e.,	 43210 :  H

which	under	the	restriction 0
4

1


j
j 	leads	to	the	reduced	model	 ttr   .		We	test	this	hypothesis	

using	a	standard	F‐test	or	Wald	test	of	the	usual	form.10		

Table	 5.2	 presents	 our	 initial	 findings.	 Panel	 A	 reports	 the	 results	 for	 the	 excess	 and	 real	
returns	of	the	S&P	500.	We	use	Newey‐West	(1987)	t‐values	as	well	as	bootstrapped	p‐values	to	test	
for	 significance	of	 parameters	 and	equality	 of	 returns	 across	 years.11	The	details	 of	 our	bootstrap	
procedure	can	be	found	in	the	appendix	at	the	end	of	this	chapter.	 	

                                                 

10	 We	 use	 the	 following	 form	 for	 the	 Wald‐test:	 � � ���� � ���������������� � ��	 where	 R	 is	 a	  Kq 
specification	matrix,	r	is	a  1q vector,	��	is	the  1K 	vector	of	parameter	estimates	and	��	its	covariance	matrix.	
Note	 that	 ��	 is	 singular,	 whereas	 �������	 is	 nonsingular.	 The	 test	 statistic	 follows	 asymptotically	 a	 Chi‐squared	
distribution:	  qW 2~  .		
11	We	set	the	number	of	lags	equal	to	Newey	and	West	(1987)	in	estimating	the	HAC	standard	errors.	Our	
conclusions,	however,	are	the	same	for	other	lag	lengths. 

. All rates are in annualized percentage points. The coe�cients under the ‘Returns’ columns 
show the results for the mean excess returns and represent the average annualized return in a speci�c year of 
the presidential cycle. The �rst number under the coe�cient represents the p-value under the null hypothesis 
that the coe�cient estimates are not signi�cantly di�erent from zero. �ese p-values are obtained by using 
Newey-West (1987) t-statistics. The numbers in square brackets are the p-values of the test conducted using 
a conditional bootstrap t-statistic that takes the generated nature of the dependent variables into account. 
The coe�cients under the ‘Di�erences’ columns report the Wald test statistic under the null that there is 
no di�erence in returns between the four years of the presidential cycle H0: β1= β2= β3= β4 (such that all 
betas are zero due to the identi�cation restriction) and under the null that there is no di�erence in returns 
between the �rst half and the second half of the presidential cycle (H0: β1+ β2= β3+ β4). The column ‘
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Table 5.2 Average returns, volatility and changes in credit spread during the presidential cycle 
 

Table 5.2 presents the average excess and real returns of the S&P 500, the volatility of the S&P 500 and changes in the credit spread over the 
presidential cycle using the regression tttttt YRYRYRYRY   44332211 . The model is estimated under the identifying 

restriction 0
4

1


j

j . All rates are represented in annualized percentage points, based on the full sample period and without controlling for 

business cycle variables. The ‘Returns’ columns under Panel A report the mean excess returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – TBL), the mean real 
returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – INF) and the mean volatility of the S&P 500 (Vol SP500), for all four years of the presidential cycle. The 
volatility of the S&P 500 is computed from within-month daily return data, using the approach of French, Schwert, and Stambaugh (1987). 
The coefficients under the ‘Returns’ columns represent the average annualized return (or volatility) for the constant as well as in a specific 
year of the presidential cycle. The first number under the coefficient represents the p-value under the null hypothesis that the coefficient 
estimate is not significantly different from zero. These p-values are obtained by using Newey-West (1987) t-statistics. The numbers in square 
brackets are the p-values of the test conducted using a conditional bootstrap t-statistic. The coefficients under the ‘Differences‘ columns report 
the Wald test statistic under the null that there is no difference in returns (or volatility) between the four years of the presidential cycle

4321:0  H  (such that all betas are zero due to the identification restriction) and under the null that there is no difference in 

returns (or volatility) between the first half and the second half of the presidential cycle, 4321:0   H . The column “ 2R  “ displays 
the adjusted R-squared of the regression. Panel B shows the changes in the credit spread (ΔCredit spread) during the four years of the 
presidential cycle. The coefficients under the ‘Change in Spread’ columns represent the average annualized monthly change in the credit spread 
for the constant as well as in a specific year of the presidential cycle. All other numbers in Panel B are obtained in a similar manner as the 
numbers in Panel A.  

 
Full Sample (November 1948 to October 2008, 720 observations) 

Panel A: Stock Market Returns and Volatility 
  Returns  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H    
SP500 - TBL  2.14 -4.16 -5.60 10.64 -0.88 13.85 7.20   
  0.26 0.17 0.15 0.00 0.76  0.00 0.01   
   [ 0.21 ] [ 0.18 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.79 ]  [ 0.01 ] [ 0.01 ]  0.01 
SP500 - INF  3.15 -3.70 -5.60 10.44 -1.14 12.45 6.22   
  0.10 0.23 0.16 0.00 0.70  0.01 0.01   
   [ 0.27 ] [ 0.19 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.73 ]  [ 0.02 ] [ 0.02 ]  0.01 
            
Vol SP500  12.38 -1.28 0.81 0.40 0.07 4.35 0.29   
  0.00 0.05 0.27 0.56 0.93  0.23 0.59   
   [ 0.10 ] [ 0.24 ] [ 0.54 ] [ 0.95 ]  [ 0.26 ] [ 0.67 ]  0.01 

Panel B: Changes in Credit Spread 
  Change in Spread  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H   
ΔCredit spread  0.07 -0.06 0.27 -0.35 0.14 8.47 1.82   
  0.41 0.55 0.06 0.01 0.40  0.04 0.18   
     [ 0.58 ] [ 0.08] [ 0.02 ] [ 0.45 ]  [ 0.07 ] [ 0.22 ]   0.01 

	 	

’ 
displays the adjusted R-squared of the regression.

Fu l l  S ampl e  ( Novemb er  1 9 4 8  to  O c tob er  2 0 0 8 ,  7 2 0  ob s er v at i ons )

 

Returns
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Table 5.2 Average returns, volatility and changes in credit spread during the presidential cycle 
 

Table 5.2 presents the average excess and real returns of the S&P 500, the volatility of the S&P 500 and changes in the credit spread over the 
presidential cycle using the regression tttttt YRYRYRYRY   44332211 . The model is estimated under the identifying 

restriction 0
4

1


j

j . All rates are represented in annualized percentage points, based on the full sample period and without controlling for 

business cycle variables. The ‘Returns’ columns under Panel A report the mean excess returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – TBL), the mean real 
returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – INF) and the mean volatility of the S&P 500 (Vol SP500), for all four years of the presidential cycle. The 
volatility of the S&P 500 is computed from within-month daily return data, using the approach of French, Schwert, and Stambaugh (1987). 
The coefficients under the ‘Returns’ columns represent the average annualized return (or volatility) for the constant as well as in a specific 
year of the presidential cycle. The first number under the coefficient represents the p-value under the null hypothesis that the coefficient 
estimate is not significantly different from zero. These p-values are obtained by using Newey-West (1987) t-statistics. The numbers in square 
brackets are the p-values of the test conducted using a conditional bootstrap t-statistic. The coefficients under the ‘Differences‘ columns report 
the Wald test statistic under the null that there is no difference in returns (or volatility) between the four years of the presidential cycle

4321:0  H  (such that all betas are zero due to the identification restriction) and under the null that there is no difference in 

returns (or volatility) between the first half and the second half of the presidential cycle, 4321:0   H . The column “ 2R  “ displays 
the adjusted R-squared of the regression. Panel B shows the changes in the credit spread (ΔCredit spread) during the four years of the 
presidential cycle. The coefficients under the ‘Change in Spread’ columns represent the average annualized monthly change in the credit spread 
for the constant as well as in a specific year of the presidential cycle. All other numbers in Panel B are obtained in a similar manner as the 
numbers in Panel A.  

 
Full Sample (November 1948 to October 2008, 720 observations) 

Panel A: Stock Market Returns and Volatility 
  Returns  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H    
SP500 - TBL  2.14 -4.16 -5.60 10.64 -0.88 13.85 7.20   
  0.26 0.17 0.15 0.00 0.76  0.00 0.01   
   [ 0.21 ] [ 0.18 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.79 ]  [ 0.01 ] [ 0.01 ]  0.01 
SP500 - INF  3.15 -3.70 -5.60 10.44 -1.14 12.45 6.22   
  0.10 0.23 0.16 0.00 0.70  0.01 0.01   
   [ 0.27 ] [ 0.19 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.73 ]  [ 0.02 ] [ 0.02 ]  0.01 
            
Vol SP500  12.38 -1.28 0.81 0.40 0.07 4.35 0.29   
  0.00 0.05 0.27 0.56 0.93  0.23 0.59   
   [ 0.10 ] [ 0.24 ] [ 0.54 ] [ 0.95 ]  [ 0.26 ] [ 0.67 ]  0.01 

Panel B: Changes in Credit Spread 
  Change in Spread  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H   
ΔCredit spread  0.07 -0.06 0.27 -0.35 0.14 8.47 1.82   
  0.41 0.55 0.06 0.01 0.40  0.04 0.18   
     [ 0.58 ] [ 0.08] [ 0.02 ] [ 0.45 ]  [ 0.07 ] [ 0.22 ]   0.01 

	 	

α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 H0:β1=β2=β3=β4 H0:β1+β2=β3+β4

SP500TBL exp 2.14 -1.23 1.16 0.25 -0.18 2.09 0.00
0.00 0.26 0.21 0.77 0.83 0.55 0.95

[ 0.39 ] [ 0.25 ] [ 0.79 ] [ 0.87 ] [ 0.67 ] [ 0.97 ] 0.01
SP500TBL unexp 0.00 -2.93 -6.76 10.38 -0.69 13.77 7.43

1.00 0.34 0.06 0.00 0.82 0.00 0.01
  [ 0.37 ] [ 0.09 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.83 ]   [ 0.01 ] [ 0.01 ] 0.01

year e�ect remains signi�cant in each case and equality across years can be rejected at the 10 
percent level or less for each variable. Furthermore, equality across the �rst and second half of 
the cycle can also be rejected at the 10 percent level or less. �ese results show that sentiment is 
not su�cient as an explanation for the presidential cycle e�ect.19 

19 Using data from the Gallup Poll, we also check the variation in the popularity of the president as 
a potential sentiment-related explanation. Popularity is higher (rather than lower) during the �rst half than 
during the second half of the cycle and lowest during the third year. �ese di�erences, however, are not 
statistically signi�cant.
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Table 5.7. Sentiment indicators during the presidential cycle
Table 5.7 reports the pattern in sentiment indicators over the presidential cycle, based on annual data, using 
the regression Yt= α + β1YR1t + β2YR2t + β3YR3t + β4YR4t + εt, where Yt is either the Conference Board consumer 
con�dence index, the University of Michigan consumer con�dence index, or the Baker and Wurgler (2006) 
investor sentiment index. The model is estimated under the identifying restriction 
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1.3 Model	and	main	findings	

1.3.1 Presidential	cycle	effect	in	the	U.S.	stock	market	

We	measure	the	effect	of	the	presidential	cycle	on	U.S.	stock	market	returns	by	running	the	following	
regression:		

tttttt YRYRYRYRr   44332211 	 	 	 	 														(5.1)	

where	stock	returns	are	denoted	by	 tr 	and	the	years	in	the	presidential	cycle	by	the	dummy	variables	

itYR 	for	i	=	1,..,4.	Since	the	dummy	variables	and	the	constant	are	perfectly	collinear,	we	estimate	the	

model	under	the	identification	restriction	that	the	sum	of	betas	equals	zero,	 0
4

1


j
j .	The	individual	

year	effects	should	thus	be	interpreted	as	the	returns	relative	to	the	mean.	The	total	return	for	any	
year	can	be	constructed	by	adding	the	constant	to	the	estimated	year	effect.	

	 Under	the	null	hypothesis,	the	presidential	cycle	has	no	effect	on	stock	market	returns,	which	
results	in	four	similar	beta	coefficients.	We	test	for	equality	of	coefficients,	i.e.,	 43210 :  H

which	under	the	restriction 0
4

1


j
j 	leads	to	the	reduced	model	 ttr   .		We	test	this	hypothesis	

using	a	standard	F‐test	or	Wald	test	of	the	usual	form.10		

Table	 5.2	 presents	 our	 initial	 findings.	 Panel	 A	 reports	 the	 results	 for	 the	 excess	 and	 real	
returns	of	the	S&P	500.	We	use	Newey‐West	(1987)	t‐values	as	well	as	bootstrapped	p‐values	to	test	
for	 significance	of	 parameters	 and	equality	 of	 returns	 across	 years.11	The	details	 of	 our	bootstrap	
procedure	can	be	found	in	the	appendix	at	the	end	of	this	chapter.	 	

                                                 

10	 We	 use	 the	 following	 form	 for	 the	 Wald‐test:	 � � ���� � ���������������� � ��	 where	 R	 is	 a	  Kq 
specification	matrix,	r	is	a  1q vector,	��	is	the  1K 	vector	of	parameter	estimates	and	��	its	covariance	matrix.	
Note	 that	 ��	 is	 singular,	 whereas	 �������	 is	 nonsingular.	 The	 test	 statistic	 follows	 asymptotically	 a	 Chi‐squared	
distribution:	  qW 2~  .		
11	We	set	the	number	of	lags	equal	to	Newey	and	West	(1987)	in	estimating	the	HAC	standard	errors.	Our	
conclusions,	however,	are	the	same	for	other	lag	lengths. 

. All results in 
Panel A are based on the maximum available sample period, which is 1967-2008 for the Conference Board 
survey, 1952-2008 for the University of Michigan survey, and 1962-2005 for the Baker and Wurgler (2006) 
sentiment index. The coe�cients under the ‘Change in Indicator‘ columns represent the value of a sentiment 
indicator in a speci�c year of the presidential cycle. The �rst number under the coe�cient is the p-value under 
the null hypothesis that the coe�cient estimates are not signi�cantly di�erent from zero. �ese p-values 
are obtained by using Newey-West (1987) t-statistics. The numbers in square brackets are the p-values of 
the test conducted using a conditional bootstrap t-statistic. The coe�cients under the ‘Di�erences’ columns 
report the Wald test statistic under the null that there is no di�erence in a sentiment indicator between 
the four years of the presidential cycle H0: β1= β2= β3= β4 (such that all betas are zero due to the identi�cation 
restriction) and under the null that there is no di�erence in a sentiment indicator between the �rst half and 
the second half of the presidential cycle (H0: β1+ β2= β3+ β4). The column ‘
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Table 5.2 Average returns, volatility and changes in credit spread during the presidential cycle 
 

Table 5.2 presents the average excess and real returns of the S&P 500, the volatility of the S&P 500 and changes in the credit spread over the 
presidential cycle using the regression tttttt YRYRYRYRY   44332211 . The model is estimated under the identifying 

restriction 0
4

1


j

j . All rates are represented in annualized percentage points, based on the full sample period and without controlling for 

business cycle variables. The ‘Returns’ columns under Panel A report the mean excess returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – TBL), the mean real 
returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – INF) and the mean volatility of the S&P 500 (Vol SP500), for all four years of the presidential cycle. The 
volatility of the S&P 500 is computed from within-month daily return data, using the approach of French, Schwert, and Stambaugh (1987). 
The coefficients under the ‘Returns’ columns represent the average annualized return (or volatility) for the constant as well as in a specific 
year of the presidential cycle. The first number under the coefficient represents the p-value under the null hypothesis that the coefficient 
estimate is not significantly different from zero. These p-values are obtained by using Newey-West (1987) t-statistics. The numbers in square 
brackets are the p-values of the test conducted using a conditional bootstrap t-statistic. The coefficients under the ‘Differences‘ columns report 
the Wald test statistic under the null that there is no difference in returns (or volatility) between the four years of the presidential cycle

4321:0  H  (such that all betas are zero due to the identification restriction) and under the null that there is no difference in 

returns (or volatility) between the first half and the second half of the presidential cycle, 4321:0   H . The column “ 2R  “ displays 
the adjusted R-squared of the regression. Panel B shows the changes in the credit spread (ΔCredit spread) during the four years of the 
presidential cycle. The coefficients under the ‘Change in Spread’ columns represent the average annualized monthly change in the credit spread 
for the constant as well as in a specific year of the presidential cycle. All other numbers in Panel B are obtained in a similar manner as the 
numbers in Panel A.  

 
Full Sample (November 1948 to October 2008, 720 observations) 

Panel A: Stock Market Returns and Volatility 
  Returns  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H    
SP500 - TBL  2.14 -4.16 -5.60 10.64 -0.88 13.85 7.20   
  0.26 0.17 0.15 0.00 0.76  0.00 0.01   
   [ 0.21 ] [ 0.18 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.79 ]  [ 0.01 ] [ 0.01 ]  0.01 
SP500 - INF  3.15 -3.70 -5.60 10.44 -1.14 12.45 6.22   
  0.10 0.23 0.16 0.00 0.70  0.01 0.01   
   [ 0.27 ] [ 0.19 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.73 ]  [ 0.02 ] [ 0.02 ]  0.01 
            
Vol SP500  12.38 -1.28 0.81 0.40 0.07 4.35 0.29   
  0.00 0.05 0.27 0.56 0.93  0.23 0.59   
   [ 0.10 ] [ 0.24 ] [ 0.54 ] [ 0.95 ]  [ 0.26 ] [ 0.67 ]  0.01 

Panel B: Changes in Credit Spread 
  Change in Spread  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H   
ΔCredit spread  0.07 -0.06 0.27 -0.35 0.14 8.47 1.82   
  0.41 0.55 0.06 0.01 0.40  0.04 0.18   
     [ 0.58 ] [ 0.08] [ 0.02 ] [ 0.45 ]  [ 0.07 ] [ 0.22 ]   0.01 

	 	

’ displays the adjusted R-squared 
of the regression. Panel B presents the average excess returns of the S&P 500 during the presidential cycle, 
a�er controlling for business cycle variables and the relevant sentiment indicator. The impact of sentiment is 
tested by running the following regression: SP500t-TBLt= α + β1YR1t + β2YR2t + β3YR3t + β4YR4t +  γ’Xt+ φSt + εt, 
where Xt is a vector containing the business cycle variables (dividend yield, default spread, term spread and 
relative interest rate) and  is the relevant sentiment indicator which either is the Conference Board survey, 
the University of Michigan survey or the Baker and Wurgler (2006) sentiment index. The model is again 
estimated under the identifying restriction 
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1.3 Model	and	main	findings	

1.3.1 Presidential	cycle	effect	in	the	U.S.	stock	market	

We	measure	the	effect	of	the	presidential	cycle	on	U.S.	stock	market	returns	by	running	the	following	
regression:		

tttttt YRYRYRYRr   44332211 	 	 	 	 														(5.1)	

where	stock	returns	are	denoted	by	 tr 	and	the	years	in	the	presidential	cycle	by	the	dummy	variables	

itYR 	for	i	=	1,..,4.	Since	the	dummy	variables	and	the	constant	are	perfectly	collinear,	we	estimate	the	

model	under	the	identification	restriction	that	the	sum	of	betas	equals	zero,	 0
4

1


j
j .	The	individual	

year	effects	should	thus	be	interpreted	as	the	returns	relative	to	the	mean.	The	total	return	for	any	
year	can	be	constructed	by	adding	the	constant	to	the	estimated	year	effect.	

	 Under	the	null	hypothesis,	the	presidential	cycle	has	no	effect	on	stock	market	returns,	which	
results	in	four	similar	beta	coefficients.	We	test	for	equality	of	coefficients,	i.e.,	 43210 :  H

which	under	the	restriction 0
4

1


j
j 	leads	to	the	reduced	model	 ttr   .		We	test	this	hypothesis	

using	a	standard	F‐test	or	Wald	test	of	the	usual	form.10		

Table	 5.2	 presents	 our	 initial	 findings.	 Panel	 A	 reports	 the	 results	 for	 the	 excess	 and	 real	
returns	of	the	S&P	500.	We	use	Newey‐West	(1987)	t‐values	as	well	as	bootstrapped	p‐values	to	test	
for	 significance	of	 parameters	 and	equality	 of	 returns	 across	 years.11	The	details	 of	 our	bootstrap	
procedure	can	be	found	in	the	appendix	at	the	end	of	this	chapter.	 	

                                                 

10	 We	 use	 the	 following	 form	 for	 the	 Wald‐test:	 � � ���� � ���������������� � ��	 where	 R	 is	 a	  Kq 
specification	matrix,	r	is	a  1q vector,	��	is	the  1K 	vector	of	parameter	estimates	and	��	its	covariance	matrix.	
Note	 that	 ��	 is	 singular,	 whereas	 �������	 is	 nonsingular.	 The	 test	 statistic	 follows	 asymptotically	 a	 Chi‐squared	
distribution:	  qW 2~  .		
11	We	set	the	number	of	lags	equal	to	Newey	and	West	(1987)	in	estimating	the	HAC	standard	errors.	Our	
conclusions,	however,	are	the	same	for	other	lag	lengths. 

. The estimates of γ and φ are not displayed in the interest 
of conciseness. All other numbers in Panel B are obtained in a similar manner as the numbers in Panel A.

Pan el  A :  S ent i m ent  In d i c ator s

Change in Indicator Di�erences
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Table 5.2 Average returns, volatility and changes in credit spread during the presidential cycle 
 

Table 5.2 presents the average excess and real returns of the S&P 500, the volatility of the S&P 500 and changes in the credit spread over the 
presidential cycle using the regression tttttt YRYRYRYRY   44332211 . The model is estimated under the identifying 

restriction 0
4

1


j

j . All rates are represented in annualized percentage points, based on the full sample period and without controlling for 

business cycle variables. The ‘Returns’ columns under Panel A report the mean excess returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – TBL), the mean real 
returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – INF) and the mean volatility of the S&P 500 (Vol SP500), for all four years of the presidential cycle. The 
volatility of the S&P 500 is computed from within-month daily return data, using the approach of French, Schwert, and Stambaugh (1987). 
The coefficients under the ‘Returns’ columns represent the average annualized return (or volatility) for the constant as well as in a specific 
year of the presidential cycle. The first number under the coefficient represents the p-value under the null hypothesis that the coefficient 
estimate is not significantly different from zero. These p-values are obtained by using Newey-West (1987) t-statistics. The numbers in square 
brackets are the p-values of the test conducted using a conditional bootstrap t-statistic. The coefficients under the ‘Differences‘ columns report 
the Wald test statistic under the null that there is no difference in returns (or volatility) between the four years of the presidential cycle

4321:0  H  (such that all betas are zero due to the identification restriction) and under the null that there is no difference in 

returns (or volatility) between the first half and the second half of the presidential cycle, 4321:0   H . The column “ 2R  “ displays 
the adjusted R-squared of the regression. Panel B shows the changes in the credit spread (ΔCredit spread) during the four years of the 
presidential cycle. The coefficients under the ‘Change in Spread’ columns represent the average annualized monthly change in the credit spread 
for the constant as well as in a specific year of the presidential cycle. All other numbers in Panel B are obtained in a similar manner as the 
numbers in Panel A.  

 
Full Sample (November 1948 to October 2008, 720 observations) 

Panel A: Stock Market Returns and Volatility 
  Returns  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H    
SP500 - TBL  2.14 -4.16 -5.60 10.64 -0.88 13.85 7.20   
  0.26 0.17 0.15 0.00 0.76  0.00 0.01   
   [ 0.21 ] [ 0.18 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.79 ]  [ 0.01 ] [ 0.01 ]  0.01 
SP500 - INF  3.15 -3.70 -5.60 10.44 -1.14 12.45 6.22   
  0.10 0.23 0.16 0.00 0.70  0.01 0.01   
   [ 0.27 ] [ 0.19 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.73 ]  [ 0.02 ] [ 0.02 ]  0.01 
            
Vol SP500  12.38 -1.28 0.81 0.40 0.07 4.35 0.29   
  0.00 0.05 0.27 0.56 0.93  0.23 0.59   
   [ 0.10 ] [ 0.24 ] [ 0.54 ] [ 0.95 ]  [ 0.26 ] [ 0.67 ]  0.01 

Panel B: Changes in Credit Spread 
  Change in Spread  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H   
ΔCredit spread  0.07 -0.06 0.27 -0.35 0.14 8.47 1.82   
  0.41 0.55 0.06 0.01 0.40  0.04 0.18   
     [ 0.58 ] [ 0.08] [ 0.02 ] [ 0.45 ]  [ 0.07 ] [ 0.22 ]   0.01 

	 	

α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 H0:β1=β2=β3=β4 H0:β1+β2=β3+β4

Conference board 96.47 3.38 -10.89 3.13 4.39 3.69 0.90
0.00 0.50 0.10 0.53 0.51 0.30 0.35

[0.45] [0.13] [0.54] [0.48] [0.31] [0.39] -0.01
University  
of Michigan

86.47 0.69 -3.64 0.18 2.77 3.26 1.25
0.00 0.72 0.08 0.92 0.20 0.35 0.27

[0.68] [0.05] [0.92] [0.16] [0.25] [0.22] -0.02
BW investor 
sentiment

0.00 0.18 -0.18 -0.26 0.26 3.57 0.00
1.00 0.39 0.28 0.15 0.14 0.31 1.00

[0.36] [0.25] [0.08] [0.06] [0.19] [1.00] -0.02
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5.5. CONCLUSIONS
�is chapter documents the existence of the presidential cycle e�ect in U.S. stock and credit 
markets. The average excess return of the S&P 500 is a signi�cant 10 percent higher during 
the �rst half of the presidential cycle than during the second. Furthermore, the average excess 
return is -5.6 percent in the second year and +10.6 percent during the third year. Although 
less strong than in the case of the U.S. stock market, we show that the presidential cycle e�ect 
also exists in the U.S. corporate bond market. Changes in the credit spread indicate a pattern 
in�uenced by the presidential cycle. On average, the spread widens by 27 basis points in 
the second year, while it contracts by 35 basis points in the third year of the cycle. The results 
are statistically and economically signi�cant, stable over sub-samples, and robust to controlling 
for business cycle e�ects and time-varying risk. We conclude that the presidential cycle e�ect in 
U.S. stock and bond markets is a robust phenomenon.

As a potential explanation for this phenomenon, we investigate the presidential election 
cycle hypothesis (PEC hypothesis) by designing eight empirically testable propositions. 
The popular press routinely points at the PEC hypothesis as an explanation for the presidential 
cycle e�ect. However, a�er a thorough empirical analysis, there is little to no �nancial, in�ation, 
�scal or macroeconomic evidence for any economic manipulation by an incumbent president. 
Neither the growth of money supply, U.S. income tax levels, U.S. federal spending, nor the U.S. 
budget indicate a statistically signi�cant presidential cycle pattern. Furthermore, the political 
propositions we test fail as well in uncovering any signi�cant evidence for the political background 
behind the presidential cycle e�ect. We argue that the credibility of the PEC hypothesis as an 
explanation for the presidential cycle is only limited. We �nally turn to consumer and investor 
sentiment as explanations for the pattern. Although consumer sentiment shows a somewhat 

Table 5.7. (continued)
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Table 5.2 Average returns, volatility and changes in credit spread during the presidential cycle 
 

Table 5.2 presents the average excess and real returns of the S&P 500, the volatility of the S&P 500 and changes in the credit spread over the 
presidential cycle using the regression tttttt YRYRYRYRY   44332211 . The model is estimated under the identifying 

restriction 0
4

1


j

j . All rates are represented in annualized percentage points, based on the full sample period and without controlling for 

business cycle variables. The ‘Returns’ columns under Panel A report the mean excess returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – TBL), the mean real 
returns of the S&P 500 (SP500 – INF) and the mean volatility of the S&P 500 (Vol SP500), for all four years of the presidential cycle. The 
volatility of the S&P 500 is computed from within-month daily return data, using the approach of French, Schwert, and Stambaugh (1987). 
The coefficients under the ‘Returns’ columns represent the average annualized return (or volatility) for the constant as well as in a specific 
year of the presidential cycle. The first number under the coefficient represents the p-value under the null hypothesis that the coefficient 
estimate is not significantly different from zero. These p-values are obtained by using Newey-West (1987) t-statistics. The numbers in square 
brackets are the p-values of the test conducted using a conditional bootstrap t-statistic. The coefficients under the ‘Differences‘ columns report 
the Wald test statistic under the null that there is no difference in returns (or volatility) between the four years of the presidential cycle

4321:0  H  (such that all betas are zero due to the identification restriction) and under the null that there is no difference in 

returns (or volatility) between the first half and the second half of the presidential cycle, 4321:0   H . The column “ 2R  “ displays 
the adjusted R-squared of the regression. Panel B shows the changes in the credit spread (ΔCredit spread) during the four years of the 
presidential cycle. The coefficients under the ‘Change in Spread’ columns represent the average annualized monthly change in the credit spread 
for the constant as well as in a specific year of the presidential cycle. All other numbers in Panel B are obtained in a similar manner as the 
numbers in Panel A.  

 
Full Sample (November 1948 to October 2008, 720 observations) 

Panel A: Stock Market Returns and Volatility 
  Returns  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H    
SP500 - TBL  2.14 -4.16 -5.60 10.64 -0.88 13.85 7.20   
  0.26 0.17 0.15 0.00 0.76  0.00 0.01   
   [ 0.21 ] [ 0.18 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.79 ]  [ 0.01 ] [ 0.01 ]  0.01 
SP500 - INF  3.15 -3.70 -5.60 10.44 -1.14 12.45 6.22   
  0.10 0.23 0.16 0.00 0.70  0.01 0.01   
   [ 0.27 ] [ 0.19 ] [ 0.00 ] [ 0.73 ]  [ 0.02 ] [ 0.02 ]  0.01 
            
Vol SP500  12.38 -1.28 0.81 0.40 0.07 4.35 0.29   
  0.00 0.05 0.27 0.56 0.93  0.23 0.59   
   [ 0.10 ] [ 0.24 ] [ 0.54 ] [ 0.95 ]  [ 0.26 ] [ 0.67 ]  0.01 

Panel B: Changes in Credit Spread 
  Change in Spread  Differences  

2R  
    α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4  43210 :  H  43210 :  H   
ΔCredit spread  0.07 -0.06 0.27 -0.35 0.14 8.47 1.82   
  0.41 0.55 0.06 0.01 0.40  0.04 0.18   
     [ 0.58 ] [ 0.08] [ 0.02 ] [ 0.45 ]  [ 0.07 ] [ 0.22 ]   0.01 

	 	

α Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 H0:β1=β2=β3=β4 H0:β1+β2=β3+β4

Conference board 0.06 -5.44 -4.27 9.47 0.25 10.63 3.57
0.98 0.09 0.30 0.00 0.94 0.01 0.07

  [0.11] [0.33] [0.01] [0.94] [0.08] [0.10] 0.30
University  
of Michigan

1.79 -4.20 -4.07 10.93 -0.60 23.73 4.07
0.30 0.17 0.33 0.00 0.30 0.00 0.05

[0.19] [0.35] [0.00] [0.31] [0.01] [0.08] 0.35
BW investor 
sentiment

1.01 -3.94 -10.41 10.88 3.46 14.31 9.89
0.65 0.18 0.01 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.00

[0.19] [0.03] [0.01] [0.19] [0.04] [0.01] 0.30
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similar pattern, correcting for the business cycle and sentiment jointly does not eliminate 
the pattern observed in stock returns.

We conclude that the existence of the presidential cycle e�ect in U.S. �nancial markets 
remains a puzzle and certainly deserves further academic attention. However, since most rational 
explanations as well as the PEC hypothesis fail to solve the puzzle, alternative explanations 
become scarce. The conventional wisdom that the presidential cycle e�ect is caused by politicians 
misusing their economic in�uence to remain in power is not supported empirically.
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5.6. APPENDIX B
To check whether the results are sensitive to the chosen start and end dates of the presidential 
term, we performed two separate robustness checks. As a �rst robustness check, we run 
the following regression:
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1.6 Appendix	B	

To	check	whether	the	results	are	sensitive	to	the	chosen	start	and	end	dates	of	the	presidential	term,	
we	 performed	 two	 separate	 robustness	 checks.	 As	 a	 first	 robustness	 check,	we	 run	 the	 following	
regression:	

ttttttt DYRYRYRYRr   44332211 	

Relative	to	our	main	equation	(5.1)	in	this	chapter,	this	equation	contains	an	extra	dummy	
variable	 tD that	takes	a	value	of	one	in	November,	December,	and	January	after	the	fourth	year	of	the	
presidential	cycle	and	zero	otherwise.	This	specification	will	pick	up	the	effect	of	the	lame	duck	period	
between	an	election	and	 inauguration.	The	results	 in	Table	B.1	can	be	compared	with	 the	original	
results	in	Table	5.2	of	the	paper.	Table	B.2	shows	that	the	dummy	is	indeed	significant	for	both	excess	
and	real	stock	returns,	but	the	presidential	cycle	effect	does	not	change	with	the	addition	of	the	new	
variable.	 As	 a	 second	 robustness	 check,	we	 re‐specify	 the	dummy	variables.	We	 run	 two	 versions	
where	years	run	from:	

1.	December	to	November	(Table	B.1)	

2.	January	to	December	(Table	B.2)	

Santa‐Clara	and	Valkanov	(2003),	for	example,	follow	calendar	years	as	in	option	2	above.	The	
following	tables	summarize	the	results	and	can	be	compared	with	Table	II	in	the	paper.	Although	some	
of	the	results	differ	slightly,	the	main	message	from	Tables	B.1	and	B.2	is	that	our	main	results	are	not	
very	sensitive	to	the	redefinition	of	the	years	of	the	cycle.	

	 	

Relative to our main equation (5.1) in this chapter, this equation contains an extra dummy 
variable that takes a value of one in November, December, and January a�er the fourth year of 
the presidential cycle and zero otherwise. �is speci�cation will pick up the e�ect of the lame 
duck period between an election and inauguration. The results in Table B.1 can be compared 
with the original results in Table 5.2 of the paper. Table B.2 shows that the dummy is indeed 
signi�cant for both excess and real stock returns, but the presidential cycle e�ect does not change 
with the addition of the new variable. As a second robustness check, we re-specify the dummy 
variables. We run two versions where years run from:

1. December to November (Table B.1)
2. January to December (Table B.2)

Santa-Clara and Valkanov (2003), for example, follow calendar years as in option 2 above. 
The following tables summarize the results and can be compared with Table 5.2 of the paper.
Although some of the results di�er slightly, the main message from Tables B.1 and B.2 is that our 
main results are not very sensitive to the rede�nition of the years of the cycle.

Table B.1. Adding an extra dummy for November – January a�er year 4

Panel A Const YEAR1 YEAR2 YEAR3 YEAR4 Dum Wald a Wald b R2

SP500 – TBL 1.29 -6.74 -4.74 11.49 -0.02 13.72 17.03 9.56
0.50 0.03 0.22 0.00 1.00 0.04 0.00 0.00

0.06 0.26 0.00 1.00 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.01

SP500 – INF 2.15 -6.68 -4.60 11.43 -0.15 15.92 15.88 8.79
0.27 0.04 0.25 0.00 0.96 0.02 0.00 0.00

0.06 0.28 0.00 0.97 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01

Vol SP500 12.44 -1.13 0.76 0.35 0.02 -0.82 3.17 0.16
0.00 0.11 0.30 0.62 0.98 0.50 0.37 0.69

0.16 0.27 0.59 0.98 0.42 0.38 0.74 0.01

Panel B
ΔCredit spread 0.07 -0.04 0.27 -0.35 0.13 -0.11 8.38 1.97

0.38 0.71 0.07 0.01 0.42 0.59 0.04 0.16
0.72 0.08 0.01 0.46 0.62 0.06 0.19 0.01



Table B.2. Redefinition of the presidential cycle year: December to November

Panel A Const YEAR1 YEAR2 YEAR3 YEAR4 Wald a Wald b R2

SP500 - TBL 2.14 -4.03 -4.04 8.17 -0.10 7.62 4.60
0.26 0.17 0.28 0.01 0.97 0.05 0.03

0.20 0.33 0.02 0.98 0.11 0.05 0.01

SP500 - INF 3.15 -3.59 -4.09 7.90 -0.22 6.73 4.00
0.11 0.24 0.29 0.01 0.95 0.08 0.05

0.27 0.33 0.03 0.95 0.14 0.07 0.00

Vol SP500 12.38 -1.27 1.11 0.35 -0.18 5.03 0.03
0.00 0.06 0.14 0.63 0.83 0.17 0.85

0.10 0.12 0.61 0.85 0.20 0.88 0.01

Panel B
ΔCredit spread 0.07 0.06 0.21 -0.32 0.05 6.75 2.91

0.42 0.62 0.14 0.01 0.74 0.08 0.09
0.63 0.17 0.02 0.75 0.12 0.11 0.01
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�is thesis presents work on the e�ciency of pension funds and �nancial markets. Understanding 
the e�ciency of �nancial intermediaries – such as banks, insurance companies and pension 
funds – and �nancial markets is important as they play an integral role in allocating scarce 
capital and distributing risk. The thesis consists of two parts that focus on di�erent aspects  
of e�ciency. 

Part I concentrates on the operational e�ciency of pension funds. Pension funds aggregate 
assets from their plan sponsor(s) and bene�ciaries with the aim of providing retirement income 
insurance in an e�cient manner. As the pension sector is a vital part of the �nancial system 
in most countries, the assessment of its operational e�ciency is important. High costs and 
persistent ine�ciencies can substantially lower the pension outcome. �is is even more relevant 
since the �nancial crisis as pension funds are under intense public scrutiny because they �nd 
it increasingly challenging to safeguard a sustainable funding level. What binds the chapters in 
Part I together is their empirical focus on di�erent determinants of pension fund operational 
e�ciency. For that, we use cross-sectional and panel datasets that are free from self-reporting 
biases and contain detailed information on Dutch occupational pension funds. The Dutch 
occupational pension system provides an interesting case study as it is well-developed and 
relatively large in terms of size. The results suggest that pension funds can gain considerable 
bene�ts from economies of scale. Larger pension funds bene�t from economies of scale in 
the investment costs for standardized asset classes such as �xed income and equity, while they 
pay less performance fees for a given level of excess return for most alternative asset classes. 
�is may be because their size gives them a better negotiating power towards asset managers. 
The �ndings do not aim to prescribe an optimal pension fund size or investment amount for 
asset classes, but they do highlight that it is important for pension fund boards to include cost 
structures and the economies of scale within these structures when determining their asset 
allocation. �is will help ensure that risks, returns and costs are balanced and the asset allocation 
matches the pension fund’s strategy. 

Part II of this thesis focuses on a di�erent aspect of market e�ciency, namely the informational 
e�ciency of �nancial markets and speci�cally examines the in�uence of the U.S. presidency on 
�nancial markets. Academic evidence suggests that the U.S. presidency in�uences stock and 
bond markets and forms an important consideration for institutional investors such as pension 
funds.  We document a clear presidential cycle pattern in U.S. stock and bond markets which 
consists of signi�cantly higher returns (and lower credit spreads) during the second half of 
a presidential term compared to the �rst. Given the economic signi�cance of the e�ect it is 
relevant for institutional investors when determining their asset allocation, most notably from 
a market timing perspective. Moreover, the e�ect remains robust a�er controlling for multiple 
rational explanations, such as di�erences in business conditions or time-varying risks.  Why 
there is a relation between the presidential cycle and �nancial markets thus remains a puzzle. 

The �rst part of this thesis starts with Chapter 2 where we provide an analysis of operational 
e�ciency through a cross-sectional examination of the relation between investment costs and 
pension fund size. We use a dataset of 225 Dutch occupational pension funds with a total of 928 
billion euro of assets under management. Using the dataset, we distinguish between two key 
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components of investment costs for six asset classes, namely management costs and performance 
fees. We find that a pension fund that has 10 times more assets under management on average 
reports 7.67 basis points lower annual investment costs. These economies of scale are solely 
driven by management costs and appear constant over pension fund size. We also document 
that economies of scale differ per asset class. Size is an important driver for economies of scale in 
fixed income, equity and commodity portfolios, but not in real estate, private equity and hedge 
funds. The first group of asset classes tend to have a higher level of liquidity and standardization 
and are therefore probably more easily scalable. 

Chapter 3 concentrates on operational efficiency in investment cost structures by analyzing 
the relation between investment returns and performance fees. Pension funds typically pay 
these fees for active investment strategies and alternative asset classes with the aim of mitigating 
the agency conflict between investors and asset managers by linking the manager’s payoffs 
to her actions. We have a dataset consisting of 218 Dutch occupational pension funds with 
an average total of 985 billion euro in assets under management from 2012 to 2015. We find 
that large and more specialized pension funds pay less performance fees for a given level of 
excess return for alternative asset classes such as hedge funds and private equity. This is possibly 
the result of better negotiation power due to their larger scale or higher level of expertise.  We 
also document no statistical evidence that the returns of pension funds that pay performance 
fees to asset managers are significantly higher or lower than the returns of pension funds that do 
not pay performance fees. This is true for most asset classes and robust if we correct for risk and 
persistence in asset class returns. As the dataset consists of returns aggregated at the asset class 
level and does not contain the individual mandates per pension fund within each asset class, 
the performance related effects reported in this chapter are likely to represent a lower bound on 
the actual effects. Future research using data on individual mandates could shed further light 
on this issue.  

Chapter 4 focuses on the ability of pension funds to efficiently provide indexation by 
examining the key factors influencing indexation decisions within defined benefit plans. We 
use a dataset of 166 Dutch pension funds from 2007 to 2010. Key drivers of indexation are 
the funding ratio, inflation and real wage growth. The type of pension fund and the interest 
rate exposure are also statistically significant, although the latter effect is nonlinear. The asset 
allocation has no significant effect on the level of provided indexation as this is already captured 
by the funding ratio. We also examine the relation between policy ladders and the actual level 
of provided indexation. This chapter finds that a policy ladder with an upper limit equal to 
a 100 percent real funding ratio is able to predict the actual level of indexation more accurately 
than a ladder with an upper limit based on a pension fund’s required nominal funding ratio. 
The latter tends to overestimate the actual level of indexation. This suggests that pension funds 
in their indexation policies indeed seem to cater for the price or wage indexed consumption 
needs of their clients.   

The second part of this thesis comprises Chapter 5, which concentrates on the informational 
efficiency of financial markets by analyzing the presidential cycle effect in U.S. stock and credit 
markets. Using data between 1948 and 2008, we find that the annual excess return of the S&P 
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500 is almost 10 percent higher during the last two years of the presidential cycle than during 
the �rst two years. We �nd a similar pattern in U.S. credit spreads. �ese patterns cannot be 
explained by business-cycle variables capturing time-varying risk premia, di�erences in risk 
levels, or by consumer and investor sentiment. We formally test the presidential election cycle 
(PEC) hypothesis as an alternative explanation. The PEC states that incumbent parties and 
presidents have an incentive to manipulate the economy (via budget expansions and taxes) to 
remain in power. We formulate eight testable propositions relating to the �scal, monetary, tax, 
unexpected in�ation and political implications of the PEC hypothesis. However, we do not �nd 
statistically signi�cant evidence con�rming the PEC hypothesis as a plausible explanation for 
the presidential cycle e�ect. The presidential cycle e�ect in U.S. �nancial markets thus remains 
a puzzle of informational ine�ciency that cannot be easily explained by politicians employing 
their economic in�uence to remain in power, as is o�en believed. 
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This thesis presents work on the efficiency of pension  
funds and financial markets. Understanding the efficiency  
of financial intermediaries - such as banks, insurance  
companies and pension funds - and financial markets  
is important as they play an integral role in allocating  
scarce capital and distributing risk. The thesis consists  
of two parts that focus on different aspects of efficiency. 

Part I concentrates on the operational efficiency of  
pension funds. The essays in this part focus on the Dutch 
occupational pension system, which provides an interesting 
case study as it is well-developed and relatively large in 
terms of size. The results suggest that pension funds can 
gain considerable benefits from economies of scale.  
Larger pension funds benefit from economies of scale in  
the investment costs for standardized asset classes such  
as fixed income and equity, while they pay less performance 
fees for a given level of excess return for most alternative 
asset classes. The findings highlight that it is important for 
pension fund boards to include cost structures and the  
economies of scale within these structures when  
determining their asset allocation. 

Part II of this thesis focuses on a different aspect of  
market efficiency, namely the informational efficiency of 
financial markets and specifically examines the influence  
of the U.S. presidency on financial markets. We document  
a clear presidential cycle pattern in U.S. stock and bond  
markets which consists of significantly higher returns (and 
lower credit spreads) during the second half of a presidenti-
al term compared to the first. Given the economic significan-
ce of the effect it is relevant for institutional investors when  
determining their asset allocation, most notably from a  
market timing perspective. 
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